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Summary
With close to ten publications a day and an unprecedented financial support from
the European Commission as well as large-scale initiative in the Americas and Asia,
graphene is one of the hottest topics in condensed matter physics. The interest for
low dimensional Carbon-based materials, in particular graphene, was revitalized
in the mid 2000’s by the measurement of its exceptional electronic properties and
the realization that this single sheet of graphite is attractive for electronic ap-
plications. Many other nano-structures are derived from graphene with different
order of dimensionality like graphite, carbon nanotubes [1, 2], fullerenes [3, 4] (3D,
1D, 0D respectively) exhibiting exceptional electronic properties and equally large
variety of physical properties. This opens up large scope of studies and applica-
tions in (opto)electronics, spintronics, sensors, catalysts, in chemistry and biology
and as structural material. Studies in graphene also raised fundamental research
related to other 2D materials like topological insulators, and their generalization
to different classes of 2D exfoliable compounds.
In this rapidly developing field, ten years after the pioneer publications in
graphene, new concepts have emerged, on both experimental and theoretical sides.
It is this motivation that led me to present a comprehensive and coherent scientific
study in the field of graphene and few other carbon based compounds.
However, from its invention to commercialization there is a long way to go.
Also, before graphene could overtake the conventional silicon technology, funda-
mental studies of its properties are required. Indeed after the tenth anniversary of
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its discovery it is evident that graphene has been one of the most studied materials
of the past decade. It has a short history but has attracted huge scientific interest
and as a result there has been abundant advances in technological applications.
Its scope is gradually dispersing to advanced technological fields such as photon-
ics, high frequency electronics, sensitive gas sensors, transparent electrodes for flat
panel displays, supercapacitors. Since it possess exceptional electrical, mechanical
and thermal properties, exciting theoretical predictions such as possible occurrence
of superconductivity are expected to form the next milestone in its development.
For a rapid technological growth it is of utmost importance to realize graphene
devices that are able to tune their transport properties by means of the applica-
tion of an electric field. In the recent years an extensive research study has been
initiated to exploit the fundamental level in a wide variety of Carbon materials.
This Ph.D. thesis focuses on the modification of the transport properties of low-
dimensional carbon-based materials by tuning their surface charge carrier density
(up to values of induced charge exceeding 6× 1014 carriers cm−2) via electrochem-
ical gating with an innovative polymer electrolyte solution (PES). The study is
made mainly on few layer graphene (FLG) systems produced by micro-mechanical
exfoliation and on single layer graphene (SLG) synthesized by chemical vapor de-
position (CVD) growth method. The technique has also been applied to highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) to study how the properties are controlled
by simply changing the way of source current injection. Attempts to modulate
the superconducting critical temperature of the Graphite Intercalated Compounds
(GICs) like CaC6 are also reported.
Chapter 1 briefly describes the basic properties of the different subjects un-
der study. It includes the theoretical background of the electronic and transport
properties of ideal SLG. An overview of the methods used to produce graphene,
for example, the mechanical exfoliation and CVD along with the role of substrate
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and the defects associated is reported. Apart from these discussions the band
structures of FLG are introduced. The main aim of this chapter is to explain how
graphene and its derivatives distinguishes from conventional materials.
In Chapter 2, the basic principle of the formation of the dynamic electric double
layer (EDL) via electrochemical gating is described. A novel PES is used for this
purpose which is able to produce huge electric fields at the interface with the
sample. It becomes possible to induce high surface charge densities up to more
than 1014 charges cm−2. An overview of the state of the art of this specialized
technique applied successfully to a variety of materials is reported. In particular
results on metals and low dimensional carbon based materials are summarized.
The main results of the mentioned previous work shows that electrochemical gating
is a much more efficient way as compared to the standard dielectric gating in order
to modify properties of materials in an elegant way.
In the next Chapters, we have described the details of our implementation of
the EDL gating technique. Full description of the device fabrication and its partic-
ular design is given here including the production and deposition of the polymer.
In these devices we were able to perform transport measurements by the stan-
dard four-wire technique down to 2.7 K. However, even at the highest induced
charge density we were not able to observe any desired phase transition. Instead,
a continuous enhancement (or progressive induction) of the metallic behavior and
a low-temperature logarithmic upturn of the resistance, strongly dependent on
the induced charge has been observed. Since Kondo-effect and electron-electron
interaction (EEI) contributions can be ruled out on the basis of Raman mea-
surements and of the magnetic-field dependence of the resistance, this peculiar
low-temperature behavior has been analyzed and explained in terms of weak local-
ization (WL) due to localized defects at the sample surface. However, the induced
surface charge was determined by a suitable modification of a classic method of
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electrochemistry called the double-step chronocoulometry. Since the application
of this technique is quite new for this purpose, we made a validation check by
comparing it with standard Hall effect measurements. This powerful technique is
described in Chapter 3 while the results are included in Chapter 4 & 5. Other
measurements were done in order to study the effect of the electrochemical gating
technique, that track the changes in properties of a material, for example the pop-
ular Dirac curves and Raman measurements. Then few warnings, limitations and
drawbacks are listed because electrochemical gating technique is very complex and
one needs to be careful about certain aspects before applying its use on different
materials in order to obtain precise results.
In Chapter 4 & 5, results of recently performed electrochemical gating experi-
ments in FLG devices (mainly three-, four-, and five-layers) and SLG at Politecnico
di Torino, Istitito Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica, INRIM (Torino, Italy) and the
University of Cambridge (Cambridge, United Kingdom) are discussed. We have
included our various results of electrochemical gating on highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG) here. In addition, an attempt to modulate the superconducting
critical temperature of exfoliated CaC6 has been performed, even if the extreme
sensitivity to air of this material required a special technique for the preparation
of field effect devices (FEDs) in a dry glove box.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Before we start the detailed analysis of the electric field effect on low dimensionality
carbon based materials, it would be worthwhile to review the basic properties of
these materials. In this chapter a theoretical background of the basic properties
of single- and few-layer graphenes is presented. We mainly consider the electronic
properties including calculation of band-structure, peculiar transport properties
that lead to a particular kind of Quantum Hall Effect (QHE) observed at higher
magnetic fields. The background of QHE discussed will include analysis of the
classical Hall effect to the quantum treatment of the motion of an electron in a
strong magnetic field. In the case of Klein tunneling, confinement and the integer
QHE, the Dirac electrons behave in unusual ways. Also the variation of electronic
properties of graphene stacks with stacking order and number of layers is addressed.
The role of the substrate and the associated disorder is another important issue
reported here. In addition, a brief introduction on how it can be exfoliated in a
thermodynamically stable form from graphite and grown by CVD on metals like
copper is given.
1.1 Basic properties of single layer graphene
Carbon is one of the most fundamental substance and is found abundantly in
nature. It is the distinguishing property of catenation that occurs readily in carbon
due to which it is able to form chemical bonds in many different directions. Indeed,
its external orbitals can combine to hybridize allowing formation of chemical bonds
in different directions.
A single carbon atom has six electrons and its ground state configuration is
1s22s22p1x 2p
1
y . Depending on the type of bond formed there are sp, sp
2 and sp3
hybridizations. These forms that carbon can assume are called allotropes and are
very well known from quite a long time such as graphite and diamond. Due to
3
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the small energy gap between the 2s and 2p orbitals, an electron can be promoted
from the 2s to the empty 2p to give four unpaired electrons. At this level it is
convenient for the electronic orbitals to mix together to form hybrid orbitals that
allow many different types of chemical bonds. In sp2 hybridization there is a mix
between one s orbital and two p orbitals to form three hybrid orbitals that arrange
themselves at 120◦ to each other in a plane, in order to be as far apart as possible.
The remaining p orbital remains perpendicular to them.
The three sp2 orbitals form strong σ bonds resulting in the formation of the
hexagonal structure that characterizes graphene but these bonds do not contribute
to conductivity. This arrangement of carbon atoms as a honeycomb lattice made
out of hexagons is shown in Figure 1.1. These hexagons depict as if they are
composed of benzene rings stripped out from their hydrogen atoms. The distance
between the carbon atoms in a σ bond is 1.42 A˚ and it is this bond that is
responsible for the robustness of the lattice structure while the p orbital which is
perpendicular to the planar structure can bind covalently with neighboring carbon
atoms leading to a pi bond formation. This remaining orbital called the 2pz orbital
can form pi bonds by delocalization of electrons over the entire molecule and are
responsible for the peculiar electronic properties of graphene (as shown in Figure
1.2).
Figure 1.1. Honeycomb lattice structure of an idealized SLG. It can be seen as
the starting base of all the allotropes of carbon.
Graphene presents an unprecedented and unusual combination of properties:
thinnest material, high electronic mobility, optical transparency, mechanical resis-
tance and flexibility, impermeable membrane, potential for functionalization and
interface with biology. Because of its unusual structural and electronic flexibility
graphene can be tailored chemically and/or structurally in many different ways.
Actually graphene layers are stacked one on top of the other and are linked
to each other by weakly coupled van der Waals forces in graphite. Even with the
benefit of hindsight, no body ever expected graphene to exist in the free state and
hence no experimental tool existed to isolate the one atom thick flake among the
4
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Figure 1.2. Left: sp2 hybridized Carbon atoms form sigma bonds using three
electrons and sharing one electron in a perpendicular 2pz orbital, Right: delocal-
ization of pi electrons in the form of an aromatic ring is shown.
debris of graphite until its isolation. It was reported for the first time in 2004
[5] when it was eventually spotted due to the subtle optical effect it creates when
placed over a SiO2 substrate under an ordinary optical microscope.
Moreover, the electrons can be controlled by application of external electric and
magnetic fields or by altering sample geometry and/or topology. In fact in this
Ph.D. thesis it will be shown how the electrons can be controlled by generation of
very high electric field at the interface and by applying external magnetic fields.
1.1.1 Electronic properties
Graphene is considered as the building block of all the sp2 hybridized forms of
carbon. In fact, most of the electronic properties were known long before its ex-
perimental discovery [6]. The existence of thermodynamically stable 2D form of
graphene sheet was argued and it was believed that it should not exist in nature
based on Mermin theorem. The theorem says that a pure 2D system is thermody-
namically unstable at finite temperatures because the root mean square thermal
fluctuations of atomic positions are comparable to the inter-atomic distances. Un-
til this surprisingly appeared in the mid 2000’s [5, 7] when Andre Geim and Kostya
Novoselov at the University of Manchester were able to isolate it successfully. They
isolated and characterized a single layer from graphite by micro-mechanical exfoli-
ation which eventually led them to win a Nobel prize in Physics in 2010. However,
the discovery of graphene does not violate the Mermin theorem because the finite
size sheets of graphene (≈ 100 µm2) becomes intrinsically stable.
Electronic band structure of graphene :
Graphene consists of a 2D honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms and it is a
bipartite lattice. As shown in Figure 1.3, the crystal structure can be considered
5
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Figure 1.3. The crystal structure of graphene which can be considered as made
of two sub-lattices (red and blue). The black rhombus indicates the unit cell and
~a1 and ~a2 represent the lattice’s unit vectors.
as made of two sub-lattices (red and blue). The black rhombus indicates the unit
cell and ~a1 and ~a2 represent the lattice’s unit vectors.
The two unit vectors, ~a1 and ~a2, of the primitive unit cell are described in
following equations 1.1 and 1.2:
~a1 =
a0
2
(−
√
3,3) (1.1)
~a2 =
a0
2
(
√
3,3) (1.2)
where a0 ≈ 0.142 nm is the distance between carbon atoms, which is the
average of the length of single (C–C) and double (C=C) bonds.
In Figure 1.4 the first Brillouin zone of graphene is shown, including the high
symmetry points in momentum space: Γ = (0,0), M = (0, 2pi
3a0
), K = (− 2pi
3
√
3a0
, 2pi
3a0
)
and K ′ = ( 2pi
3
√
3a0
, 2pi
3a0
). Since the unitary cell has two atoms, it contains two pi-
electrons whose wave functions overlap. As a consequence, the wave function φ of
the unit cell can be written as a superposition of each atomic wave function φ1
and φ2.
φ(~r) = c1φ1(~r) + c2φ2(~r) =
∑
n
cnφn (1.3)
Since the crystal has a periodic structure, we can make the following ansatz for
6
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Figure 1.4. The first Brillouin zone of graphene.
the wave function:
ψ(~k) =
∑
~R∈G
e(i
~k·~R)φ(~r − ~R) (1.4)
where G denotes the set of lattice vectors.
In the framework of the tight-binding approximation only the nearest-neighbor
atoms can be considered and due to the Bloch theorem the wave function of the
blue or red atoms are equal except for the phase factor eiφ, we can write:
ψ(~k) = c1φ1 + c2φ2e
−i~k~a1 + c2φ2e−i
~k~a2 + c2φ2 + c1φ1e
i~k~a1 + c1φ1e
i~k~a2 (1.5)
The Schro¨dinger equation for ψ is:
H |Ψ〉 = E |Ψ〉 (1.6)
Now, if we insert the equation 1.5 in 1.6, and project the equation on the two
atomic states, we obtain:
〈φ1 |H |Ψ〉 = E 〈φ1 |Ψ〉 (1.7)
〈φ2 |H |Ψ〉 = E 〈φ2 |Ψ〉 (1.8)
In order to simplify the problem we define:
α = 〈φi |H |φi〉 (1.9)
7
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β = 〈φi |H |φj〉 (1.10)
where α is the self-energy and β is the hopping energy between nearest-neighbor
sites.
Figure 1.5. The pi and pi∗ bands (blue) decoupled from σ and σ∗ bands (red).
The pi and pi∗ bands form conical valleys that touch at two of the high-symmetry
points, conventionally labeled K and K ′, in the Brillouin-zone.[8]
Having considered this, the components of equations 1.7 and 1.8 become:
〈φ1 |H |Ψ〉 = c1α + c2β(1 + e−i~k~a1 + e−i~k~a2) (1.11)
〈φ2 |H |Ψ〉 = c2α + c1β(1 + ei~k~a1 + ei~k~a2) (1.12)
E 〈φ1|Ψ〉 = Ec1 (1.13)
E 〈φ2|Ψ〉 = Ec2 (1.14)
Thus the equations can be rewritten as:(
α− E β(1 + e−i~k~a1 + e−i~k~a2)
β(1 + ei
~k~a1 + ei
~k~a2) α− E
)(
c1
c2
)
= 0 (1.15)
This system has a non-trivial solution only if:∣∣∣∣∣ α− E β(1 + e−i~k~a1 + e−i~k~a2)β(1 + ei~k~a1 + ei~k~a2) α− E
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (1.16)
and when solved for the energy E gives the expression of the electronic band-
structure for the first Brillouin zone:
E = α± β
√
3 + 2 cos~k~a1 + 2 cos~k~a2 + 2 cos~k(~a1 − ~a2) (1.17)
8
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where we can arbitrarily set α = 0 and β = γ0 ≈ 2.8 eV. Equation 1.17 is commonly
expressed explicitly as:
E(x, y) = ±γ0
√
1 + 2 cos(
√
3aky
2
) cos(
akx
2
) + 4 cos2(
akx
2
) (1.18)
where a is the lattice constant (a =
√
3a0).
From this expression we can distinguish two bands: the pi band at E < 0 and the
pi∗ at E > 0, as represented in Figure 1.5 and 1.6. The reciprocal lattice vectors
of this Bravais lattice are:
~b1 =
2pi
3a0
(−
√
3,1) (1.19)
~b2 =
2pi
3a0
(
√
3,1) (1.20)
The bands touch each other at the high symmetry K points, found at the corners
of the first Brillouin-zone. Although there are six of these points, only two of
them are independent: the K and the K ′ points form independent valleys in the
momentum space.
The pi and pi∗ bands (blue) are decoupled from the σ and σ∗ bands (red) because
Figure 1.6. The band-structure of graphene in the first Brillouin zone. The inset
shows the region around the K-point. The Fermi energy,EF lies exactly between
the conduction and valence band for undoped graphene.[9]
of inversion symmetry and are closer to the Fermi energy because they participate
less in bonding (Figure 1.5). The Fermi energy separates occupied and empty
states. In a neutral graphene sheet, this is the energy where valence and con-
duction bands meet (zero energy above, often referred to as the neutrality point).
The bands form conical valleys that touch at two of the high-symmetry points,
conventionally labeled K and K ′, in the Brillouin-zone (Figure 1.6). Near these
9
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points the energy varies linearly with the magnitude of momentum measured from
the Brillouin-zone corners. In general if we have N unit cells, considering spin
degeneracy, each band contains 2N states. In graphene every unit cell has two
electrons, therefore the valence band results completely filled and the conduction
band empty with the Fermi energy lying exactly at the points where the two bands
touch each other [8, 9].
Due to this particular band-structure, with the density of states vanishing at the
K and K ′ points, graphene is usually defined as zero-gap semiconductor.
Low energy properties
The electronic states close to the Fermi level determine the electronic transport
properties of materials. Since for undoped graphene the Fermi energy lies exactly
at the K-points, it is possible to describe the low energy transport by expanding
the wave functions around ~K.
The electronic states in both valleys are not coupled, therefore we can write an
effective Hamiltonian for each valley and study it singularly. We consider ~k = ~K+~κ
and ~k = ~K ′ + ~κ with |~κ|  | ~K|, | ~K ′|, then equation 1.15 close to ~K can be
approximated as: [
E(~κ) 3γ0a0
2
(κx + iκy)
3γ0a0
2
(κx − iκy) E(~κ)
] [
c1
c2
]
= 0 (1.21)
which operates on a two-component wave function in order to evaluate the contri-
bution of both sublattices.
As usual the dispersion is obtained by setting the determinant to zero:
E(~κ) = ±(3γ0a0
2
)|~κ| (1.22)
From this, since the velocity of a wave packet is given by ~v = ~−1∂E/∂~κ, we can
write the Fermi velocity:
vF =
3γ0a0
2~
(1.23)
which is independent by the direction hence, close to the K points, the band-
structure of graphene is a cone.
Since the parameters involved are known (γ0 ≈ 2.8 eV and a0 = 1.42 A˚), we have
vF ≈ 106 m/s and we can rewrite equation 1.22 in a much simpler way:
E(~κ) = ±vF |~κ| (1.24)
An interesting property of graphene can be found by inspecting the electronic wave
functions. The effective Hamiltonians give rise to two-component wave functions
10
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for each valley:
for K
ψ±K(~κ) =
1√
2
(
e−iθ~κ/2
±eiθ~κ/2
)
(1.25)
and for K ′
ψ±K′(~κ) =
1√
2
(
eiθ~κ/2
±e−iθ~κ/2
)
(1.26)
where θ~κ = tan
−1(κx/κy) is the angle of the wave vector ~κ in momentum space
and ± refers to the energies following equation 1.24.
The wave functions have two components with spinor-like properties and are there-
fore called pseudo-spinors. From this it derives that, a rotation of θ~κ = 2pi around
a K point leads to a pi phase shift of the wave function.
It takes two turns to come back to the initial state. This pi phase shift is in general
known as a Berry’s phase. Moreover, the low-energy Hamiltonian can be rewritten
as:
H~κ = ~vFσ · ~κ = −i~vFσ ·∆ (1.27)
where σ = σxxˆ+ σyyˆ with σx and σy being the Pauli matrices.
In quantum mechanics, the helicity operator is given by: hˆ = 1
2
σ ~κ|~κ| and is the pro-
jection of the pseudo spin along the momentum direction. With H~κ |ψ±〉 = E~κ |ψ±〉
and E~κ = ±~F |~κ|, we obtain: σ ~κ|~κ| = ±1. As a consequence, at the K-point, the
pseudo-spin is parallel to the momentum for positive energies and anti-parallel for
negative energies.
This fact has important consequences for the electric conduction in graphene since,
the conservation of this pseudo-spin lead to a suppression of scattering mechanisms.
Another important observation is that the effective Hamiltonian of graphene is
equivalent to the Dirac equation in the mass-less case [9]. This means that the
low-energy charge carriers in graphene behave as mass-less chiral spin 1/2 rela-
tivistic particles, also called Dirac fermions. The only differences are that in
graphene the speed of light is replaced by the Fermi velocity, which is vF ≈ c/300,
and the real spin is replaced by the pseudo-spin.
Graphene is the first material in which such particular carriers have been observed
and this makes it extremely interesting from the point of view of fundamental
research. [10]
Density of states
The density of states of a graphene single-layer, as derived from equation 1.17 is
shown in Figure 1.7 as a function of the next-nearest-neighbor hopping parameter
γ1. For both γ1 = 0 and γ1 /= 0, the semi-metallic behavior is evident [5, 11],
but in the latter case the symmetry between electrons and holes is lost. In the
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Figure 1.7. Density of states as a function of energy for graphene single-
layer plotted in units of nearest-neighbor hopping energy γ0. It is possible
to see the linear behavior ρ(E) ∝ |E| and the symmetry breaking between
electrons and holes, if non negligible γ1 is considered. Right: zoom of the
K points. (edited from [9])
Figure 1.8. Schematic of a field-effect device fabricated with a graphene
flake deposited on Si/SiO2. The substrate is an important part of the
device since the n++Si layer is used as a back-gate electrode, with the
SiO2 layer being the gate dielectric.
low energy regime it is possible to write the following expression for the density of
12
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states:
ρ(E) =
2Ac
pi
|E|
v2F
(1.28)
where Ac is the area of the unit cell in real space, given by: Ac = 3
√
3a2/2.
1.1.2 Transport properties
Electronic transport in single− layer graphene
The transport properties of graphene have been extensively studied by fabri-
cating field-effect devices in a configuration as shown in Figure 1.8. Graphene’s
quality can be assessed by the pronounced ambipolar effect such that charge car-
riers can be tuned continuously between electrons and holes. It is possible to
continuously modulate the density of charge carriers by polarizing the SLG sheet
with respect to the gate electrode, thereby moving the Fermi level through the
Dirac cones.
In Figure 1.9 the material resistivity as a function of back-gate voltage is shown;
these kind of curves are popularly known as Dirac curves.
The concentrations n can be as high as 1013 cm−2 and their mobilities µ can exceed
15,000 cm2V−1s−1 under ambient conditions. Moreover, the observed mobilities
weakly depend on temperature T , which means that µ at 300 K is still limited
by impurity scattering, and therefore can be improved significantly, even up to ≈
100,000 cm2V−1s−1.
At n > 1012 cm−2, µ remains high in both electrically and chemically doped
devices, although ballistic transport is observed on the sub-micrometer scale, up
to ≈ 0.3 µm at 300 K.
Transport in graphene under magnetic field
The standard Hall effect measurements are able to extract important informa-
tion about the type and concentration of charge carriers present in the material
as a function of gate voltage. Transport properties of graphene can be studied by
fabricating FEDs with the configuration sketched in Figure 1.10. Hall effect mea-
surements allows to get important information on the type and the concentration
of charge carriers in the material as a function of the back-gate voltage.
The Hall resistance is linear with respect to VG on which depends the charge
carrier concentration:
1
RH
= ne = αVG (1.29)
Positive (negative) VG induces electrons (hole) in concentrations n = αVG. Es-
timating the charges induced by the back gate in a field-effect device fabricated
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Figure 1.9. Ambipolar electric field-effect in single-layer graphene. The insets
show its conical low-energy spectrum E(k), indicating changes in the position
of the Fermi energy, EF with changing gate voltage VG. Positive (negative) VG
induce electrons (holes) in concentrations n = αVG for field-effect devices shown
in Figure 1.8 with 300 nm SiO2 layer used as a dielectric.[12]
with a graphene flake deposited on Si/SiO2 theoretically gives the value of the
coefficient α:
αth =
n
VG
0
te
∼= 7.2× 1010 cm−2V −1 (1.30)
which is readily comparable to experimental value:
αexp ∼= 7.3× 1010 cm−2V −1 (1.31)
This indicates that major part of the induced charge carriers participate in
conduction. Charge trapping at the graphene/SiO2 interface is negligible, which
testifies the high crystallographic quality of the material.
Such quality gets evident also while evaluating the Hall mobility µ of the induced
charges.
µ =
σ
ne
(1.32)
For very good samples µ can be as high as 106 cm2V−1s−1. [13]
Cyclotron Mass
The energy dispersion relationship of electrons in graphene resembles the en-
ergy of ultra relativistic particles in the quantum mechanical regime [13, 14]. These
14
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Figure 1.10. In the upper part, side and top view of a graphene device is shown.
In the graph below, the behavior of the classical Hall resistance as a function of
the back-gate voltage.(adapted from [13])
mass-less Dirac fermion particles are characterized by cyclotron mass that depends
on the electronic density as its square root. The cyclotron mass is defined in a
semiclassical approximation as:
m∗ =
1
2pi
[
∂A(E)
∂E
]E=EF (1.33)
where A(E) is the area, in the momentum space, defined by the particle’s orbit,
and is given by:
A(E) = pi
E2
v2F
(1.34)
By putting together equations 1.33 and 1.34, we obtain:
m∗ =
EF
v2F
=
kF
vF
(1.35)
The density of states n depends on the Fermi momentum: k2F = pin
Thus we have,
m∗ =
√
pi
vF
√
n (1.36)
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Figure 1.11. Plot of the cyclotron mass of charge carriers in single-layer graphene
as a function of their concentration n. Experimental values have been derived by
the analysis of temperature dependence of the Shubnikov de Haas oscillations as
a function of temperature, while the solid line represents the fit based on equation
1.38 with vF as free parameter. m0 is the free electron mass. (edited from [9])
with the spin and valley degenerations being already considered.
In Figure 1.11 it is possible to see how equation 1.36 can easily fit the exper-
imental data, giving also the possibility to verify that vF ≈ 106 m/s and conse-
quently γ0 ≈ 2.8 eV. The experimental observation of the square root dependence
of the cyclotron mass on the carrier concentration is the proof of the presence
of a linear dispersion relation and thus of massless Dirac fermions in single-layer
graphene [13, 14, 15]. Indeed, the common parabolic dispersion relation leads to
constant cyclotron mass [16].
Quantum Hall effect in graphene
Since graphene is a two-dimensional material, therefore it is expected to observe
the quantum Hall effect (QHE) in this material. However in single-layer graphene
the quantization of the Hall conductivity develops in a very particular way. The
Hall plateau are quantized as:
σxy = ±(N + 1
2
)
ge2
h
(1.37)
with g=4 being the degeneracy factor, 2 for spin and 2 for valley degeneration (or
carrier’s chirality).
The origin of such half integer QHE lies in the Landau levels spectrum of
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chiral massless Dirac fermions which are responsible for electronic conduction
in graphene. Therefore, the observation of the half integer QHE became, to-
gether with cyclotron frequency, the evidence for the observation of massless Dirac
fermions and thus of a graphene single-layer.
In presence of a magnetic field directed along z-direction, we can write the graphene
Hamiltonian for the K point, considering the momentum operator p → p − e ~A
and the Landau gauge ~A = (0, xB,0), as:
± vF
(
0 px − ipy + xeB
px + ipy − xeB 0
)(
ψA(r)
ψB(r)
)
= E
(
ψA(r)
ψB(r)
)
(1.38)
Solving these equations leads to an energy dispersion equal to:
EN = ±
√
(2vFB(N +
1
2
± 1
2
)) N = 0,±1,±2... (1.39)
where N is the Landau level index.
Figure 1.12. Quantum Hall effect in single-layer graphene on left and
bilayer graphene on right.[17]
The first ± takes into account the ambipolar nature of graphene and the ±1/2
factor from the chirality of charge carriers. This last term is important for the
development of the peculiar level at zero energy, which results equally shared be-
tween electrons and holes of opposite chirality. This level is robust and does not
depend on the applied magnetic field.
In Figure 1.12 Quantum Hall effect in graphene as a function of charge-carrier
density n is shown. In single-layer graphene the peak in the longitudinal resistivity
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ρxx at n = 0 demonstrates that a Landau level occurs at zero energy. The values
of the transverse conductivity ρxy at the surrounding plateaus imply that this level
is drawn half from the conduction band and half from the valence band. The QHE
proves that charge carriers in single-layer graphene are massless Dirac fermions. In
bilayer graphene the double-jump in σxy at n = 0 demonstrates that two Landau
levels are pinned at zero energy. This quantization reveals that bilayer graphene
is made up of massive and chiral fermions. However, the QHE in graphene was
observed even at room temperature. [18, 19, 20]
As stated earlier, the nature of spectrum around the wave numbers K and K ′
determine the transport properties of graphene. Close to K and K ′ the dispersion
is conical and is given by E(k) = ±vF~k, with vF = 3ta0/(2~), where k is the
momentum measured relatively to either K or K ′. This spectrum is formally
equivalent to that obtained from solving the 2D massless Dirac equation. The
Hamiltonian for the electrons in graphene has the form HK = vFσ.p whereas close
to K ′, the Hamiltonian is HK′ = −HK . The operator σ is written in terms of Pauli
matrices as σ = (σx, σy) and is called as the pseudo spin while p is the momentum
operator. The density of states N(E) = K2Ac/(2pi), from which the density of
states ρ(E) per spin per unit cell is given by ρ(E) = dN(E)/dE = 2|E|/pi√3t2,
and the primitive cell area Ac = 3
√
3a20/2 ≈ 5.1 A˚2 [21].
Since σ.p|ψ >= ±p|ψ >, then the operator hˆ has only two eigenvalues ±1.
The helicity operator hˆ has the following physical interpretation: in an energy
eigenstate, the pseudo spin is either parallel or antiparallel to the momentum p.
As shown in Figure 1.13, at the K valley, electrons have positive helicity, h = 1,
whereas at the K ′, the helicity is negative (Q = K ′−K represents the transferred
momentum when a scattering event between the valleys takes place). In a head-on
collision of the electron on a potential barrier, the backscattered electron has to
change its momentum from q to −q. For such a head-on collision (taken here along
the x direction), hˆ is a constant of motion, with eigenvalue +1, but backscattering
would imply a modification of this eigenvalue to −1. This, however, cannot be
because hˆ is a conserved quantity, then the transmission probability through the
barrier, for such type of collision, has to be one. Thus, backscattering is suppressed
for intravalley scattering events. On the other hand, electrons in the K and K ′
valleys have opposite chirality, thus intervalley backscattering can take place if
the potential is short range since in this case the eigenvalue of hˆ does not change
sign [10, 21]. The helicity or chirality of electrons in graphene is responsible for
the Klein tunneling effect: the probability of electronic transmission through a
potential barrier is equal to 1 for head-on collisions and backscattering is said to
be suppressed.
However, chirality is not an exact symmetry of the problem because the spec-
trum of graphene is not exactly linear at all energies. The deviation from the
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Figure 1.13. Positive helicity h = +1 at K valley and negative helicity h =
−1 at K ′ with transferred momentum as Q = K ′ −K during a scattering
event between valleys takes place.[21]
perfect massless Dirac behavior is known as trigonal warping.
The intervalley scatterings are originated by some adatoms, adsorbed hydro-
carbons, vacancies or edges of the sample. Since the electrons in the two valleys
are related by time reversal symmetry, the phases acquired by two electrons, one
in the K valley and its time-reversed at K ′ are equal, allowing constructive inter-
ference. Instead intravalley scatterings arise from long-range scattering potentials,
such as ripples, dislocations, charged impurities or topological defects. This type
of scattering randomizes the phase within a valley suppressing interference effects
from the same valley and thus localization effects.
1.1.3 Types of graphene
The starting point of the discovery of graphene came up with the idea that it can
be produced through a mechanical exfoliation technique [7]. It became possible to
exfoliate graphene by using an adhesive tape and later depositing it on an appro-
priate substrate. Most common choice is Si/SiO2 for the deposition of graphene
and then it becomes possible to observe it under the microscope and characterize
it. However different synthesis and fabrication processes result in graphene with
atomic structures like almost perfect and mono-crystalline, as well as defective
and polycrystalline. In the latter case, defects can appear in the form of grain
boundaries, ripples, wrinkles and point defects within the graphene crystal struc-
ture. Other methods developed for the production of graphene include chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) of graphene on transition metal foils [22, 23] and epitaxial
growth on SiC [24, 25], which are promising as well. For our work we have used
the exfoliation technique of graphite and the CVD of graphene on copper foils to
prepare field-effect devices. A brief description of both the methods is given here:
1. mechanical exfoliation of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) to
obtain single layer and FLG:
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Figure 1.14. Production of graphene by micro-mechanical exfoliation of graphite.
(a) With the adhesive part of the tape a thin layer of graphite is extracted from
a bulk sample. (b) By folding the tape, the adhesive part is brought in contact
with the other side of the graphite layer and the first layer of graphite is split
into two. (c) The same procedure is repeated several times in order to distribute
the graphite all over the tape. (d) Until a situation shown here is obtained with
graphite homogeneously distributed all over the tape. (e) the tape is then put
into contact with the Si/SiO2 substrate and firmly pressed with a thumb or with
the back of tweezers. (f) finally, by using tweezers, the tape is gently detached
from the substrate, which is now ready for optical inspection.[26]
The starting graphitic material source we used are HOPG, natural graphite
flakes and graphite powder. Materials needed for this procedure are: the adhesive
tape, small pieces of bulk graphite and the substrate. The exfoliation procedure is
shown and described in the series of pictures of Figure 1.14. First of all, the piece
of graphite is pressed on the adhesive tape and a thin graphite layer is peeled off
the bulk. Then, with repeated exfoliation using the same tape, the graphite layer
is thinned and homogeneously distributed on the surface of the tape. Finally the
tape is pressed on the substrate and gently rubbed with tweezers or fingers.
When the tape is removed, a procedure must to be carried out carefully in
order to avoid damage to the graphene flakes and thin flakes remain deposited
on the substrate. Optical inspection and characterization showed that some of
this flakes are made of thick graphite, some of them are much thinner and made
just of few graphene planes down to monolayers. A few aspects of this procedure
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must be considered in order to optimize it and improve the quality of the obtained
graphene flakes. The development and optimization of graphene production has
been one of the most important part of the work carried out at Istitito Nazionale
di Ricerca Metrologica (INRIM) earlier and at the University of Cambridge (Cam-
bridge, United Kingdom) later, since the fabrication of graphene devices for poly-
mer gating measurements require large high quality few-layer graphene flakes [27].
Every Si/SiO2 substrate used for graphene deposition was carefully cleaned in
acetone with the help of an ultrasonic bath and rinsed in IPA before being dried
with nitrogen.
Another thing to be considered is the tape used for the exfoliation. De-
spite the fact that most of the tapes available can be used for the purpose, cer-
tain tapes have important advantages. Indeed, semiconductor tapes such as the
Nitto BT − 150E − KL can deposit flakes without leaving many glue residuals
on the substrate’s surface, that can represent a serious issue for the fabrication
of devices. On the other hand, tapes with very strong adhesive power such as
the common 3M scotch have proven to be very effective in graphene deposition,
with the disadvantage of leaving a lot of glue residuals. With all these materials,
groups around the world have demonstrated to be able to produce high quality
graphene flakes after the optimization of the exfoliation recipe. In our case we used
natural graphite flakes with lateral size of few millimeters with very good results
in terms of number and quality of the produced graphene flakes. Once deposited,
the graphene flakes needs to be characterized in order to measure the number of
graphene layers composing them [27].
2. CVD of single layer graphene on copper foils - graphene growth on copper
involves the decomposition of methane gas over a copper substrate typically held
around 1000◦C. The process is carried out in two steps: precursor pyrolysis to car-
bon and the formation of the graphitic structure from dissociated carbon atoms.
The precursor dissociation should happen only on the substrate surface (heteroge-
neous reaction) to avoid the precipitation of carbon clusters in the gas phase which
then diffuse on synthesized graphene. Although they are all made of carbon, the
amorphous structure of these clusters determines that their composite no longer
retains the properties of monolayer graphene. Elemental metals, and in particular
copper, work as catalysts to lower the energy barrier of the reaction: this is to
reduce the needs for extremely high temperature and the temperature dependence
for the reaction rates, whose control is critical for grown graphene quality con-
trol [28]. Critical parameters to be controlled are pre-annealing gas source type
(typically hydrogen) and growth pressure, time, temperature, gas flow rates and
cooling rate. A large number of different combinations of the aforementioned pa-
rameters are possible, leading to a proportional variety in recipes present in the
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Figure 1.15. SEM images of graphene on Cu for different growth times:
(a) 1 min; (b) 2.5 min; (c) 1 min with different pre-treatment conditions for
comparison; and (d) 10 min[29]
literature. Most of the depositions are performed on copper foils with thicknesses
ranging from 25 to 50 µm [29]. Although the most commonly used deposition
temperature is 1000◦C, growth at temperatures ranging from 800 − 950◦C have
been reported. The CVD of graphene on copper is done under low (0.67 − 67
mbar) or atmospheric pressure of methane and hydrogen gas mixtures at various
ratios [29]. Among the several steps for CVD growth of graphene on copper, pre-
treatment of copper foils is extremely important to obtain large graphene domains.
This ensures high-quality graphene deposition thereby ensuring no particle con-
tamination on the copper substrates. Since the bought copper foils are covered
by native copper oxide which could reduce catalytic activity, these foils undergo
an annealing treatment at 1000◦C in an hydrogen atmosphere. In Figure 1.15,
the growth of single-layer graphene at different times is shown through scanning
electron microscope (SEM) images. In Figure 1.15 (a) graphene flakes of finite size
(as indicated by the oval) can be seen; the smaller oval indicates the nucleation
site for one of the flakes. As the growth time is increased, the graphene domains
progressively increase in size until coalescing (Figure 1.15 (b)) into a continuous
layer; this image is taken just before the formation of a continuous layer, as indi-
cated by the presence of discontinuities (highlighted by the corresponding oval).
From this image it is clear that the nucleation density and, therefore, the size
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of the graphene flakes (Figure 1.15 (c)) is critically tuned by the pre-treatment
conditions, the partial pressure of CH4 and the total growth pressure [29]. After
the nucleation, growth, and formation of a single monolayer, further exposure to
the carbon precursor for up to 60 min does not lead to a deposition of few-layered
graphene (Figure 1.15 (d)).
Figure 1.16. Schematic diagrams of the possible distribution of C isotopes in
graphene films based on different growth mechanisms for sequential input of C
isotopes. (a) Graphene with randomly mixed isotopes such as might occur from
surface segregation and/or precipitation. (b) Graphene with separated isotopes
that might occur by surface adsorption.[30]
The mechanism for graphene growth on copper is surface related and can be
related to the low solubility of carbon in copper, which confines the growth of
graphene on the Cu surface and stops it once the entire catalytic surface has been
covered. In principle, this self-control mechanism limit the growth to a single
layer of graphene. Evidence for this phenomenon has been provided by an elegant
set of experiments done by the Ruoff group [30] using isotopic labeling of the
methane precursor gas. They utilized a sequenced dosing of 124CH and
13
4CH into
the growth furnace on copper and measured the distribution of 12CH and 13CH
graphene domains (Figure 1.16).
1.1.4 Role of substrate and associated defects
Graphene was eventually spotted due to the subtle optical effect it creates on top
of a chosen SiO2 substrate [6] that allows its observation with an ordinary optical
microscope. Therefore, it is important to accurately study the graphene and its
substrate interaction to improve device performance especially to enhance parame-
ters like carrier mobility, size homogeneity and low contact resistance. The sources
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of disorder in graphene are many: among the intrinsic sources are surface ripples
and topological defects. Extrinsic disorder can come about in many different forms:
adatoms, vacancies, charges on top of graphene or in the substrate, and extended
defects such as cracks and edges [9]. Being one atom thick graphene is extremely
sensitive to doping effects caused by various molecules adsorbed on its surface. In
particular water is present abundantly in atmosphere and is known to induce a
strong p-type doping in the material which could limit the device performance in
ambient conditions.
Figure 1.17. (a) Sketch of the boundary conditions associated to a discli-
nation (pentagon) in the honeycomb lattice. (b) a rough graphene surface,
the full line gives the boundary beyond which the lattice can be considered
undistorted. (edited from [9])
Also graphene grown in different ways may be heavily doped due to the charge
transfer from the substrate to the graphene layer with the chemical potential well
above the Dirac point. Nevertheless, the presence of a substrate or scaffolds that
hold graphene in place can stabilize a certain degree of order in graphene but leaves
behind the so-called ripples.
These ripples in its structure (either due to thermal fluctuations or interaction
with a substrate, scaffold, and absorbants) occurs because of the modification of
the distance and relative angle between the carbon atoms due to the bending of the
graphene sheet. This bending has three main effects: the decrease of the distance
between carbon atoms, a rotation of the pZ orbitals and a re-hybridization between
and orbitals [31].
However, structural defects of the honeycomb lattice like pentagons, heptagons,
and their combinations such as a combination of two pentagon-heptagon pairs are
also possible and can lead to scattering (Figure 1.17 (a)). These defects induce
long-range deformations, which modify the electron trajectories.
Point defects, similar to impurities and vacancies, can nucleate electronic states
in their vicinity. Hence, a concentration of ni impurities per carbon atom leads to
a change in the electronic density of the order of ni. The corresponding shift in
the Fermi energy is F ' vF√ni.
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Localized states (edges where number of atoms in two sub-lattices is not com-
pensated) develop at the edges, cracks and voids. In general, a boundary inside
the graphene material will exist, as shown in Figure 1.17(b), beyond which sp2
hybridization is well defined.
1.2 Properties of few layer graphene
As we know, stacking many single layers of graphene produces from FLG to
graphite and it is very interesting to study the fundamental Physics of these struc-
tures. The simplest of all the structures is a bilayer graphene composed of two
single layer graphenes one stacked above the other. It is interesting because it has
been shown that a band gap can be opened between the conduction and valence
band and can be tuned. Although the interlayer coupling drastically changes the
band structure of FLG, its electronic structure is closely related to 3D graphite.
Hence this gives FLG a characteristic feature that depend on the number of layers
and the stacking order, .
1.2.1 Band structure of bilayer graphene
For bilayer graphene, in the tight binding model, not only the interaction between
in-plane nearest neighbors, but also interactions between neighbors in different
layers are considered. Therefore, for the calculation of the band structure the type
of layer stacking here considered is AB-stacking, also called the Bernal stacking.
As a first approximation, we can consider only the in-plane nearest neighbor
hopping energy γ0 and the out-of-plane nearest neighbor hopping energy γ1 ≈ 0.39
eV called the inter − layer coupling [14]. The effective Hamiltonians in the low-
energy limit for both valleys of bilayer graphene is:
H = ξ

∆ 0 0 ~vF (kx − iky)
0 −∆ ~vF (kx + iky) 0
0 ~vF (kx − iky) −∆ ξγ1
~vF (kx + iky) 0 ξγ1 ∆
 (1.40)
where ξ = 1 in order to consider the two valleys and ±∆ are the on-site
energies for the first and second layer. When these are equal (∆ = 0), so there is
no asymmetry between the two layers, the energy dispersion close to the K points
can be written as:
Ek = ±γ1
2
±
√
γ21
4
+ (~vFk)2 (1.41)
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Figure 1.18. a) Details of bilayer graphene band structure in the vicinity of K
and near the Fermi level; the valence band is in blue and the conduction band in
red, (these results have been obtained by DFT calculations) b) lattice structure of
the bilayer with the various hopping parameters. The sub-lattices A are indicated
by blue spheres and B by red spheres. (adapted from [33])
with vF =
3γ0a
2~ . Thus, bilayer graphene has two valence and two conduction
bands as seen in plot of Figure 1.18 (a). In the low-energy limit we can only
consider the lowest conduction band and the highest valence band that touch each
other at EF = 0. Therefore the effective Hamiltonians for these bands can be
written as:
H = − ~
2
2m
(
0 (kx ∓ iky)2
(kx ± iky)2 0
)
(1.42)
for the K and K ′ point respectively. Such Hamiltonian operate on a two
component wave function, just as in the monolayer case in order to take into
account the two sublattices, but here the two components are related to sublattices
belonging to two different graphene planes. This Hamiltonian leads to an energy
dispersion relation:
Ek = ±~
2k2
2m
m = γ1/v
2
F (1.43)
Electrons in bilayer have a finite effective mass m.
The two-component wave functions of the effective Hamiltonian are, for K:
ψ±K(~κ) =
1√
2
(
e−iθ~κ
±eiθ~κ
)
(1.44)
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and for K ′,
ψ±K′(~κ) =
1√
2
(
eiθ~κ
±e−iθ~κ
)
(1.45)
here, the electrons behave as massive chiral particles and the Berry’s phase is
2pi instead of pi as in SLG.
If some sort of asymmetry is introduced between the two layers, the diagonal terms
of the Hamiltonian become different from zero. In this case the effective low energy
Hamiltonian becomes:
H =
(
∆ − ~2
2m
(kx ∓ iky)2
− ~2
2m
(kx ± iky)2 ∆
)
(1.46)
and hence,
Ek = ±
√
∆2 + (
~2k2
2m
)2 (1.47)
and this is an energy gap
Eg = 2∆ (1.48)
at the K, K ′ points. In [34] the authors have experimentally demonstrated that it
is possible to induce and tune such a gap by introducing an asymmetry between
the two layers by means of an electric field perpendicular to the graphene plane,
which can be realized with the combination of a top-bottom electrostatic gating.
This possibility makes graphene bilayer extremely promising for the realization of
high speed and low-power transistors for digital computing.
1.2.2 Band structures of few layer graphenes
For describing the electronic properties of a trilayer graphene, many coupling en-
ergies between the different sub-lattices in the layers have to be used in the tight-
binding band-structure calculation. These are: γ0 ≈ 3.16 eV and γ1 ≈ 0.39 eV,
which are the same of bilayer graphene, γ2 ≈ −0.019 eV, γ3 ≈ 0.315 eV, γ4 ≈ 0.044
eV and γ5 ≈ 0.038 eV. In Figure 1.19 the three layer graphene lattice is shown
with its band structure.
Ref. [35] has shown how the Hamiltonian of FLGs can be decomposed into
subsystems similar to monolayer and bilayer graphene within an effective mass
approximation. As a consequence the Hamiltonian of three layer graphene gives
rise to six bands: two linear (thus similar to the monolayer case) and two couples
of parabolic bands (similar to bilayer graphene) each characterized by a different
effective mass.
This has been derived in a first approximation, by considering only γ0 and γ1
different from zero and only Bernal stacking. Such method can be applied to FLG
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Figure 1.19. Lattice and band structure of three layer graphene a) Bernal stack
presents crossing of bands along high-symmetry axes and for any point around K
creating a domain of coexistence of electrons (orange) and holes (blue); b) in ABC
stack there is one contact point at KM high-symmetry axis. (DFT calculations
for both stackings) (adapted from [33])
making the derivation of its band-structure very simple, a useful tool especially
for the interpretation of the optical properties of these materials. In Figure 1.20
the representation of the band-structure of FLG up to 6 layers is shown.
Another thing that has to be taken into account when dealing with FLGs is
their stacking. In Figure 1.19 the lattice structure of a graphene three layer with
different stacking orders is represented. The point is that such stacking order has
a huge impact on the electronic properties of the material, leading to different
band-structures as represented in lower part of Figure 1.19.
The authors of Ref. [33] have investigated the electronic properties of FLG
using a Density Functional Theory (DFT) code within the local density approx-
imation (LDA) scheme. Their DFT calculations demonstrate that the electronic
band dispersion near the Fermi level, and consequently the nature of the charge
carriers, is highly sensitive to the number of layers and the stacking geometry
while experimentally observed ambipolar transport is only possible for a FLG
with a Bernal-like stacking pattern, whereas semiconducting behavior is predicted
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Figure 1.20. a) Band structure for four layer ABAB and ABCA stacked graphene
(by DFT calculations); b) and c) are band structure of FLG, N=5 and N=6
respectively. The energy bands are shown separately for each of subsystems with
a horizontal shift.(edited from [33] and [35])
for other geometries. They report the band structures of different possible FLG
materials. As shown in Figure 1.18 (a) the valence band (VB) and conduction
band (CB) of AB bilayer graphene admit two contact points avoiding coexistence
of electrons and holes. This is because the symmetry group of AB bilayer does
not contain horizontal mirror plane, hence, VB and CB can not be degenerated.
In band structure of ABC three layer graphene a single crossing point between
VB and CB is located on KM axis as shown in Figure 1.19 (b). As a consequence
any coexistence of charge carriers is strictly forbidden in this case.
For ABCA four layer graphene the band structure is very similar to bilayer
graphene: two bands join the Fermi level and allow only a few crossing points
(K and one point on the KM axis). The pseudogap is 4.8 meV and net overlap
between VB and CB is 2.1 meV. These band structures of rhombohedral stacked
FLGs does not exhibit any measurable domain of coexistence of carriers and are
only characterized by a pseudogap bounded by saddle points. For the Bernal
stacking, they studied the ABAB four layer graphene. Similarly to the previous
case, its band structure presents crossings (Figure 1.20 (a)) allowing a net overlap
between a hole band (plotted in blue) and an electron band (in orange). The
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overlap with the first valley is 22.6 meV, and with the second valley is 17.6 meV.
An important observation is that in contrast what happens in the ABA three layer,
the ABAB does not have any horizontal mirror symmetry; the crossing behavior
can not be explained by symmetry arguments. Therefore, the graphene structure
with Bernal-like stacking (ABABA . . .) are suitable for explaining the ambipolar
transport, since electrons and holes coexist in these structures, for a sufficiently
wide domain of energy.
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Chapter 2
The Electrochemical Gating
2.1 The standard electric field effect
The Field Effect Transistors (FETs) follows the principle called the electric field
effect that refers to the modulation of electrical conductivity of a material under
study by the application of an external electric field. The most used materials for
these kind of studies (and applications) are semiconductors because it is conve-
nient and possible to switch from low to high resistivity regimes in a time scale
compatible with the carriers’ velocity. In fact the current leading information and
communication technology industry is based on silicon and germanium based field
effect transistors.
Figure 2.1. Cross-section of a typical field effect transistor with source and drain
contacts on both the ends with a solid gate dielectric to control the current flow
through the channel (edited from [1]).
The device configuration of FETs is based on a planar geometry and is fabri-
cated in a simple way having an oxide layer contacted by a metallic pad. This cre-
ates a capacitor whose charge is stored on the surface of the semiconductor. These
types of devices are known as Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors
(MOSFETs). On applying gate voltage from the gate pad as shown in the Figure
2.1, the current flows from the source to the drain enabled by the formation of
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the active/conducting channel. This technique has been extensively studied and
applied to a wide variety of materials whose characteristic behavior have been
investigated by altering the charge carrier densities.
Figure 2.2. Interface between the ionic liquid and semiconductor of an EDL
device. Top: schematic of charge accumulation by an EDL formed at an interface
between ionic liquid and solid semiconductor. Cations (red circles) and anions
(green circles) can be electrostatically accumulated onto the channel surface by
applying a positive and negative gate voltage, respectively. Bottom, a magnified
view of the interface between a semiconductor and an ionic liquid.[10]
But the technique of electric field effect can also enable us to study the funda-
mental physics of materials which could behave differently upon modification of
the charge density without any change in the lattice properties. This technique
has the advantage over the other techniques that no chemical doping or pressure
effects are introduced, which could be permanent. The possibility to tune the
charge carrier density of different materials is an important issue both in funda-
mental physics and in view of possible applications. For materials that have low
intrinsic carrier densities, the effect of electric field shows a considerable change in
the properties. Hence, they are extensively used in semiconductor industrial appli-
cations. However for other materials that have intrinsically high carrier densities,
the observed effects due to electric field are minimal. The maximum electric field
that can be achieved in a MOSFET device is limited by the breakdown voltage of
the dielectric layer: usually it cannot exceed 108 V/m with a consequent induced
charge density equal to σ = 0rEb where Eb is the breakdown electric field. As
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it will be shown in the next paragraphs, the efficiency of this system can be im-
proved by the substitution of the oxide layer with an electrolyte solution. In fact
by using a standard solid dielectric gating it is possible to induce a surface charge
n2D ≈ 1013 cm−2 while by using an electrolyte gating, this charge can reach values
as high as n2D = 10
14 − 1015 cm−2 and more (depending on the material of the
active channel) as a consequence of electric fields of the order of 30− 100 MV/cm.
2.2 Field effect by polymer electrolyte solution:
The electrochemical gating technique
In order to modify the surface properties of the materials, one of the necessary
requirements is to induce a high surface carrier density by overcoming the limita-
tions posed by the standard FETs. Thus to overcome the limit of the dielectric
breakdown and increase the accumulated sheet carrier density by few orders of
magnitude becomes a primary prerequisite. The breakthrough which are able to
exceed these limitations comes from electrochemistry.
Figure 2.3. The Stern model of an electric double layer. The circled plus and
minus signs correspond to cations and anions in an electrolyte, respectively. The
curve illustrates electrostatic potential drop at the interface.[34]
Basically an electrochemical cell is incorporated in the FET architecture [31]
(Figure 2.2). When a voltage is applied between two electrodes immersed in
an electrolyte solution, positive and negative ions present in the electrolyte so-
lution are driven by electric potential towards the oppositely charged electrodes.
This electric double layer (EDL) formed at the interface accumulates high-density
charge carriers that are sometimes sufficient to even induce superconductivity [32].
These kinds of devices are collectively known as an EDL capacitor. (Figure 2.3)
The EDL is formed at both the interfaces between the channel and the PES
and the gate pad and the PES. If the applied gate voltage is not high enough to
induce an electrochemical reaction at the interface, then the ions are aligned on the
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Figure 2.4. Schematic of an electric double layer field effect device. VG and VD
denote gate voltage and drain voltage, respectively.[34]
surface of the electrodes. These dynamically accumulated charges remain confined
at the surface by the applied electrostatic potential and form a two dimensional
electron gas.
The ions at the electrolyte’s side and electronic charges at the electrode face
each other and the approximate distance of this confined capacitor is about 1 nm
or less. A magnified view of the electrolyte and the electrodes when the electronic
charges are induced (during EDL formation), is schematically shown in Figure 2.4.
This idea was originally conceptualized by Von Helmholtz in 1853, also referred to
as the Helmholtz layer.
A significant advantage of using this technique is that most of the applied
voltage drop occurs within the EDL and thus the electric field produced at the
interface is extremely large (> 10 MV/cm or 1 V/nm). As the thickness of the
EDL is of the order of a nanometer, the magnitude of capacitance developed by
regarding the two parallel plates of the double layer as a capacitor can be large
i.e., of the order of 10 µ F/cm2. We refer to these devices as field effect devices
(FEDs) and an advantage of these FEDs are that the operation voltage is reduced
(because of its extremely large capacitance).
2.3 Field effect in metals
Metals intrinsically have high charge-density and due to this reason, field induced
modulation effects are not pronounced. This fact diminishes their use for a direct
contribution to technological or industrial applications. However, since the 1960s
there have been a lot of fundamental scientific study. These studies tell us that
minimal charge modulation effects are possible in metals because the electronic
screening length (represented by Thomas-Fermi length) is smaller or of the order
of one atomic diameter. Because of this the charge induction layer is expected
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to be confined in the surface zone of the metallic film which is smaller than the
first atomic layer, making the field effect phenomenon almost unobservable even
in a few nanometers of thin films. Initial experiments carried out on different
materials showed differences in materials response behaving differently under the
electric field effect. For instance, an increased conductivity on applying negative
gate voltage was observed in gold which is compatible to an increase in electron
density of gold.
Figure 2.5. Resistance variation in gold and bismuth as a function of gate voltage.[3]
For the specific case of gold, the results presented in Ref. [3, 4] have been as-
cribed to conductance obtained by taking into account both the electronic density
and mobility given by the equation for the film conductance as follows:
G =
we
l
∫ t
0
µ[n(x)]n(x)dx (2.1)
where w is the width of channel, l its length, t is thickness and the x-axis is
perpendicular to the film surface, giving an explicit dependance to the density of
electrons n. The variation of conductance is given by the following equation:
∆G = −∆R
R2
=
e
l2
[µ+ n
dµ
dn
∆N ] (2.2)
and the ratio of above equations:
∆G
G
=
∆N
N
(2.3)
An important implication of this relationship is the direct proportionality of
relative variation of conductance and ∆N , the total number of electrons added in
the system by electric field effect. The additional term on the right side of equation
2.2 describes the effect of changing the carrier density on their mobility and it is
compatible with a scattering time τ which depends on the density of states at the
Fermi level:
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n
dµ
dn
= n
dµ
dN(EF )
[
dN(E)
dE
]EF
dEF
dn
= −constant
N(E2F )
[
dN(E)
dE
]EF
dEF
dn
(2.4)
If one assumes the free-electron dependence of the density of states (DOS),
N(E) ∝ √E, equation 2.4 can only give an inverse proportionality between mobil-
ity of electrons and their number. The authors of this work reported inconsistency
of sign of this proportionality and stated the unsustainability of the description
of field-effect in terms of bulk free-electron conductivity. This mismatch was also
attributed to the surface effects, larger mobility of the induced charges close to
metal/dielectric interface. Along with gold, results for Bismuth are also shown
in Figure 2.5 which are compatible with a multivalent semimetal, with electrons
and holes conduction. Bismuth was found to be much more sensitive to impurities
present in the lattice. Hence free electron approximation cannot be used to predict
these results.
Figure 2.6. Dependence of ∆G/G(0) on VG for a series of Pb films, with sheet
resistances of 40, 25.34, 17.9, 11.31, 7.5, and 3.25 kΩ. The top curve shows the
most resistive film, with sheet resistances decreasing for each subsequent curve.[5]
Then an experimental study of field effect in films of pure elements like Bi, Pb
was carried out with the aim to investigate the superconductor-insulator transi-
tion driven by the effect of changing film thickness and to test the predictions of
theoretical model based on order parameter phase fluctuations [5]. Experiments
were carried out on thin films of Bi and Pb, so that their properties traversed
the insulator-to-superconductor transition. An increase in conductance as a func-
tion of gate voltage of either polarity was observed in non-superconducting Pb
films. The amplitude of the effect was seen to decrease on increasing tempera-
ture, and on increasing the film thickness (Figure 2.6). In films just thick enough
to become superconducting, the effect was almost vanishing and, surprisingly, it
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changed sign and increased again going through the superconductor-to-insulator
transition. Some evidences of a glassy behavior in non-superconducting films were
also reported and different possible explanations were given by asserting the fact
that the addition of charge of either sign will drive the film out of equilibrium.
Later, these findings were explained in terms of the underlying a-Ge layer rather
than to the intrinsic material property of the metallic film [6].
Following these field effect experiments by solid dielectric gating on metals, we
repeated these measurements by gating metallic films with a PES of special com-
position. This technique allowed us to induce a high amount of charge and observe
its pronounced effects. The charge induced was measured by a classic method of
electrochemistry called the double-step chronocoulometry as described in details
in [7, 8] and briefly in the next chapter. The device preparation and processing is
also described later and in Ref. [7]. Four-wire resistance measurements of metallic
thin films of Cu, Ag and Au were made by inverting the current in each mea-
surement to eliminate the possible thermoelectric contributions of the resistance
as well as to avoid the leakage current of the gate. Resistance has been calculated
as:
R = (V+ − V−)/2I (2.5)
where V± are the voltage drops for forward and backward currents.
Figure 2.7. Typical response of the film resistance to positive and
negative gate voltages.[6]
The thin film resistance is simultaneously measured with the application of
gate voltage. As a step bias is applied the corresponding resistance variation is
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seen in the Figure 2.7 due to charge induction at the surface of the thin film as
measured by double step chronocoulometry. The resistance variation for each gate
voltage is calculated as follows:
∆R = [R(VG)−R0] (2.6)
where R0 = R(VG = 0). This value of ∆R is obtained by averaging the two
values of resistivity shift, one during the voltage application and the other during
the voltage removal, referred to as ∆RL and ∆RR in Figure 2.7.
We made a detailed study of how the charge induced is distributed at the
PES-metal interface. The technique of double-step chronocoulometry is powerful
to extract the value of the induced charge just stored at the interface from the
total charge present in the system. At the PES-metal interface, this charge in-
teracts with the material under field-effect and increases its bulk charge density
n3D(z) over a certain depth from the interface along z that is perpendicular to the
surface. Actually it is important to separate the amount of charge stored inside
the perturbed layer from that of the unperturbed one. In the case of metallic thin
films and within a simplified semiclassical model, it is possible to approximate
n3D(z) with a step function whose depth is equal to the electronic screening length
ξ. Here, the induced charge is supposed to be distributed uniformly within this
volume of thickness ξ and the volumic charge density is simply given by:
n3D = n2D/ξ, (2.7)
where n2D is the output of the chronocoulometry measurement of the 2D in-
duced charge.
In this scenario, the charge is induced over the film and the system behaves as
a parallel of two resistors: first one is the resistance of the bulk proportional to
1/n3Dt where t is the thickness of the film and the second is the resistance of the
perturbed region proportional to 1/n3Dξ which becomes 1/n2D since the volume
charge density of the perturbed region is equal to n2D/ξ. Thus the resistance of
the film when gated by PES becomes:
R(VG) =
1
n2D + n3Dt
(2.8)
Hence, our quantity of interest, the relative resistance variation that occurs
during gate voltage application is expressed to be:
∆R
R′
=
R(VG)−R0
R(VG)
= − n2D
n3Dt
(2.9)
In this equation, ∆R/R′ depends only on the total thickness of the film: the
dependence on the material is expressed by n3D while n2D is the extra charge
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induced by field effect.
Since each device for the different metal (Au, Ag and Cu) has been prepared
differently with respect to different suitable substrates, film thickness and produc-
tion, each device had peculiar features. For each material, it was possible to relate
the value of the induced charge with the value of resistance shift of the film [?].
In order to provide a complete description of field effect in metallic films, a
precise measurement of the following parameters were carried out: induced charge,
resistance variation and film thickness. In Figure 2.8 the relative variation of
resistance versus the induced charge n2D is reported. The inset shows a zoom of
the yellow rectangle for the data of gold thin films.
Figure 2.8. Dependence of (∆R/R′).t on n2D (i.e., number of electrons per
cm2) as obtained for various films with different thickness and on different
substrates, indicated in the legend. The upper inset shows a zoom around the
origin of the axes. The lower inset shows the dependence of n2D on the gate
voltage, for the 50 nm-thick Au film.[10]
A careful and precise study was necessary in order to estimate the thickness of
the film under consideration. The resistivity of the sample can be represented by
equation:
ρ = R
wt∗
l
(2.10)
where R is the measured resistance, w is the width, l is the length and t∗ is
the equivalent thickness of the sample. This last quantity takes into account the
inhomogenity of the film and is lower than its geometrical thickness. The quantity
wt∗ is the effective area of the cross section of the sample that carries electrical
current and accounts for the voids in the polycrystalline structure if the film
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We can introduce the quantity F that gives a relationship between the geo-
metrical and equivalent cross section and is always positive and equal to one if the
sample is as uniform as a single crystal. Details on how to evaluate the reduced
area are mentioned in Ref. [7, 6].
F =
wt
wt∗
(2.11)
The resistivity was measured experimentally between 300 K and 3 K and the
induced charge by double step chronocoulometry. We report the results in Figure
2.8 and 2.9 for different metals. The same series of measurements were performed
in silver and copper thin films and the data are reported in Figure 2.9. According
to equation 2.9 (∆R/R′).t and n2D exhibit a linear relationship with a negative
slope expressed by 1/n3D.
Figure 2.9. Dependence of (∆R/R′).t on n2D as obtained for films of different
metals (Au, Ag, Cu) with different thickness and on different substrates.[10]
From Figure 2.9 it appears clear that the series of data for Au and Ag lie on a
line with different slope with respect to Cu. This is due to the fact that the values
of the bulk charge density n3D are equal to 5.90×1022 cm−3 for Au and 5.86×1022
cm−3 for Ag in the framework of free-electron model. These values are higher if
compared to Cu where n3D is 8.47×1022 cm−3. Note that the values of the relative
resistance variation, (∆R/R′) for 5 nm thick films (red squares in Figure 2.8 and
2.9), is found to be lower and it deviates from the linear fit for induced charges
greater than 2× 1014 cm−2 in similar conditions. This could possibly be explained
due to rise of multiple scattering at the surface of the metallic film, however to
confirm this interpretation it is necessary to measure electrons’ mean free path in
the thin films. But in this case the free electron model (equation 2.9) could not be
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appropriate to describe the physics of such a thin system because it neglects the
probability of surface scattering phenomena.
Figure 2.10. Temperature dependence of the resistance of two Au films for dif-
ferent values of the gate voltage. The corresponding values of n2D, measured
at room temperature, are indicated in the legend. Upper inset: zoom of the
low temperature region. Lower inset: relative resistance variation ∆R/R′ at low
temperatures, extracted from the curves in the main panel.[6]
To observe the effects and confirm that the shift in resistance is actually due to
the formation of an electrical double layer (EDL) at the interface, some measure-
ments were performed at cryogenic temperatures. Also through this, it was verified
that the leakage current through the gate does not contribute to any change in
film’s resistance. When the polymer goes down in temperature it freezes at ≈ 240
K (the glassy transition) thereby freezing the EDL (and the gate electric current
goes to a zero value). The corresponding resistance variation, due to the gate
voltage application, is referred to as ∆R. The δR with respect to temperature at
different applied gate voltages is shown in Figure 2.10. In the Figure 2.10, data for
25 nm and 41 nm thick films are shown, for n2D values measured by chronocoulom-
etry at different applied gate voltages. A remarkable point of these measurements
is the value of the relative resistance shift (∆R/R′), observed at cryogenic tem-
peratures, that reaches a value 10% higher for a gate voltage application of 5 V,
as shown in the inset of Figure 2.10.
It is clear through this discussion that the limit of standard solid back gate
devices, n2D = 10
13 cm−2 corresponding to the case of suspended silicon nitride
membranes, is successfully overcome by polymer gating thereby inducing a record
of surface charge, more than n2D = 4× 1015 cm−2 using the PES.
Then it was interesting to explore how much charge can be induced in the
different metals studied and how it depends on the sequence of voltage applications.
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Figure 2.11. Induced surface charge density n2D as function of the gate voltage
VG for different devices made of different metals (Au, Ag, Cu). Although most
of the points are gathered around a common trend, some data show much higher
values of the surface charge density. In the inset the dependence of n2D on the
sequence of application of VG is shown.[6]
The results are reported in Figure 2.11 showing the surface charge density n2D
with respect to gate voltage. It seems an incongruity that the same surface charge
density is obtained on gold for different gate voltages (between 1.5 and 3 V, for
example) or even a lower induction is obtained for higher voltages. A simple
explanation of this behavior comes from the inset of Figure 2.11 where it is shown
that for any gate voltage, charge induction is maximum on the first time application
and systematically decreases at the increase of the number of applications. Since
the PES is very stable over long times, this behavior might be rather ascribed to
a sort of memory effect and this effect is compatible with a possible loss of Li
ions at the interface with the electrodes that limits the magnitude of the EDL and
consequently the performances of the field-effect device.
2.4 Field effect in carbon based materials
2.4.1 Field effect in single and few layer graphene
Almost a revolution was initiated by an article published in October 2004 [11],
when condensed matter physicists reported that they had prepared graphene i.e.,
two-dimensional sheets of carbon atoms and observed the ambipolar electric field
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effect in their samples. Since then, major chip-makers are active in graphene re-
search and the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, the strate-
gic planning document for the semiconductor industry, considers graphene to be
among the candidate materials for post-silicon electronics [12]. Graphene is po-
tentially well suited for this purpose because of its promising carrier transport
properties and its purely two-dimensional structure. With the possibility of hav-
ing channels just one atomic layer thick, graphene is the most attractive material
for its use in transistors. It may be possible to make devices with channels that are
extremely thin. This fact will allow graphene field-effect transistors to be scaled to
shorter channel lengths and higher speeds without encountering the adverse short
channel effects that restrict the performance of existing devices.
Figure 2.12. Band structure around the K point of (i) large-area graphene,
(ii) graphene nanoribbons, (iii) unbiased bilayer graphene, and (iv) bilayer
graphene with an applied perpendicular field. Large-area graphene and unbi-
ased bilayer graphene do not have a bandgap, which makes them less useful
for digital electronics.[12]
As described earlier, because of the zero bandgap, devices with channels made
of large-area graphene cannot be switched off and therefore are not suitable for
logic applications. However, the band structure of graphene can be modified, and
it is possible to open a bandgap in three ways: by constraining large-area graphene
in one dimension to form graphene nanoribbons, by biasing bilayer graphene and
by applying strain to graphene (as shown in Figure 2.12).
In the first, seminal article of 2004 [11] the solid-dielectric field-effect measure-
ments were explained quantitatively by a model of a 2D metal with a small overlap
between conductance and valence bands. The gate voltage induces a surface charge
density n = 0VG/te and, accordingly, shifts the position of the Fermi energy F .
Here, 0 and  are the permittivities of free space and SiO2, respectively; e is the
electron charge; and t is the thickness of our SiO2 layer (300 nm). For typical
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Figure 2.13. Field effect in FLG. (A) Typical dependences of FLG’s resistivity ρ
on VG for different temperatures (T = 5, 70 and 300 K from top to bottom curves,
respectively). (B) Example of changes in the film’s conductivity σ = 1/ρ(VG)
obtained by inverting the 70 K curve (dots). (C) Hall coefficient RH versus VG for
the same film; T = 5K. (D) Temperature dependence of carrier concentration n0
in the mixed state for the film in (A) (open circles), a thicker FLG film (squares),
and FLG (d ≈ 5nm; solid circles). Red curves in (B) to (D) are the dependences
calculated from the model of a 2D semimetal illustrated by insets in (C).[11]
VG = 100 V, the formula yields n ≈ 7.2 × 1012 cm−2. The electric field doping
transforms the shallow-overlap semimetal into either completely electron or com-
pletely hole conductor through a mixed state where both electrons and holes are
present (Figure 2.13). The three regions of electric field doping are clearly seen on
both experimental and theoretical curves. For the regions with only electrons or
holes left, RH decreases with increasing carrier concentration in the usual way, as
1/ne. The resistivity also follows the standard dependence ρ−1 = σ = neµ (where
σ is carrier mobility). In the mixed state, σ changes little with VG, indicating
the substitution of one type of carrier with another, while the Hall coefficient re-
verses its sign, reflecting the fact that RH is proportional to the difference between
electron and hole concentrations.
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To open a band gap useful for conventional field-effect devices, very narrow
with well-defined edge channels are needed which represents a serious challenge.
In general, the larger the band gap that opens, the more the valence and conduction
bands become parabolic (rather than cone-shaped): this decreases the curvature
around the K point and increases the effective mass of the charge carriers, which
is likely to decrease the mobility.
Bilayer graphene is also gapless (Figure 2.12), and its valence and conduction
bands have a parabolic shape near the K point. If an electric field is applied
perpendicular to the bilayer, a bandgap opens and the bands near the K point take
on the so-called Mexican-hat shape. This opening was predicted by theory [13, 14]
and has been verified in experiments [15, 16]. Theoretical investigations have also
shown that the size of the band gap depends on the strength of the perpendicular
field and can reach values of 200− 250 meV for high fields 1− 3× 107 V cm−1.
The most frequently stated advantage of graphene is its high carrier mobil-
ity at room temperature. Mobilities of 10,000 - 15,000 cm2V−1s−1 are routinely
measured for exfoliated graphene on SiO2-covered silicon wafers and upper limits
between 40,000 and 70,000 cm2V−1s−1 have been suggested. Moreover, in the ab-
sence of charged impurities and ripples, mobilities of 200,000 cm2V−1s−1 have been
predicted, and a mobility of 106 cm2V−1s−1 was recently reported for suspended
graphene. For large-area graphene grown on nickel and transferred to a substrate,
mobilities greater than 3,700 cm2V−1s−1 have been measured. It is worth noting
that reported mobilities for graphene devices need to be interpreted carefully be-
cause there are several definitions for the MOSFET channel mobility and they are
difficult to compare [12].
For graphene, maximum carrier velocities of about 4×107 cm s−1 are predicted,
in comparison with 2× 107 cm s−1 for GaAs and 107 cm s−1 for silicon. Moreover,
at high fields the velocity in graphene does not drop as drastically as in the III-V
semiconductors. Unfortunately, there is at present no experimental data available
on high-field transport in graphene nanoribbons and in large-area graphene. How-
ever, other measurements suggest high-field carrier velocities of several 107 cm s−1
in graphene. Thus, regarding high-field transport, graphene seem to have a slight
advantage over conventional semiconductors.
Furthermore, the techniques used to measure mobility are only vaguely de-
scribed in some articles. Most frequently, the field-effect mobility, µFE, is measured
as follows:
µFE =
Lchgm
WchCGVDS
(2.12)
where gm is intrinsic transconductance, VDS is terminal d.c. voltage, Lch and
Wch are channel length and width, CG is gate capacitance.
In the particular graphene MOSFET device reported by the Manchester group
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in 2004 [11] the 300 nm SiO2 layer underneath the graphene served as a back-
gate dielectric and a doped silicon substrate acted as the back-gate. Such back
gate devices have been very useful for proof-of-concept purposes, but they suf-
fer from unacceptably large parasitic capacitances and cannot be integrated with
other components. Therefore, practical graphene transistors need a top-gate. The
first graphene MOSFET with a top-gate was reported in 2007 [17], representing
an important milestone, and progress has been very rapid since then. The chan-
nel mobilities exceeding 20,000 cm2V −1s−1 in top-gated graphene MOSFETs are
reported [18].
However, this progress has been accompanied by the appearance of a number
of problems. MOSFETs with large-area graphene channels cannot be switched
off, making them unsuitable for logic applications, and their peculiar saturation
behavior limits their radio frequency performance. Additional complications arise
in the interpretation of the overall gate capacitance, frequently approximated to
oxide capacitance per unit area. In the case when the thickness of the oxide is
small, quantum capacitance must be taken into account (discussed in details in
the next chapter).
The primary challenges faced by the scientific community at present, therefore,
are to create in a controlled and practical fashion a band gap in graphene, which
would allow logic transistors to switch off and radio frequency transistors to operate
and to develop other means of improving transistor saturation characteristics by,
for example, realizing contacts that block one kind of carrier without degrading
the transistor’s speed. Also the use of graphene in transistors stems less from
ultrahigh mobilities than from graphene’s ability to scale to short gate lengths
and high speeds by virtue of its thinness.
Considering the high values of parameters and to overcome the shortcomings,
scientific community around the world has been highly motivated to carry out the
research. Up to now, the investigation of transport properties through graphene
layers has been focussed almost exclusively on the low carrier density regime (n ≈
1012 cm−2) due to the limited amount of carrier density accessible in conventional
MOSFETs. More recently the high carrier density regime (n ≈ 1014 cm−2) has
been explored [7, 10]. This range of high surface carrier densities that can be
induced by polymer or liquid gating EDL techniques could prove some exciting
theoretical predictions (possible occurrence of superconductivity [21, 22]) and has
also relevance for technological applications (transparent electrodes for flat panel
displays [23], supercapacitors [24] and biosensors[25]).
With the recent development of EDL devices (discussed in the earlier part of
this chapter) and the application to FLG systems, a considerable advancement
has been obtained [7, 10]. By applying a gate voltage (up to several volts) the
voltage itself is made to mainly drop across the interface leading to a very large
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geometrical capacitance in the approximately 1 nm thick EDL. As a result, the
induced carrier density can easily exceed n2D ≈ 1014 cm−2, more than one order
of magnitude larger than that in conventional solid-state FETs (Figure 2.2).
Ref. [7] has performed a comparative study of transport in ion-gated single-
, bi-, and tri-layer graphene by inducing high carrier density of approximately
1014 cm−2. They report that when the surface carrier densities, n2D exceed 1013
cm−2, the higher-energy split-off bands start to be populated and this opening of
parallel transport channels affects the conductivity, σ2D of these systems (Figure
2.14). For a single-layer graphene, a linear increase of σ2D was observed upon
accumulating either electrons or holes within a gate voltage ∆V ≈ ± 1 V from the
charge neutrality point.
Figure 2.14. Optical microscope image of an actual device. Two separate
graphene flakes are seen on the substrate, but only one of them is immersed
in the ionic liquid with two Pt wires immersed in the ionic liquid, acting as gate
and quasi-reference electrodes.[7]
On further increasing the voltage range, σ2D exhibits a pronounced saturation.
However, for a bilayer and three layer graphene the linear increase of σ2D appears
within a narrow range of ∆V ≈ ±0.5 V near the charge neutrality point followed by
a nonmonotonic behavior at higher VG as shown in the Figure 2.15 A-C. Using the
carrier density determined from Hall measurements, the mobilities were directly
determined with maximum values of 5.5, 3.5 and 9 × 103 cm2V−1s−1 close to the
neutrality point, for single-, bi-, and three-layer graphene, respectively as shown
in the Figure 2.15 D-F. The same Figure 2.15 shows the total capacitance that
was determined as:
C = e
dn2D
dVG
(2.13)
The data shows a strong asymmetry between electrons and holes but as it
is known electron-hole symmetry holds approximately in graphene on the studied
energy scale, these particular observed asymmetries are attributed to the properties
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Figure 2.15. (A-C) The conductivity σ2D of single-, bi-, and tri-layer graphene,
respectively, as a function of applied VG, using ABIM-TFSI ionic liquid gate.
(D-F) Hall effect measurements of the carrier density, n2D. Three curves (over-
lapped) measured by fixing magnetic field while scanning VG and the pink dots
measured by fixing VG while scanning the magnetic field show consistent data.
D-F also show the capacitance, C of the layers, obtained by differentiating the
accumulated n2D with respect to VG. The insets of A-C illustrates main aspects
of the band structure of single-, bi-, and three-layer graphene, respectively and
green shaded areas illustrates range within which the Fermi level can be shifted
in the three cases.[7]
of the EDLs only. In reality they originate from the different size of positive
and negative ions forming the ionic liquid (i.e., 1-allyl-3-butylimidazolium bis-
(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)-imide (ABIM-TFSI)) responsible for different thickness
of EDLs for opposite polarities of the gate voltage. The capacitance seems to be
strongly dependent on VG and is dominated by the quantum capacitance, CQ
(discussed in details further). The dominant role of the quantum capacitance
explains that the amount of carrier density accumulated in graphene with different
number of layers (at the same gate voltage and using same ionic liquid) differs, as a
direct consequence of the different density of states in graphene layers of different
thickness.
The insets of Figure 2.15 A-C illustrate the main features of the band structures
of graphene single-, bi-, and tri-layer. As we have already shown in the first
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chapter, in SLG only two (valence and conduction) linearly dispersing bands S2
touching at zero energy and in bi- and tri-layer graphenes additional bands at
higher energy are present. The first of these bands starts at around 0.4 (B2)
and 0.5 ∼ 0.6 eV (T2) from the charge neutrality point, for bi- and three-layer,
respectively. Filling of these bands is expected to occur when the carrier density
approximately exceeds 2 and 7 × 1013 cm−2 in these two cases. The ”anomalies”
(i.e., the non-monotonic behavior) in the conductivity occur at density values
(larger for three layer than for bilayer) close to the ones estimated above. The
anomaly in conductivity is attributed to the presence of an additional scattering
channel - inter band scattering - that opens when the higher bands are filled, and
that, as it is known from conventional semiconductors, can strongly reduce the
carrier mobility. In contrast, no anomaly is seen in the monolayer, because no
higher-energy band is present in its band structure in a reasonably low energy
scale.
Figure 2.16. The dependence of carrier density n2D on gate voltage VG (mea-
sured from the charge neutrality point) for single-, bi-, and three-layer graphene
devices, using DEME-TSFI as ionic liquid. The dashed black line is the sum of
n2D of single- and bi-layer graphene, which compares well to the n2D measured in
the three layer. This relationship is approximately expected from the known band
structure of these materials, because the two lowest energy bands of three layer
roughly correspond to the lowest energy band of single- and bi-layer graphene.[7]
Finally they report in Figure 2.16 the relation between n2D and VG for single-
, bi-, and three layer graphene devices, from which it is found that the carrier
density for the three layer closely matches the sum of the densities in single- and
bi-layer. Such a relation is expected to approximately hold from the theoretical
band structure of these systems, because the two lowest energy bands in three
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layer correspond approximately to the linear band of single layer and the lowest
energy quadratic band of bilayer.
Another study of SLG was reported by Ref. [26]. They gated the graphene
devices by PES (a different composition than ours), made by an aqueous dispersion
of polyethylene oxide (PEO) and lithium perchlorate. The devices were patterned
in the standard Hall configuration as shown in Figure 2.17 (top left) and later a
drop of PES was casted (bottom left).
Figure 2.17. Optical image (top) and schematic of graphene device (bot-
tom) in Hall-bar configuration, coated with PES. Here, S=Source, D=Drain,
G=Polymer electrolyte gate. Scale bar: 10 µm. Resistance vs polymer gate
voltage (right) (inset: R vs. VG in the low-resistance region, showing an
upturn in the device resistance).[26]
In the same Figure 2.17 (right), a plot shows the modulation of graphene’s
resistivity with applied gate voltage through PES at room temperature. They
obtained a large and reversible modulation in graphene’s resistance with small
applied voltages due to large interfacial capacitance arising from a nearby layer of
counter ions (same as EDL). However, the measurements are restricted to a max-
imum gate leakage of ∼ 1 nA. At high gate voltages (or gate leakage currents) the
devices showed a breakdown due to electrochemical reactions. Since the polymer
is hygroscopic, the presence of adsorbed residual water contributed importantly
to this leak, but at the same time allows a better ionic mobility. The typical mo-
bility of pristine graphene samples they obtained at low doping was in the range
4000 − 7000 cm2V−1s−1. Upon addition of the polymer electrolyte, the mobility
of graphene remained larger than 3000 cm2V−1s−1 at n ∼ 1013 cm−2.
Without any gate voltage, graphene was found to be in a highly electron-doped
low-resistance state and the charge neutrality point shifted from -3V to -5V. Such
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doping was attributed to a higher concentration of Li+ ions adsorbed in the vicinity
of graphene, since graphene has small hole-doping prior to coating of the PES. The
G-band Raman peak for graphene showed a shift of 6-7 cm−1 upon addition of the
PES as well as a reduction in full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) which further
supports the electron-doping of graphene. (Figure 2.18 )
Figure 2.18. G-band Raman shift for pristine graphene and PES coated graphene.[26]
They performed the Hall measurements at room temperature and the resistivity
and Hall mobility plotted as a function of the carrier density are shown in Figure
2.19 , respectively. The mobility shows a continuous decrease described by µ ∼ 1/n
between n = 1 × 1013 cm−2 and 6 × 1013 cm−2, indicating that ρ approaches a
saturation value.
They conclude that the total resistivity include contributions from charged im-
purities (from underlying substrate and electrolyte ions), defects on the graphene
lattice and phonons. They report contributions to graphene resistivity by follow-
ing factors:
1. Electrolyte ions present in the vicinity of graphene sheet increases with elec-
tron density. This cannot be estimated experimentally but theoretically, Poisson-
Boltzmann equation could describe their distribution. Since the ion concentration
estimated from this model diverges at the graphene/PES interface while its lim-
ited by finite ionic radius, space occupied by polymer and formation of electrolyte
polymer complex, a modified Poisson-Boltzmann equation is considered.
With this and polymer packing density of 80% and an electrolyte ion effective
radius around 1 nm, cmax takes values between 10
25 m−3 and 5 × 1025 m−3. The
polymer dielectric constant is ∼ 5. The concentration of ions in the bulk polymer
matrix is estimated to be about 5 × 1024 m−3. The gate voltage dependence of
the carrier density is plotted in Figure 2.19 (right). The slope of the linear fit of
the Figure 2.19 (right) gives an estimate of the gate capacitance of the electrolyte
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Figure 2.19. (Left) Resistivity vs temperature at two different densities n ∼ 6.2
× 1013 cm−2(red), n ∼ 2.5 × 1013 cm−2 (blue). (Right) Carrier concentration vs
applied gate voltage bias.[26]
gating, C ≈ 1 µFcm−2.
2. Influence of charged impurities from the SiO2 substrate. This requires
an estimate of the charged impurity density nimp in the substrate, which can be
obtained from a linear fit to the σ − n plot at low densities prior to the addition
of the polymer and they obtained an average value of nimp ∼ 7× 1011 cm−2.
3. As they discussed the electrolyte ion distribution was found almost tem-
perature independent since the ions are practically frozen below the ice-point of
water. Therefore, the phonon contribution ρphonon was extracted from the tem-
perature dependence of the graphene resistivity at high doping. The resistivity
vs temperature measurements are shown down to 4 K in Figure 2.19 (left). A
Bloch-Gru¨neisen regime was observed between 4 K and 100 K providing a clear
sign of large Fermi temperatures.
4. Another contribution was suspected to be induced by defects in the graphene
lattice like strong potential defects such as vacancies and certain ad-atoms that
lead to a density dependent resistivity.
Thus, they mention that the contributions to graphene’s resistivity from ions,
phonons and defects are either nearly constant (phonons and weak scatterers) or
rapidly vanishing with density (charged scatterers and strong-potential defects).
Also, they observed a consistent upturn in resistivity in a finite density window
near n ∼ 3 × 1013 cm−2 (Figure 2.20). Note that at higher densities (1.6 × 1014
cm−2), the resistivity decreases, then saturates (see inset of Figure 2.20).
The density dependence of the mobility and resistivity of their samples were
analyzed by them considering various scattering mechanisms: Coulomb scatter-
ing from the electrolyte ions, electron-phonon scattering, and electron-impurity
scattering. Vacancies, cracks and certain ad-atoms were found to be important
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Figure 2.20. Resistivity vs carrier density (experimental data in green triangles).
Best fits to resistivity without Fermi velocity renormalization (dashed red curve);
with electron-electron interaction-induced renormalization (solid blue curve), by
doubling the e− − e− interaction coupling constant (solid black curve).[26]
scatterers in the low-density regime. However, weak scatterers are the most im-
portant scatterers in the range of densities (n > 1013 cm−2), as suggested by the
1/n density dependence of mobility.
Immediately after this article, the authors of Ref. [13] published their results
on the related topic. They reported temperature dependent electron transport in
graphene at different carrier densities. Employing similar electrolytic gate polymer,
they demonstrated to be able to achieve a carrier density up to 4 × 1014 cm−2 for
both electrons and holes.
They claimed that they could apply gate voltages Veg of up to 15 V in order to
avoid electrochemically induced sample degradation by immediately cooling the
sample in less than 1 minute below 250 K. This procedure lead to a freeze of
the ions that maintain the Debye layer (or EDL) on to graphene’s surface. The
results for the measured densities with respect to applied gate voltages are shown
in Figure 2.21. They also measured ρ(T ) for more than ten SLG samples, in the
temperature range 1.5 < T < 300 K and for |n| < 2× 1014 cm−2. The mea-
sured ρ(T ) is shown in Figure 2.22. As can be seen from this Figure 2.22, ρ(T )
decreases monotonically as T decreases, saturating to ρ0 in the low temperature
limit. This residual resistance ρ0 stems from the electron scattering on static im-
purities and point defects and is expected to be almost temperature independent.
The resistance follows a strictly 2D Bloch-Gru¨neisen behavior, exhibiting a lin-
ear T to super-linear T4 crossover, determined by the gate tunable characteristic
Bloch-Gru¨neisen temperature ΘBG. This has taken into account the quantum dis-
tribution of the two-dimensional acoustic phonons in graphene. Further they state
that their quantitative analysis of the temperature dependent resistivity shows a
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Figure 2.21. (a) Resistivity as a function of applied electrolyte gate voltage Veg
at T=300 K. Right inset: a schematic view of the electrolyte gated device. The
Debye layers are formed d ∼ 1 nm above the graphene surface. The left inset
shows an optical microscope image of a typical etched Hall bar device. (b) The
inset shows the Hall voltage VH as a function of the magnetic field B for different
Veg. The main panel shows the extracted densities n (by Hall measurements) as
a function of Veg. The slope of the line fit represents the capacitive coupling of
the electrolyte gate to the graphene. (adapted from [13])
universal scaling behavior of the normalized resistivity ρ(T ) with the normalized
temperature T/ΘBG, representing the 2D nature of the electrons and phonons
along with the chiral nature of the carriers in graphene.
Figure 2.22. (a) Temperature dependence of the resistivity for different charge
carrier densities of sample. (b) The temperature dependent part of the resistivity
∆(T ) scales as T 4 in the low T range and smoothly crosses over into a linear
T dependence at higher T. The dashed lines represent fits to the linear T and
T 4 dependencies, respectively. The inset shows the mobility µ0 at T=2 K as a
function of the density n. The gray line is the theoretically expected mobility due
to short and long range impurity scattering.[13]
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Very recently, results on epitaxial three layer graphene were presented [28]
investigating spin-orbit interaction (SOI) and its modulation through ultrahigh
electric field generated in the so called EDL transistors.
Figure 2.23. (a) Schematic diagram of EDL transistors based on epitaxial three
layer graphene on 6H-SiC(0001) substrate. (b) Schematic band structure of three
layer graphene at K point in the hexagonal Brillouin zone. (c) Sheet resistance
Rxx, Hall coefficient RH , and 1/eRH value as functions of VG at 5 K. Blue circles
represent experimental data, and solid blue lines are provided to facilitate reading.
(d) Temperature dependent Rxx under different VG. Left and right panels are for
hole and electron accumulation, respectively.[28]
The authors interpreted that in magneto-transport the dephasing length Lφ and
spin relaxation length Lso of carriers can be effectively modulated with gate bias.
As a result, SOI-induced weak antilocalization (WAL), together with a crossover
from WAL to weak localization (WL), is observed near zero magnetic field. Based
on the electric field modulation, a phase diagram deduced from the Iordanskii-
Lyanda-Geller-Pikus (ILP) theory was established to distinguish WAL from WL.
They report values of 7.7 × 1014 cm−2 for electrons at VG = +5 V and 3.5 × 1014
cm−2 for holes at VG = −6 V that are more than 100 times greater than typical
values obtained in solid dielectric devices. As a direct result, as shown in the
temperature dependent Rxx curves of Figure 2.23, they report an electric-field-
induced crossover from localization (negative slope in Rxx-T curve) to metallic
transport (positive slope in Rxx-T curve) at the highly charged interfaces. At
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these interfaces, localization has been ascribed to surface scattering from steps,
surface defects, or impurities in the macroscopic-size graphene channel, while the
metallic state originates from the Fermi level shift into the conduction or valence
bands.
Then in Figure 2.24 they show the VG dependent magnetoconductance, ∆σ(B) =
σ(VG, B) − σ(VG, B = 0), of a biased graphene EDL transistor at 5 K with sev-
eral important features and tried to fit the experimental data with four different
localization theories. Among the four theories, only ILP theory is able to fit the
∆σ(B) well, even in a large magnetic field range up to 0.2 T, as indicated by the
solid lines in Figure 2.24.
Figure 2.24. Magnetoconductance ∆σ of trilayer graphene in near-zero
magnetic field regime at different VG at 5 K. (a) and (b) show the ∆σ data
and fitting curves using ILP theory in hole and electron sides, respectively.
Circles represent experimental data and solid lines are their fitting curves.
Curves and data are shifted up and down for clarity. Inset of (a): poor
fitting curves for ∆σ at VG = −2 V using Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN)
theory (black solid line); localization theories for monolayer graphene (red)
and bilayer graphene (green).[28]
They suggested that the failure of the fitting equations specifically designed
for graphene systems might be because of the lack of consideration of SOI. While
within the scope of SOI, the failure of the Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN) theory
and the success of the ILP theory suggest the existence of SOI in three layer
graphene EDL transistors.
Also this indicates that the Dyaknov-Perel (DP) mechanism related with Rashba
spin splitting, rather than the Elliot-Yaffet (EY) mechanism caused by heavy im-
purities, is the dominating mechanism in three layer graphene systems.
Accordingly, as seen in the phase diagram in Figure 2.25 (b) obtained from the
ILP theory and their fitting results, WAL in three layer graphene appears in the
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Figure 2.25. (a) VG dependence of dephasing length Lφ and spin relaxation
length Lso derived from ILP fitting. Blue circles represent Lφ, and red triangles
represent Lso. (b) WAL-WL phase diagram in which the solid green line is the
boundary between WAL and WL derived from the ILP theory.[28]
Figure 2.26. Schematic diagrams of ∆σ as a function of magnetic field at low
temperature limit. The curves in (a) and (b) are based on experiments done on
monolayer and bilayer graphene; the curve in (c) is drawn from observations in
three layer graphene EDL transistors, and the curve in (d) is from experiments
on conventional Rashba system. Insets: band structures and elastic scatterings
of carriers such as intervalley scattering (iv) and interband scattering (ib).[28]
low ns regime near the Dirac point, whereas the strong WL occurs at high ns. This
behavior is opposite to the conventional WL to WAL transition as ns increases,
showing the competition between the effects of SOI and intervalley scattering
combined with inelastic scattering. Then a comprehensive understanding (Figure
2.26) of the quantum interference of trilayer graphene EDL transistors were further
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clarified by comparing the varieties of magnetoconductances and band structures
shown by single- , bi-, and three-layer graphene as well as by a conventional Rashba
systems. Since the WAL is observed at low-B regime in their experiment, they
stated that it should be mainly induced by SOI, and the magnetoconductance curve
in their experiment was explained as follows: SOI induces WAL in low-B limit and
is suppressed in the higher-B regime so that intervalley-scattering-induced WL is
observed.
A study of high carrier density in graphene with ionic-liquid gating has been
made quite extensively [10], but a very high value of n2D has not been achieved
successfully even with ionic-liquid gates because the EDL capacitance, CEDL be-
tween the ionic liquid and graphene involves the series connection of the geometric
capacitance Cg and the quantum capacitance, Cq, which is proportional to the den-
sity of states. Authors of Ref. [10] investigated the variables that determine CEDL
at the molecular level by varying the number of graphene layers, n and thereby
optimizing Cq. They report that CEDL value is governed by Cq at n < 4, and by
Cg at n > 4. This transition with n indicates a composite nature for CEDL. Their
finding clarifies a universal principle that determines capacitance on a microscopic
scale, and provides nano-technological perspectives on charge accumulation and
energy storage using an ultimately thin capacitor. At n = 1, a small CEDL is
observed, while increasing n, CEDL increases and saturates at n > 4 as shown in
Figure 2.27.
Figure 2.27. Model calculation of CEDL (a) Schematic representation of the
charge distribution −qi in FLG, which shields the electric field. (b) Calcu-
lated capacitances as a function of n. Geometrical capacitance Cg, quantum
capacitance Cq, and EDL capacitance CEDL are indicated by green, purple,
and black lines, respectively. It is reported that the CEDL is limited by Cq for
n < 4 and by Cg for n > 4.[28]
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2.4.2 Field effect in graphite
Since the parent material of graphene is graphite, a huge amount of study has been
carried out on graphite. In our particular interest, the authors of Ref. [30] have
studied out the effect of electric field on FLG, in order to investigate the possibility
to obtain superconducting states by inducing excess charge at the surface of a
sample. They made experiments on few multigraphene samples as a function of a
bias voltage applied perpendicular to the graphene planes (of different thickness)
and found that the resistance changes asymmetrically with the bias voltage sign.
They studied five FLG (thin graphite flakes) samples named S1, S2, S3, S4
and S5. Samples S1 and S3 were graphite flakes of ' 40 µm length and with a
non homogeneous thickness ranging between 20 nm and 40 nm. Samples S2 and
S5 showed a homogeneous thickness of 40 nm and ' 15 µm length. Sample S4
of 90 nm thickness was the thickest of all the studied samples. The temperature
dependence of the resistance R(T) at zero bias voltage has been measured for every
sample and shown in Figure 2.28(a). S1, S2 and S3 samples show a semiconducting
behavior intrinsic to the graphite Bernal structure. The level of R(T) of sample
S1 below 25 K as well as the features below 50 K in samples S2 and S3 and
the metallic like behavior of S4 are due to the contributions of the surface of the
sample (or sample-substrate) and/or due to the internal interfaces in the sample.
As expected, the thicker S4 sample shows a metallic behavior below 100 K, which
is related to the higher number of internal interfaces as reported in detail in Ref.
[31]. These internal interfaces have a much larger carrier density than the graphene
layers within the defect free regions of graphite. Therefore, the authors expected
that in thicker samples the shielding of the electric field is much larger than in
thinner ones.
Figure 2.28. (a) Temperature dependence of the normalized resistance of four
samples at zero bias voltage. (b) Bias voltage dependence of the resistance for
samples S1 and S3 (left y-axis), S2 and S4 (right y-axis) at 2 K.[30]
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They estimated the penetration depth of the applied electric field inside the
samples and emphasizes that the actual screening depth depends on the exper-
imental conditions, in particular the actual doping of the sample. In case the
carrier density n of the non-defective graphene layers is smaller, then the larger
will be the penetration depth of the electric field in the sample. Following Ref.
[32] they estimated that at T < 30 K the effective penetration depth should be
equal to at least seven graphene layers or about 2.4 nm. That would mean that
the electric field mainly influences the near surface region of the samples, in case
that no internal interfaces with much larger carrier density exist. Otherwise, as
for sample S4, these interfaces would have largely screened the applied field and
no effect was observed after application of a bias voltage. Figure 2.28 (b) shows
the resistance vs applied bias voltage VG at a constant temperature of 2 K. The
curves shown in Figure 2.28 (b) were reversible, demonstrating the electrostatic
nature of the observed effects.
Figure 2.29. Temperature dependence of the resistance of samples at different
constant values of VG (a) S1 and (b) S2.[30]
The samples S1, S2 and S3 show an asymmetric behavior respect to zero volt-
age. For positive voltage the resistance does not change significantly. For negative
VG, however, a remarkable decrease of the resistance appears. A minimum value
in the measured resistance was reached for slightly different negative bias voltages
upon sample. These differences are related to the carrier inhomogeneity of the
FLG samples. Note that for the thickest sample S4 the resistance does not show
any significative change with VG. This is due to the screening effect of the electric
field by the internal interfaces. Their experimental measurement of temperature
dependence of the resistance show a clear step like transition at VG = -60 V for
samples S1, S2, S3 and S5. Later they show in Figure 2.29 the results measured
for samples S1 and S2 at different applied VG. The authors claim that the overall
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shape of these curves suggests the existence of a non-percolative superconducting
transition. The lower the bias voltage the clearer the transition triggered by the
change in the carrier density. They compare their results with the overall behavior
of the resistance under applied VG that strongly resemble the one obtained for
ZrNCl flat thin film in Ref. [33]. They ascribe this behavior to the carrier inho-
mogeneities of their samples, a fact related to the large sensitivity of the carrier
density of the graphite structure to defects and impurities.
They also inspected the behavior of the resistance under applied magnetic field
and reported that an appropriate intensity of magnetic field in both directions
(parallel and perpendicular) suppresses the transition.
They interpret this observed step like ”transition” as the sign of granular super-
conductivity, however, they argue that in order to reach a state of zero resistance
in some part of the graphite sample, one needs to have a doped region large enough
that one or several Josephson coupled superconducting patches exist between the
voltage electrodes. This appears still difficult to be obtained by applying only an
electric field in the samples used in this work.
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Chapter 3
Our implementation of EDL
technique
3.1 Field effect devices (FEDs)
We decided to study the conductance variation produced by field-effect through an
electrochemical gating mainly in single and few layers of graphene. For this purpose
we produced graphene in two different ways: mechanical exfoliation and chemical
vapor deposition (CVD). The detailed processes are described in section 1.1.3:
here we describe some preliminary characterizations that have been performed to
probe the number of layers through optical methods and the quality of these flakes
through Raman measurements (before and after drop casting the polymer). Then
the required patterning of the contacts over the flakes by electron beam lithography
(EBL) to obtain Hall bar geometry is described.
Graphene layers can be identified when deposited on top of proper substrates
using optical microscopy [1]. By analyzing the optical contrast of graphene planes
with respect to the substrate it is possible to precisely characterize the number of
layers. The most common of such substrates is Si/SiO2 with SiO2 thickness of
about 300 nm (Figure 3.1). In this particular kind of substrates, since the dielec-
tric thickness is comparable with the visible light wavelength, interference effects
occur at the interfaces. Depending on the dielectric thickness different wavelengths
are absorbed or reflected, giving particular reflectance spectra. The presence of a
graphene layer on top of the SiO2 surface can alter the boundary conditions at the
interface so much that the resulting optical contrast can be used to identify the
material, and easily characterize the number of atomic planes composing it. Such
multilayer optical system can be studied within the framework of Fresnel coeffi-
cients calculation, using optical matrices, by analyzing the boundary conditions
for electric and magnetic field for every interface (details are given in Ref. [2]).
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Figure 3.1. Optical image, obtained with a 100X objective in reflection config-
uration, of thin graphitic material deposited on top of a Si/SiO2 substrate with
dielectric thickness of 285 nm. The uniform background color is that of the bare
and clean substrate. It is possible to notice area with different colors due to the
presence of thin graphite layers, the darker the color the thicker the deposited
material. The clear and shining parts in the lower right corner are thick graphite
flakes, no longer transparent but reflecting the incident light.
Although graphene can be characterized by many techniques including atomic
force microscopy (AFM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Raman
spectroscopy is a much more powerful tool. It can be used to determine the
number of layers as well as to identify if the structure of graphene is perfect and
account for associated defects. Raman fingerprints have been able to differentiate
single-, bi- and few-layer graphene. A typical Raman spectrum of SLG shows a D-
mode at approximately 1350 cm−1 and the G-mode at approximately 1583 cm−1,
while other modes are at 1620 cm−1 (D′), 2680 cm−1(2D), and 2947 cm−1(D+G)
(Figure 3.2). The G mode is due to the E2g mode at the Γ-point and the G-band
arises from the stretching of C − C bond in graphitic materials. The D-mode,
instead is caused by the disordered structure of graphene. If graphene has a
perfect structure, the Raman spectra results in the absence of D peak. If there
are some randomly distributed impurities or surface charges in graphene, the G
peak can split into two peaks, at 1583 cm−1 and D′ peak at 1620 cm−1. The main
reason is that the localized vibrational modes of the impurities can interact with
the extended phonon modes of graphene resulting in the observed splitting.
All kinds of sp2 carbon materials exhibit a strong peak in the range 2500 -
2800 cm−1 in the Raman spectra. Combined with the G-band, this spectrum is
a Raman signature of graphitic materials and is called 2D band. 2D band is a
second order two phonon process and exhibits a strong frequency dependence on
the excitation laser energy. 2D band can also be used to determine the number
of layers of graphene because the shape of 2D band is pretty much different in
FLG from that in the SLG. The 2D band in the SLG is much more intense and
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Figure 3.2. Typical Raman spectrum of single graphene layer.
sharper as compared to 2D band in FLG. The evolution of Raman spectra with
the number of graphene layers depends majorly on the type of substrate and the
method of preparation of the sample. In turn the G mode peak position and the
intensity ratio of G and 2D bands depends on it. Figure 3.3 shows Raman spectra
of graphene flakes used for our study. Note that the D peak corresponding to
defects is absent even after deposition of the PES.
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Figure 3.3. Raman spectrum of our field effect graphene devices after
depositing PES.
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3.1.1 Lithographic techniques
Photolithography (PLG) and electron-beam lithography (EBL), techniques are the
most commonly used fabrication techniques that allow easy realization of struc-
tures with size down to few tens nanometers in the semiconductor industry and at
research laboratories. Since the devices are designed to be planar for working on
flat surfaces, these techniques are suitable for the fabrication of graphene-based
electronic devices.
Photolithograhy
For realizing metal contacts on a graphene flake deposited on a SiO2 substrate
by positive PLG the following steps are required:
1. A layer of AZ5214E photoresist is spun on the substrate at 3500 rpm for 30
seconds.
2. Then the sample is baked on a hot plate at 110◦C for 3 minutes in order to
remove the solvent from the polymer layer. The resulting thickness of the resist
layer is ≈ 1.4 µm.
3. The sample is placed in a mask-aligner that allows to position the lithog-
raphy mask on the flake with micro-metric precision. This step is quite skill
demanding since the photoresist layer changes the optical properties of the sub-
strates, making the graphene flake almost invisible under the microscope.
4. When the right position of the mask with respect to the flake is reached
and the mask has been brought in good contact with the sample, it possible to
proceed with the UV exposure for 9 or 10 seconds, depending on the structures to
be realized, small structures require lower exposure.
5. Finally the sample is immersed in the developer solution for 25 to 30 sec-
onds, rinsed in deionized water and dried with nitrogen flow.
In the case of negative PLG the procedure is similar:
1. A layer of the same AZ5214E photoresist is spun on the substrate at 4000
rpm for 30 seconds.
2. Then the sample is baked on a hot plate at 85◦C for 1 minute in order to
remove the solvent from the polymer layer. The resulting thickness of the resist
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layer is ≈ 1.1 µm.
3. The mask is aligned with respect to the flake’s position and brought in
contact with sample’s surface.
4. UV exposure for 10-12 seconds, depending on the structures to be realized,
small structures require lower exposure.
5. The sample is baked again at 85◦C for 1 minute and re-exposed without
the mask for about 40 seconds. This inversal bake and flood exposure make the
sample’s part exposed in the first instance to cross-link, making them insoluble by
the negative developer.
6. The sample is then immersed, for about 10 seconds, in the negative devel-
oper solution that dissolves the exposed parts leaving behind the unexposed ones.
A final rinse in deionized water and dry with nitrogen flow completes the procedure.
Both processes are schematized in Figure 3.4. Indeed, since the alignment pro-
cess is the most difficult part of this procedure, the negative process results by
far the easier one since most of the mask will be transparent, allowing an easier
identification and alignment on the flake (see Figure 3.5).
Electron-beam lithography (EBL)
The resolution of non-projection PLG is limited by the wavelength of the illumi-
nation light used, that makes difficult to realize structures with lateral sizes smaller
than 1 µm. Following the same principle, EBL has been developed. This technique
exploits the interaction between a particular resist polymer and an electron-beam
for realizing microscopic structures that, thanks to the very small size of the fo-
cused electron-beam, can be as small as a few tens of nanometers. This can be
done by the same technology on which is based the scanning electron microscope
(SEM), and indeed the fabrication work was performed on a SEM equipped with
a Nano− Patter Generation System (at Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrolog-
ica, INRIM, Torino, Italy) that allows to control the electron-beam and scan the
polymer surface with respect to a defined pattern [3]. The steps for the realization
of microscopic structures with EBL are the following:
1. Graphene deposition must be made on a substrate previously patterned
with a regular array of gold markers that will be used for the alignment.
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Figure 3.4. Photolithographic process for the fabrication of graphene
devices.
Figure 3.5. Alignment conditions in the different processes. In (a) the deposited
graphene flake on which we want to fabricate electrical contacts; (b) in case of
a positive process, most part of the mask is reflective and the flake is seen only
through the holes of the contact geometry; (c) the alignment in negative process
results much easier since most part of the mask is transparent.
2. The position of the flake with respect to the closest gold markers must be
accurately measured by means of an optical microscope.
3. The PMMA resist (Polymethylmethacrylate, 950k, 4%) is spun on the sub-
strate at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds.
4. The substrate is then baked on the hot plate at 165◦C for 5 minutes in order
to remove the solvent and harden the polymer layer.
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5. The sample is now ready for the exposure. It is therefore placed in the
lithography chamber, then the pattern is aligned with respect to the markers and
written with the electron beam. The electron beam, a few pA at 30 kV, breaks
the polymer chains making the exposed regions soluble in the developer.
6. The sample is developed for 70 seconds in a 4:1 mixture of isopropanol and
MIBK(4-methyl-2-pentanone) at room temperature. For stopping the develop-
ment and for further cleaning, the sample is washed in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for
20 seconds and dried with nitrogen flow. The end result is a wafer covered with
polymer except of the places where the contacts have to be deposited (exposed
pattern).
The main difference between PLG and EBL is that the former is a parallel
process, so that the pattern is exposed all at once, while the latter is a serial
process because the beam has to scan, point by point, all the surface defined by
the pattern. This means that it is difficult to realize by EBL big structures with
size in the order of several hundreds on micrometers, the one typically required for
contact pads. In this case PLG performs better even if it has lower resolution.
Metal deposition
Once the desired structures have been carved on the polymer, metallic struc-
tures can be made by metal evaporation and lift-off. Metal evaporation is carried
out in dedicated machines where metal is heated in vacuum by an electron beam
(several mA at 5 kV), as schematized in Figure 3.6 (left). The heated metal melts
and sublimates depositing on the sample’s surface placed in the chamber. Metallic
contacts for electronic measurement are typically made by a thin layer of chromium
or titanium, about 10 nm used as adhesion layer, and 50-150 nm of gold. After
the metal deposition the sample is immersed in acetone that dissolves the resist
polymer, thus removing the metal deposited on it. In the areas where the polymer
was removed by lithography, the metal is deposited directly on the substrate and
is not removed by acetone. Such procedure, called lift-off is visible in Figure 3.6
(right). In order to obtain a good lift-off, the thickness of the deposited metal film
must be less than one third of the resist thickness. This means that in the case of
EBL the metal deposition can be at most around 50-70 nm.
Etching the graphene flake into a Hall-bar configuration
QHE measurements typically require two current contacts and four to eight
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Figure 3.6. On the left, a scheme of the electron-beam evaporator. On
the right the principle of lift-off used for the realization of metal contacts
on graphene flakes.
voltage probes with the geometry schematized in Figure 1.10. Since the shape
of deposited graphene flakes cannot be controlled prior to the deposition, as a
final step for the fabrication of graphene-based devices for QHE measurements,
the material must be etched and shaped into a Hall-bar. This can be done by an
oxygen-based Reactive Ion Etching(RIE) process, after having realized a Hall-bar
shaped protecting mask over the flake as schematized in Figure 3.7.
After the final step of the micro-fabrication, it is necessary to make the device
suitable for an easy manual handling with a proper packaging. First, all the electric
contacts are made with silver paint spots used to electrically connect to a copper
platform to be measured on a pulse tube cryo-cooler. We used 20 µm gold wire to
connect to the contacts on the device using a silver paint.
For large flakes, PLG is the fastest and the most simple way for fabricating
graphene devices. Indeed, it requires no markers, fast manual alignment and,
due to the high thickness of the photoresist layer, it is possible to make very
thick metal evaporation that ease the final packaging. The advantage of PLG
is that it gives the possibility of easily defining very large geometries. Moreover
the large thickness of the photoresist layer allows to fabricate quite thick metallic
contacts. On the other hand, with respect to graphene, PLG lacks for resolution.
The contacts geometry, as well as the Hall-bar mask, are not well defined, with
smoothed edges and ripples due to plastic deformations of the photoresist layer.
To solve such problems it is possible to use PLG and EBL together for realizing
different parts of the device. The large and thick pads can be fabricated by PLG,
while the electrical contacts on the graphene flake, as well as the mask for the
final shaping can be realized by EBL. However, in this method many fabrication
steps are needed. The electrical contacts are realized by two steps, thus increasing
the risk of damaging the graphene plane and the possibility of its contamination
by resist residuals. These problems can be solved by depositing graphene on a
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Figure 3.7. Sequence of fabrication steps for the final shaping of graphene
devices for characterization.
substrate already patterned with aligned markers and then fabricate the small
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Figure 3.8. Typical device layout showing source (S), drain (D) and voltage
contacts V with V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 labels. The gate pad is positioned besides
the device in a planar geometry.
contacts by EBL before the big pads. In this way the interface between the two
parts of the contacts is less critical and also the contacts/graphene interface is kept
cleaner because it is realized at the very first step of the fabrication process.
A third way for fabricating graphene devices is by using only EBL for both
contacts and pads. This requires a good EBL system able to define relatively large
structures with good precision. The INRIM in 2010 has been equipped with such a
machine, a FEI QUANTA− 3D SEM-FIB microscope, equipped with an NPGS
[3] board for performing lithography, that now represents the main tool available
at Nano-facility Piemonte [4]. Final device geometry is shown in Figure 3.8
3.1.2 Polymer preparation
The FEDs are fabricated in order to investigate the properties of different mate-
rials under the effect of electric field produced by PES. Hence, PES forms a very
important part of these kind of experiments. We have made experiments with
many different compositions of polymers and have opted for a particular compo-
sition of ingredients which has proved to induce record of surface carrier densities
in metals and eventually in carbon based materials.
The PES for the gate has been developed within the collaboration of researchers
of our group under the Department of Applied Science and Technology at Politec-
nico di Torino. Main research activities of these researchers have been focused
in recent years on the development of Li-ion batteries. This technology is ori-
ented to the realization of devices that can work for more than 1000 cycles and
can operate at high volumetric and gravimetric energy densities, ranging between
200 and 300 Whkg−1, and conductivity in the range of 10−7-10−5 Scm−1 at room
temperature. The Li-based polymers can ensure better mechanical integrity due
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Figure 3.9. (a) Structure of Bisphenol A ethoxylate (15 EO/phenol)
dimethacrylate (BEMA) (b) Structure of poly(ethylene glycol)methyl ether
methacrylate (PEGMA) (c) Structure of bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide
lithium salt (LiTFSI)
to the cross-linked nature of the polymer network, and wide thermal stability. All
these properties of this polymer are favorable for our purpose of electrochemical
gating. It has been verified that the electrical double layer (EDL) has been formed
effectively using this PES at the interface of the sample under test. The choice of
Li ions is favorable for the formation of a high capacitance EDL because of the
reduced dimensions of the ions. The formulation of the solid polymer electrolyte
membranes was based on Bisphenol A ethoxylate (15 EO/phenol) dimethacrylate
(BEMA) (Figure 3.9 (a)), a methacrylic based di-functional oligomer having an
average molecular weight of 1700, obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Poly(ethylene gly-
col) methyl ether methacrylates in Figure 3.9 (b) with different molecular weights
(i.e., PEGMA- 1100, PEGMA - 475 and PEGMA - 300 having average Mn of
1100, 475 and 300, respectively ) were also obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Bis (tri-
fluoromethane) sulfonimide lithium salt (LiTFSI, CF3SO2NLi - SO2CF3, battery
grade, in Figure 3.9 (c)), obtained from Ferro Corp. (USA), was used as the source
of Li+ ions. The free radical photo initiator was 2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-1-
propanone (Darocur 1173/D1173), provided by Ciba Specialty Chemicals [5].
3.1.3 Device geometry
In order to study electric field effect on different graphene and metal devices,
the devices are prepared in a planar configuration as follows: the flakes are either
mechanically exfoliated and transferred to intrinsic Si substrate covered with SiO2
(∼ 300 nm thick) or grown through CVD on copper foils. Graphene flakes are
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selected and identified by optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy depending
on number of layers. Measuring D to G ratio and doping level also uses the latter
technique to monitor the quality of samples. Mostly three-, four- and five-layer
flakes were mechanically exfoliated and SLG was grown on copper to be used as
channel in order to fabricate the FEDs. The source, drain and voltage ohmic
contacts are patterned by standard EBL technique, metal evaporation (5 nm Cr/
80 nm Au) and lift off as shown in Figure 3.10 (a). The voltage contacts are
designed in a typical Hall bar configuration. All the devices were initially fabricated
at INRIM, Torino, Italy and later at Cambridge Graphene Center, University of
Cambridge, UK.
Figure 3.10. (a) Picture of a threlayer graphene FED, this graphene channel has
been shaped for resistance and Hall effect measurements. (b) Photograph of a
FED made of SLG grown by CVD on copper and transferred on a SiO2 substrate,
with the drop of PES on top.
In case of metal thin films a standard physical vapor deposition (PVD) was
done in a deposition chamber equipped with a turbo-molecular pump and a heater.
Vacuum can reach a 10−5 mbar measured by a Penning vacuum sensor. To shape
the proper geometry of devices, a shadow mask was prepared and the evaporation
was followed by a fine lift-off technique. For all the evaporated films we used silicon
nitride or silicon oxide substrates that are cleaned in 30 minutes sonication and
dried in a flow of argon or nitrogen. The photo-resist is exposed to a UV lamp and
the mask we used is designed to obtain a 100 µm width strip with eight contact
that allow simultaneous measurements of resistivity from different portions of the
strip and Hall voltage because of the good alignment of the probe contacts. Later
lift-off procedure was carried out in a soft flush of acetone.
To probe the structural quality of these metallic thin films from SEM images
in Figure 3.11 (b) it is possible to see that the gold thin film is formed by different
accretion islands that are connected to form a continuous network. Inside, small
grain islands are present during the growth with a diameter of approximatively
15 nm. This kind of structure is comparable with the one present in the best Au
films that can be obtained with the PVD technique.
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Figure 3.11. (a) Photograph of a Au FED on a SiO2 substrate. D and S are the
drain and source contacts; the voltage is measured between the inner contacts.
The drop of polymer electrolyte covers the part of the film between the voltage
contacts as well as the gate electrode. (b) SEM image of the Au film.[6]
A gate electrode several times larger than the active area (approximately 10,000
times for single and few layer graphene only) is positioned besides the active area
as shown in the arrangement of Figure 3.8 and 3.10 (b). After designing contacts,
PMMA photoresist is spin coated over the device apart from the active channel
and the Au contact pads in order to prevent any possible interactions between
PES and graphene edges/Au contacts. The Au pads are then contacted by thin
Au wires using silver paint (made of silver powdered particles and a solvent, latter
of which evaporates eventually forming a contact). The sample is then mounted
on to a copper platform to be measured on a pulse tube cryo-cooler.
The configuration of PES we used is a reactive mixture of BEMA+PEGMA
with LiTFSI in the presence of 3 wt% of a 2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1- phenyl-1-propanone
free radical photo-initiator (Darocur 1173, Ciba Specialty Chemicals) as described
in section 3.1.2. The quantities of BEMA and PEGMA are in a 3:7 ratio, and the
LiTFSI is 10 wt% of the total compound. The PES was then polymerized by UV
exposure using a medium vapor pressure Hg UV lamp, with radiation intensity
on surface of the sample of 30 mW/cm2. All the above operations were performed
in the controlled Ar atmosphere of a dry glove box with O2 and H2 O content ≈
0.1 ppm.
3.2 Measurement of Induced Charge: Experi-
ments and models
As described in the previous section, after fabricating, processing and contacting
the FEDs it is possible to make transport measurements. In this section we de-
scribe the different measurements and their procedure we carried out in order to
study their properties. The electrochemical gate potential was applied by a Source
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Figure 3.12. Schematic representation of a device including the bias configura-
tion used in the electrical measurements.[7]
Measure Unit (SMU) through the PES to control the amount of carrier density
induced at the PES/sample interface. The four-probe transport experiments were
carried out using Keithley 6221/2182A instruments. Graphene flakes and the thin
films of metal served as the channel as in a field effect transistor (FET) whose
electrical characterization is performed with four probe measurements by invert-
ing current during each measurement in order to cancel effects of thermoelectrical
potentials due to the thermal gradient. Dielectric gate (as in the standard FETs)
is replaced by drop of PES casted over the active area that is used to connect the
channel with the gate pad (Figure 3.12).
As potential is applied through the gate electrode to the transport channel,
immersed under the PES, the dissociated Li+ cations and TFSI− anions inside
the PES are driven to the interface of PES/channel (Figure 3.13). These ions ac-
cumulate towards the oppositely charged electrodes to form the dynamic and very
thin EDL. The two plates of EDL formed by ions at the PES/channel interface,
viewed as a nano-gap (≈ 2 nm) capacitor with a considerably high capacitance,
accumulates an incredible amount of counter charges that is impossible to attain
through the use of conventional solid gate dielectric.
3.2.1 Double step chronocoulometry
Although a direct estimate of the total surface charge carrier density can be ob-
tained through Hall effect measurements, however two considerations in our case
limit the ability of Hall measurements to provide a precise value of the induced
charge: a) our main interest lies in the fact that how much charge has been induced
at the PES/sample interface while polymerizing PES to measure the corresponding
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Figure 3.13. A schematic cross-section of graphene FED, together with the
equivalent electrical circuit describing its operation. In the equivalent circuit,
C ′L is the capacitance between Pt gate and liquid, RL is the electrical resistance
of bulk ionic liquid (here ionic liquid instead of PES), where transport is mediated
by ions, CL and CQ, are the geometrical capacitance of double layer/graphene
interface and the quantum capacitance of graphene associated with the finite
density of states respectively.[7]
induced charge and b) the peculiar geometry of the FEDs measured here does not
have specific details of various parameters related to geometrical characteristics
and dielectric constant. Also, integrating the gate current flowing through PES
provides an overestimation of charge that forms EDL since the current flows due
to a combination of two effects which are absolutely necessary to separate. Owing
to these limitations it would be useful to exploit the electrochemical properties of
the PES with the aim to determine the amount of charge induced.
In this regard, a powerful technique of electrochemistry, that is suitable for
our purpose is called the double-step chronocoulometry. It aids in separating the
charge of the EDL from the electrochemical effects that are present and yields
only the induced or the extra added charge. The series of operations to perform
in order to extract the value of induced charge are described in detail in Ref. [8].
The technique is based on the analysis of electric current that flows through the
PES on the application of a particular bias sequence. Making measurements in
this way, it is possible to investigate the variation of sheet carrier density when
we polarize the electrolyte with the view of extending this charge measurement
techniques to other device fabrication processes where the use of PLG or EBL for
precise Hall bar shaping is not possible. More details of this topic will be given in
the following sections.
A general description of this powerful electrochemical can be found in Ref. [9].
Double-step chronocoulometry is a DC technique that is based on the analysis
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of the electric current that flows through the electrolyte solution when a partic-
ular bias is applied on it. The idea of chronocoulometry originated from the two
Faraday’s laws of electrolysis that are the application of the law of conservation
of matter and conservation of charge to electrolytic processes. These laws define
a quantity called the Faradaic current or diffusion current as:
Id(t) =
nFAD
1
2 c∗√
pit
(3.1)
here, n is the number of electrons, F the Faraday’s constant, A the area of the
electrode, c∗ is the equilibrium concentration and D is the diffusion coefficient. The
most important feature of the Faradaic current is the reverse proportionality to the
square root of time: this can be easily measured with a time-resolved amperometer
and all the deviations from this behavior can be referred to other electrochemical
phenomena. In particular the phenomenon that we investigate here is the charging
of the EDL where the current vs time dependency deviates significantly from the
expression of Faradaic current stated above as is shown in the following. In order
to describe the formation of the EDL at the surface of the electrode, we model
the electrolytic solution by an equivalent circuit that consist of two capacitors and
a resistance in series (Figure 3.13). The two capacitances are the capacitance of
electrical double layer CEDL and of the electrode. The circuit that is described by
the following equations is made by the parallel of C ′L , RL and CL (in Figure 3.13).
The value of CL (= CEDL) depends on CQ.
1
CEDL
=
1
Cg
+
1
CQ
(3.2)
The effect of CQ dominates the expression since its value is small. The resis-
tance in series Rs is the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte solution. The electrical
current involved in the formation of the EDL is a capacitive current Ic = dQ/dt
that in the case of a potential step of magnitude E assumes the following form,
assuming that at time t = 0, Q = 0:
Ic = (E/Rs)exp(−t/RsCEDL) (3.3)
The expression of this current describes an exponential decay after the appli-
cation of potential E with a time constant τ = RsCEDL. The Faradaic current and
the capacitive current occur almost simultaneously but the time decay is different:
a dependency on square root of time occurs for the Faradaic current and an expo-
nential dependency on time for the double layer charging current. The response
of these two currents to a potential step is sketched in the Figure 3.14.
The time integral of the expression of each current gives the amount of charge
involved in the process as:
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Figure 3.14. a) Potential step application b) Faradaic current Id and
capacitive current Ic.[9]
Q =
∫ t
0
Idt (3.4)
Qd(t) =
∫ t
0
nFAD0.5R c
∗
Rpi
0.5dt = 2nFAD0.5R c
∗
Rpi
−0.5t0.5 (3.5)
Qc(t) =
∫ t
0
(E/Rs)exp(−t/Rscd) = ECd(1− exp(−t/RsCEDL)) (3.6)
Being derived from the Faradaic current, Qd represents the diffused charge and
Qc coming from the capacitive current, represents the charge stored during the
formation of the EDL. This latter charge is the observable on which we focus our
study. The growth of these two charges as a consequence of application of a step
bias is shown in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.15. a) Potential step application b) Diffused charge Qd and elec-
trical double layer charge Qc.[8]
Since the evolution in time of Qd(t) and Qc(t) is simultaneous and the integra-
tion of the measured current gives a charge Q(t) = Qd(t)+Qc(t), it is necessary to
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Figure 3.16. a) step potential applied to PES b) current flowing through the
solution as a consequence of potential application: this current contain both
Faradaic and capacitive contributions c) total charge Q(t) = Qd(t) + Qc(t)
obtained by integration of the current d) total charge plotted as a function of
the square root of time: in this plot it is possible to extract the value of Qc:
red arrows show the linear fit region.
distinguish the two different contributions from their time dependency: Qd(t) ∝
√
t
and Qc(t) ∝ exp(−t). If one plots Q(t) = Qd(t) + Qc(t) as a function of square
root of time, the diffusive contribution to the charge Qd(t) will give a linear behav-
ior and will allow detecting the exponential behavior of the double layer charge
Qc(t). This procedure is equivalent to fitting Q(t) with an arbitrary exponen-
tial and check the value at which Q(t) deviates towards the Qd(t) behavior. The
measurement procedure is summarized in Figure 3.16. In the bottom-most graph,
charge is plotted as a function of the square root of time and the maximum value
of Qc is presented.
All these procedures involved during the application of a potential step have
an equivalence to the case of removal of the same potential. This is the main
principle of the two step chronocoulometry. In this way it is possible to measure
both the charge that builds up the double layer during the application of bias
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and the charge that comes from the dissolution of the double layer, during the
removal of the potential. This is a simple but powerful consistent check of the
values measured at two different moments.
Figure 3.17. a) red line: application and removal of a step potential (1
V). blue line: current response to the potential b) total charge obtained as
integral of the current: left part corresponds to the charging process and
right part to the discharging one.[6]
In Figure 3.17 (a), the current response to the bias application is presented; it
shows a peak both during application and removal of the gate voltage. In Figure
3.17 (b), the integration of the electric current i.e., the total charge is reported.
It is possible to distinguish the charging process, represented by the left part of
the curve from the discharging process, represented by the remaining portion of
the curve. In Figure 3.18, a typical result of a double step chronocoulometry is
presented: both lower and upper curve represents charge vs square root of time.
The lower part of the curve in Figure 3.18 is the charge measured during the
charging process, when the step voltage is applied: it starts to grow from zero
and becomes linear when all the charge devoted to the formation of the EDL is
stored: at this point, only the charge related to Faradaic current is detected and
is represented by the linear branch of the charge vs square root of time curve.
The upper curve in the same Figure 3.18 shows the similar process that occurs
during the removal of the bias voltage. In fact it is possible to separate the ex-
ponential part from the linear behavior but in a decreasing direction: the curve
starts from a maximum value that is the charge stored in the EDL plus the charge
diffused in the previous charging process. The amount of double layer charge
measured during charging and discharging process is reported on the graph as Qc
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Figure 3.18. Total charge representing both for charging and discharging process
is plotted vs the square root of time.
and Qd respectively. As it is possible to see in this example, these two values are
compatible since they belong to the same physical observable. Charges Qc and Qd
are evidenced in the charge vs time graph of Figure 3.17 (b), where they can be
evaluated only by an exponential fit. As anticipated above, the Faradaic current
and the capacitive current have different time decay allowing their detectability
and they can rise at the same time or with a delay between each other. The model
described above always hypothesizes the simultaneous rising of these two current,
and this is the most common case observed. However, in some cases, a starting
time separation for the two currents is more compatible with the effect observed
on the film under field effect whose electronic characteristics are investigated. This
hypothesis allows us to take into account a value that is higher than the intercept
between zero and the linear fit of the charge plotted in square root of time scale.
An example of this modified procedure for the charge measurement is reported in
Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.19. Total charge represented both for charging and discharging process
plotted vs the square root of time under the hypothesis of a non-simultaneous
rising of the Faradaic current and the capacitive current.
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3.2.2 Comparison between double step chronocoulometry
and Hall effect
In the previous section 3.2.1 the procedure of double-step chronocoulometry has
been presented that allows the measurement of the charge in the EDL. If the
graphene FEDs are shaped in a suitable way, it is possible to perform Hall effect
and chronocoulometry measurements simultaneously. This procedure has been
adopted to make a valid confirmatory check of double-step chronocoulometry as a
tool to measure induced charges.
Hall effect was observed for the first time by Edwin Hall in 1879 and it is a
consequence of the Lorentz force on a current flowing through a conductor under
magnetic field.
~F = q( ~E + ~v × ~B) (3.7)
The last term of equation 3.7 represents a force perpendicular both to the
direction of current through the conductor (~v) and to the magnetic field ( ~B). This
component ( ~B) generates a charge accumulation at the opposite borders of the
conductor which in turn produces the Hall voltage VH :
VH =
−IB
den
(3.8)
In the expression 3.8, I is the electric current, B is the magnetic induction, d
is the thickness of the conductor, e is the fundamental charge and n is the volume
density of charge of the conductor. The purpose of our experiments is not to
obtain the precise value of the volumic charge density rather obtain its variations.
The evolution from an unperturbed to a charged configuration of graphene device
is detectable by Hall voltage variations. Simultaneously the EDL responsible for
charge induction is monitored by the double step chronocoulometry. From the
expression of Hall voltage (equation 3.8) it is possible to obtain:
∆n =
Q+Q′
V
− Q
V
=
IB
deV ′H
− IB
deVH
(3.9)
where V is the volume of the conductor, Q its charge since n = Q/V is its
volume charge density and Q′ is the charge added to the conductor by field-effect.
This charge modification changes the value of Hall voltage from VH to V
′
H . The
expression 3.9 becomes
Q′
Ad
=
IB
ed
(
1
VH
− 1
V ′H
) (3.10)
This is an expression of the induced charge that is independent from the prop-
erties of the conductor, in fact it is not necessary to know information about Q,
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its intrinsic volume charge as well as information about its thickness d. From
equation 3.10, the expression of the induced charge with the hypothesis that it is
distributed in a two dimensional region is:
Q′
A
=
IB
e
(
V ′H − VH
VHV ′H
) (3.11)
Figure 3.20. The variable gap magnet consists of two 3/4 inch diameter
neodymium magnets on an iron base. Two flat pole pieces are supplied to
provide a uniform field when needed. The gap may be varied from 0.5 cm to
8.9 cm by turning the screws.
This last expression 3.11 can be easily compared to a double step chrono-
coulometry measurement: Q′ is compared to the capacitive charge and the surface
area A is the exposed surface of the film within the same hypothesis stated above
about the two-dimensional distribution of the induced charge. In order to carry
out experiments the graphene devices were patterned in a Hall bar geometry as
described in section 3.1 and shown in the Figure 3.8. Magnetic field was applied
through a variable gap magnet, model EM − 8641 from PASCO Scientific and
every time the magnet was reverted manually in order to change the field direction.
The device was either mounted on a pulse-tube cryocooler system or on a support
stand system so that without removing the device from its position it becomes
easier to flip the magnet as shown in Figure 3.21.
A CVD-grown SLG device was measured for this purpose: measurements have
been performed with the variable gap magnet with magnetic fields of magnitude
0.4 T, 0.5 T and 0.6 T and the amount of electric current flowing through the
channel was 1 µA. The first measurement led to the confirmation of the intrinsic
charge density value for graphene ≈ 1013 cm−2 and the magnetic field dependency
of the Hall voltage as evaluated for this purpose is shown in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.21. The variable gap magnet while measuring the device on a Cu plat-
form as mounted with the help of support stand system connected to measuring
instruments by connecting wires.
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Figure 3.22. Linear fits of the Hall voltage vs magnetic field curve for a CVD–
grown SLG device at different gate voltages
According to the expression 3.8 it is possible to calculate the linear fit of the
Hall voltage vs magnetic field curve as in Figure 3.22 and obtain a value of n2D
since the thickness of a SLG film is known. By probing the graphene sheet with a
source drain current of 1 µA we obtain a value of n2D ≈ 1013 carriers cm−2 that is
similar to the value reported in literature. However this measurement is a prelimi-
nary confirmation about the nature of the sample under measurement because the
purpose of this study is the evaluation of charge carrier density differences between
the unperturbed and the charged conditions of the SLG sheet. For this purpose it
is necessary to follow an experimental procedure that takes into account the steps
reported in Table 3.1 and whose parameters are included in the expression 3.11.
With this procedure it is possible to put in relation the charge-density differences
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with the surface charge measured by double-step chronocoulometry. One of the
step of this procedure is reported as an example in Figure 3.23.
Table 3.1. Hall voltage measurement procedure for the compensation of
longitudinal components
Measurement 1 2 3 4
Electric current → → ← ←
Magnetic field
⊙ ⊗ ⊙ ⊗
Measured voltage VH + VL −VH + VL VH − VL −VH − VL
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Figure 3.23. Hall voltage measurement step on the unpolarized film (red points)
and on the film when 2.5V has been applied to the polymeric gate (blue points)
In the Figure 3.23 the Hall voltage is reported that is recorded continuously
during the measurement under a steady magnetic field at 0.4 T. In the meanwhile,
the value of magnetic field is reverted as prescribed in the third line of Table 3.1
and the corresponding values of Hall voltages can be seen as changes in different
sections marked by dotted lines of Figure 3.23. The application of a voltage = 2.5
V to the PES (blue points on Figure 3.23) causes a drop of the Hall voltage that
corresponds mainly to the variation of the longitudinal component: to extract the
transverse component it is necessary to flip the magnetic field, as represented by the
change of Hall voltage again as seen on the plot, and to repeat the whole procedure
with an opposite value of the electric current. On the graph, Hall voltage jumps are
labeled as 2VHall because the single value of Hall voltage is the difference between
the value at 0 T and the one at 0.4 T. Then in this experimental set-up, we reverted
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the magnet to flip the magnetic field around the sample holder, as shown in Figure
3.21 : thus the output of this measurement is 2VHall = VHall(0.4 T )−VHall(−0.4 T ).
The labels VH and V
′
H used in the expression 3.11 correspond to the convention to
report the unpolarized and the polarized conditions respectively. After repeating
this procedure for several gate voltages and by comparing each measure with the
corresponding value of double step chronocoulometry, it is possible to build the
graph shown in Figure 3.24 for different layered graphene.
Figure 3.24. The induced charge density n2D as function of the gate volt-
age measured by different techniques in three-, four- and five-layer graphene
devices. The results of Hall effect (orange diamonds) and double step chrono-
coulometry measurements (black, red and blue circles) are compared. The
range of n2D values estimated at VG = 4 V for four and five layer graphene
from an ab-initio evaluation of the quantum capacitance of the devices is also
shown (red and blue hatched regions).
The two series of measurements are compatible with each other: in particular
it is very interesting to observe the non linear relation between gate voltage and
induced charge. Usually there should be a linear relation between induced charge
and gate voltage but sometimes, some non-linearities can rise because of measure-
ment conditions or ”memory-effects” from the previous polarization of the PES.
In this case, the unusual behavior has been detected by the two different measure-
ment techniques that refer to two different physical observables to measure the
same quantity.
In summary the comparison of the induced charge evaluated by means of two
different techniques, a classic Hall effect measurement and the new double step
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chronocoulometry we introduced, gives very good results, as shown in Figure 3.24
for four-layer graphene. Here, the induced charge density was measured in three
layer graphene (black circles) and then the values for four and five layer graphene
have been obtained by scaling the three layer graphene results with the calculated
ratio of their quantum capacitance CQ [11]. This is a possible form of further
consistency check of the results shown in Figure 3.24. In fact, it is well known
that in case of gating of a 2D material the EDL plus the 2D electron-liquid system
can be modeled by a series of two specific capacitances: the geometric one Cg,
which describes the EDL, and the quantum one, CQ, that essentially describes the
screening properties of the 2D conductor. This issue of quantum capacitance is
explained in details in the forthcoming section 3.2.6. From the obtained values of
Cg and CQ we have calculated CEDL and, consequently, n2D for four layer graphene
and five layer graphene at VG = 4 V. The obtained ranges of values (including only
the variability of Cg) are shown in Figure 3.24 as dashed bands (red for four and
blue for five layer graphene respectively). In the range where the comparison of
the three methods of n2D determination is possible (VG ≤ 2 V) the average n2D
value coincides with the one obtained from double step chronocoulometry and thus
we conservatively decided to use these double step chronocoulometry values in the
whole VG range including the proper error (of the order of ±30% at high doping)
in the n2D evaluation.
The fact that we can determine the induced charges through the double step
chronocoulometry technique allows us to use it in all the cases for which it is
impossible or very complicated to measure by the Hall effect procedure.
3.2.3 Dirac curves
Another interesting set of measurements were done on single and few layer graphene
devices. A variation of Rxx with respect to VG is observed upon accumulating both
types of carriers, holes or electrons, within a narrow voltage range of ∆VG = ±3V
from the charge neutrality point. These measurements are popularly known as the
Dirac curves. These experiments allow us to continuously drive the Fermi level
from the valence band to the conduction band or vice versa. Figure 3.25 shows the
sheet resistance Rxx dependence on the applied gate voltage VG for a three layer
graphene device gated with our PES.
Within a range of gate voltage VG = ± 1 V the sheet resistance is almost
linear while just proceeding further, an upturn or non-monotonic behavior both
for electrons and holes in Rxx is observed, which is attributable to the possibility
of crossing the higher-energy bands present in three layer graphene. Eventually
the drop in Rxx continues leading to a pronounced saturation at extremities when
VG = ± 3 V. Moreover, it is necessary to know the value of induced sheet carrier
density, n2D as a function of VG. Each type of carriers are induced as we change
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Figure 3.25. Sheet resistance, Rxx variation with respect to VG for a three
layer graphene device. Arrows show the direction of sweep, blue curve is
followed by pink and then red. Mismatch of curves is attributed to strong
hysteresis of ion dynamics.
the sign of VG independently and has been obtained by Hall effect measurements
at discrete values of applied VG. The result of comparison is shown in section 3.2.2
alongwith other results for four layer graphene. As expected n2D changes sign
corresponding to the resistance maximum, confirming the shift of Fermi level, EF
across the charge neutrality point.
Since the relative size of ions forming the EDL is different, an asymmetric and
hysteretic behavior is observed in practice. The difference can be clearly seen when
the voltage sweep is applied first from positive to negative VG and then vice versa
as shown in Figure 3.25. This is due to the transport of ions in the PES that are
able to rapidly form the two parallel plates of the capacitor with different thickness
while, instead, the dissociated ions during the disruption of the EDL show a quite
slower dynamics.
This slow dynamics of ions is a physical phenomenon and is a considerable
disadvantage of these liquid-solid combination of geometry over the conventional
transistors gated with the solid dielectrics. This observation leads to the asymme-
try seen in these Dirac curves. More importantly, however, the devices gated by
different PESs exhibit a fairly good agreement in the main features of the conduc-
tivity, including the absolute values, the nonmonotonic behavior, and the position
of the features as a function of carrier density. This observation is important be-
cause it indicates that the features in the conductivity are intrinsic to graphene.
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3.2.4 Measurement of resistance as a function of temper-
ature and applied gate voltage
All the operations mentioned up to now are performed at room temperature in
order to accumulate the maximum possible amount of charge over the surface of
the samples. To study the behavior of each material in temperature, in particular,
the procedure is followed by immediate cooling of the sample down to 2.7 K.
This is done immediately as soon as the gate current stabilizes in order to avoid
further degradation of samples due to electrochemical effects. At around the glassy
transition (T = 240 K) of the polymer, the Li+ and TFSI− mobile ions halt due
to the freezing of BEMA and PEGMA fixing the accumulated charge on the two
EDL plates that build in extreme proximity with the PES the PES/FLG interface.
It is important to consider that the VG must be applied at T > Tglass and kept
constant throughout the cooling down process. As regards the gate current, its
small, non-vanishing value decays down to zero very smoothly on crossing the
glassy transition. The sample is cooled down very carefully operating at optimal
speed in order to avoid breaking of FLG flakes or contacts due to contraction of
the polymer while descending down in temperature. During the warming up of
each sample, the resistance R(T ) was again measured since this measurement is
slower and, thus, more reliable. The results of these measurements are reported
in Chapter 4 & 5.
3.2.5 Warnings, limitations and drawbacks of the tech-
nique
The main purpose of field-effect experiments is to exploit the properties of the
nano-gap capacitor formed at the interface between the PES and the sample. For
geometrical reasons, this capacitance is expected to be much larger than those
associated to the solid dielectrics. Also, it is verified that we are able to induce an
extra amount of charge uniformly at the surface, which creates a modification of the
surface charge density from its intrinsic value thereby changing the type of doping
present or even modifying its material properties. Nevertheless, polymer gating
technique has few limitations and drawbacks that must be taken into consideration.
First of all there is the problem of the use of polymer gating to induce a high
amount of charge at different temperatures. With polymeric gating it is necessary
to polarize the EDL at room temperature and subsequently cool it down, while a
solid dielectric is able to tune its charge induction even at low temperatures. Once
the system is at cryogenic temperature it is not possible to tune the amount of
induced charge because the ions that form the EDL are frozen in the polymeric
matrix and aren’t anymore sensitive to the external voltage. In Figure 3.26 it
can be seen that the gate current that represents the movement of ions across the
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polymer matrix, approaches to zero below 250 K and it is not possible to make
further electrostatic modifications.
Figure 3.26. Top: Applied gate voltage; Below: Corresponding effect of the
applied bias on the gate current plotted versus time at the decrease of temperature
In order to tune the induced carrier densities, it is necessary to reach again the
room temperature by heating up the samples under test. In these conditions it
is not possible to finely tune the amount of charge induced at low temperatures
thereby making it a time consuming process. A feasible solution to this problem
was proposed in Ref. [10], where the authors described double-gate technique for
performing field effect experiments on atomically flat MoS2. The double gating
technique refers to a polymer gating technique combined with a standard dielectric
gate from the bottom used for fine tuning the charge induction.
One of the major concerns of PES gating is related to the mechanical stability
of the devices during the thermal cooling. This is an important drawback of
these experiments since more than 80% of FEDs do not survive the first cooling
cycle. This problem arises from the different coefficient of expansion of the PES
and of the thin film under measurement, usually made of a metallic material or
of graphene: the interface between these two materials is subjected to a huge
mechanical stress while cooling down the system from room temperature down
to cryogenic temperatures. Some precautions to reduce this problem have been
introduced such a surface windowing with Polyimide resist or Kapton tape for
devices with dimensions of the order of millimeters as well as a spin-coated window
with Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) for smaller devices. However, often, this
is not enough against the polymer capability of peeling the surface of the sample
because of its thermal contraction. A solution that has not been investigated
yet could be the deposition of the PES by spin coating: in this way it should be
possible to control the gate geometry and avoid the configurations able to favor the
polymer cracking and peeling. Another possible solution could be the modification
of polymer’s formulation in order to make its coefficient of expansion more similar
to that of the substrate. As an example, a silicon-based polymer could have a
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coefficient of expansion more similar to the one of the substrate (usually made by
a silicon oxide surface). However a change of polymer’s formulation may lead to a
lower charge-induction efficiency.
Another drawback of polymeric gating technique is the aging of the polymer:
the performance of a FED depends on its previous utilization. This behavior
can be observed in Figure 2.11 of section 2.3 where a series of induced surface
charge densities n2D are potted as a function of gate voltage. In the main graph
of Figure 2.11 , values of surface charge density are reported from several devices
fabricated with different metals: silver, copper and gold. It seems an incongruity
that the same surface charge density is obtained on gold for different gate voltages
(between 1.5 and 3 V, for example) or even a lower induction is obtained for higher
voltages. A simple explanation of this behavior comes from the inset of Figure
2.11 where it is shown that for any gate voltage, charge induction is maximum
at the first application and subsequently decreases at the increase of the number
of applications. Since the PES is very stable over a long time, this behavior
might be rather ascribed to a sort of memory effect, an effect that is compatible
with a possible loss of Li ions at the interface with the electrodes that limits the
magnitude of the EDL and consequently the performances of the FEDs.
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Figure 3.27. Resistance behavior with respect to applied bias for a three
layer graphene under PES a) Reversible process (field-effect) b) Irreversible
process (chemical interactions). Black line represents the gate voltage and
red line the value of resistance
Another important point of concern is the chemical interaction between the
PES and the sample. It is always necessary to check for this phenomenon in order
to be sure that the change in physical properties is due to only the variation of the
charge density. In fact, chemical reactions at the interface can lead to modifications
of transport properties as well as variations of the charge density itself. For noble
metals such as gold and inert materials, field effect is expected to be free from
chemical reactions at the surface.
Preliminary measurements were made to control the reversibility of changes in
resistance on applying gate voltage and the corresponding change on removal of
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the applied gate voltage. In the case when the resistance reverts back to the base
value, then the change in resistance is ascribed to electrostatic induction of charges,
however if on removal of voltage, the resistance does not revert then it is a clear
case of occurrence by a chemical interaction process (Figure 3.27 ). In addition a
very appropriate technique that can be employed to set the limit of the applied gate
voltage that produces a reversible change in resistance is the cyclic voltammetry. It
helps in defining an electrochemical stability window exceeding which irreversible
changes in resistances on application of gate voltage are produced.
Cyclic voltammetry is a potentiodynamic electrochemical measurement based
on the observation of the current flowing across the polymer-electrode interface.
The electrode is composed by the material whose chemical interaction has to be
investigated for field-effect purposes, an inert counter-electrode is used to close the
circuit and the polymer is sandwiched between the two electrodes. This system is
polarized with a linear potential ramp that is inverted when a set point is reached:
when the potential reaches zero again, the procedure is repeated for subsequent
cycles. Current values measured during this cyclic polarization are compared for
increasing and decreasing potentials and for each cycle: irreversibility of the pro-
cess appears as a decrease of the amplitude of current peaks for each cycle. The
output of this kind of measurements is a current vs potential plot (Figure 3.28
). This technique has been used to investigate a possible chemical interaction be-
tween lithium ions dissolved in the gating polymer and lead or lead-indium surface
of superconductive devices. Cyclic voltammograms reported in Figure 3.28 show
a widely different behavior for pure lead and lead-indium alloy: Figure 3.28 (b) is
a zoom of Figure 3.28 (a) since the heights of the peaks of anodic and cathodic
current are two order of magnitude bigger for lead compared to lead-indium alloy.
The interaction between lithium ions dissolved in the liquid electrolyte solution
and the working electrode is very little for lead-indium and the absolute values of
negative and positive currents are comparable for each cycle as shown in Figure
3.28. This is a sign that no irreversible reactions are occurring between lithium and
lead-indium alloy or that indium is limiting this interaction that is instead very big
for pure lead, as appears in Figure 3.28. With this information in hand and expe-
rience of electrochemical gating on FLG we have set the limits of electrochemical
stability window at VG = ±3 V .
3.2.6 Limitations due to quantum capacitance in graphene
As briefly mentioned in the previous Chapter 2, section 2.4.1 a high carrier den-
sity is expected to be attained with an ionic-liquid gate or a polymeric gate, but
quantum capacitance, CQ is the physical quantity that limits this charge induc-
tion. The high carrier density is expected to be so because of the thin EDL,
i.e., the large geometrical capacitance determined by Cg = IL0/d. Here, IL, 0
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Figure 3.28. a) Cyclic voltammogram for pure lead (blue line) and lead-indium
alloy (red line). b) Zoom of the cyclic voltammogram
and d are the relative permittivity of the ionic liquid, vacuum permittivity, and
thickness of EDL, respectively [11]. However, carrier doping into SLG with ionic
liquids is much lower than expected because the potential difference between an
ionic liquid and SLG turns out to be smaller than the applied gate voltage VG
due to the shift of the Fermi energy EF when one dopes SLG with an additional
charge Q. This phenomenon is due to the quantum capacitance CQ, defined as
CQ = eQ/EF = e
2D(EF ), which is connected to Cg in series. Thus, the total
capacitance CEDL between the ionic liquid and SLG is:
1/CEDL = 1/Cg + 1/CQ (3.12)
The geometrical capacitance Cg depends on the properties of the PES and on
VG and can be determined from our gating experiments in Au thin films [6] where,
of course, CQ →∞. At VG = 4 V it turns out to be in the range 50−140 µFcm−2
depending on the ”freshness” of the PES [10]. The quantum capacitance CQ of
our devices have been estimated from tight-binding and ab-initio DFT calculations
(jellium model) of the effective electron mass m∗ of the FLG flakes at the different
charge dopings [12] by using the original definition of CQ derived by [13].
CQ =
gvm
∗e2
pi~2
(3.13)
where gv is the valley degeneracy factor. At VG = 4 V, for example, we estimate
CQ = 24± 7 and 27± 8 µFcm−2 for four and five layer graphene, respectively, in
good agreement with the values measured in three layer graphene at high charge
doping [7].
Thus, the effect of CQ dominates the total capacitance, CEDL when its value
is small and this is the case only in the two following conditions a) if the dielectric
gate is very thin and b) number of layers, n in graphene systems, remains less than
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4 [11]. Since here tox is small, the quantum capacitance, CQ dominates the ratio
because it is connected in series with Cg. Since density of states increases with
increasing n, accordingly CQ increases thereby limiting carrier density. Ref. [11]
reports that at n = 1, a minimum CEDL is observed but with increasing n, CEDL
increases until n = 4 and saturates further until n approaches 10. Thus in view
to exploit the superior characteristics of graphene-based devices, therefore, it is of
significance to elucidate the optimal n producing both the large CEDL and specific
surface area.
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Chapter 4
Electrochemical gating and weak
localization in few layer graphene
After all the necessary checks and precautions such as the resistance reversibility
check to avoid chemical interaction, measurements of cyclic voltammetry to estab-
lish the limits of the electrochemical stability window, validation of the methods
for the determination of the induced charge etc., here we report our results of
transport measurements performed at room and cryogenic temperatures. The re-
sults of this chapter are described with regard to our measurements on FLGs,
mainly three, four and five layers gated with our specialized PES.
4.1 Device structure and geometry
The detailed fabrication and geometry of FLG-FEDs have been discussed in details
in Chapter 3 section 3.1. The devices were always prepared in a planar configu-
ration as shown in Figure 4.1 (left). FLG flakes are deposited on a 285 nm thick
SiO2 on Si substrates by adhesive tape exfoliation of natural graphite. Then, the
samples are analyzed by optical microscopy, in order to estimate the number of
graphene layers composing the deposited thin flakes. The geometry of the contacts
is defined using photolithography followed by Cr/Au (5 nm/60 nm) thermal evap-
oration and lift-off. The Hall bar geometry is defined by creating a photoresist
(PR) mask by photolithography and etching the uncovered portion of the film by
O2/Ar reactive ion etching. A further layer of PR is then spun on the sample and
windows are open by photolithography only on the FLG channel and the contact
pads for device wire bonding and mounting. The PR mask is then hard-baked
at 145◦C for five minutes in order to improve its chemical stability. These FEDs
have current contacts labelled as I+ (source) and I− (drain) and voltage contacts
that are patterned in a Hall bar configuration. Since there can be different choices
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of gate, as shown here, we opted for a configuration in which a Pt wire is placed
inside the PES and the gate voltage is applied through it. In Figure 4.1 (right) we
show the general schematic of the way the FLG channel was connected electrically.
a b 
200 µm 10 µm 
I(+) 
I(-) 
V(+) 
V(-) 
VG 
SiO2 substrate 
photoresist 
polymer electrolite solution 
Figure 4.1. (a) An optical micrograph of a three layer graphene device used
in experiments; (b) Scheme of FEDs with patterned contacts, Pt wire gate
pad and electrical connections.[23]
4.2 Dirac curves
As described before, Dirac curves refers to the sheet resistance (or conductance)
behavior with respect to the continuously applied gate voltage; these measurements
are swept across the Dirac point in FLG.
In the ideal conditions the Dirac point and the charge neutrality point coin-
cide, however in real devices a shift in the Fermi energy occurs spontaneously due
to adsorbed water molecules over the surface and trapped charges both at the
PES/FLG and FLG/substrate interfaces. A variety of strategies have been previ-
ously employed to induce additional charges over the surface [1, 2]. Out of all of
those, electrically induced surface doping without involvement of solid gate has so
far proven to be the one able to achieve the highest charge induction in the mate-
rial under study. Figure 4.2 (b) shows the sheet resistance, Rxx dependence on the
continuously applied gate voltage VG for a three-layered graphene device using the
PES gating technique. An inverse linear variation (the ambipolar electric field ef-
fect) of Rxx with respect to applied VG was observed upon accumulating either type
of the carriers, holes or electrons, within a narrow voltage regime of ∆VG = ±1 V
from the Dirac point. This enabled the possibility to continuously drive the Fermi
level, EF from the valence band to the conduction band or vice versa. In section
1.2.2 we described the band structure of different FLGs, particularly Figure 1.19
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Figure 4.2. Comparison of the Dirac curves on three layered graphene de-
vices plotted with respect to applied gate voltage VG and sheet carrier density,
n2D; (a) results from Ref. [3] where the devices were gated with ABIM+TFSI
ionic liquid; (b) our work, where devices are gated with BEMA+PEGMA+
LiTFSI as PES. Our configuration of PES is very well able to access a higher
range of surface charge carrier densities and cross higher energy band edges
in three layer graphene.
showed the electronic band structure of three layer graphene. Further continuation
of the sweep at higher gate voltage leads to crossing of the split-off bands away
from the Dirac point, thereby inducing sharp non-monotonicities in the resistance
curves. For example, these depressions or non-monotonicities have been related
to the crossing of a Van Hove singularity (VHS) when the Fermi level reaches the
split band T2g [3].
The position of these upturns is univocally associated with a specific charge
density such that the Fermi level is able to cross the bottom of the split-off bands,
and can thus be exploited to obtain a voltage-charge density calibration (Figure
4.2). Note also that our choice of the electrolyte allows us to reach the split-
off bands at smaller voltages with respect to the ionic liquid employed in Ref.
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Figure 4.3. Dirac curves for a four layer graphene
[3], thus supporting higher charge induction capabilities for our configuration of
PES. Eventually the drop in Rxx continues leading to a pronounced saturation at
extremities when VG = ±3 V. The behavior of Rxx is more properly represented
as a function of the sheet carrier density, n2D. In order to do so n2D has been
determined by single shot VG application experiments and deduced by double step
chronocoulometry (Figure 4.2). As expected n2D changed sign corresponding to
the resistance maximum, confirming the shift of EF across the charge neutrality
point. Also it was verified that the order of magnitude of charge carriers added
to the system was the same for double step chronocoulomtery as well as Hall effect
measurements as shown in Figure 3.24 for a four layer graphene device.
Figure 4.3 also shows the Dirac curves as we measured for a four layered
graphene device. These curves show the hysteretic behavior as well as a non-
monotonic behavior around VG = 2 V that depicts the crossing of the higher en-
ergy split-off bands (shown in Figure 1.20) similar to those observed in the Dirac
curve of three layer graphene.
4.3 Sheet R vs. T measurements: intermediate
T range and electron electron scattering
All the aforementioned operations were performed at room temperature but now
we report the results as a function of temperature. After drop casting, UV curing
the PES and applying the gate voltage, measurements proceeded by an immedi-
ate cooling of the samples, in order to avoid any degradation of the sample due
to electrochemical effects. The sample’s four-wire resistance was explored in the
range 4−290 K as a function of both the number of layers and the induced charge
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density. In each measurement, the gate voltage was set at room temperature and
the sample was subsequently brought down to the cryocooler’s base temperature.
The measurements were performed on three-, four- and five-layer graphene de-
vices. The stacking sequence was Bernal for all the FLG devices used in these
experiments. The samples were cooled down very carefully operating at optimal
speed in order to avoid breaking of FLG or contacts due to the mechanical stress
induced by thermal dilatation mismatch between the sample and the PES. Due
to the previous remarks, the induced charge carrier densities are neither expected
to vary significantly over time after the glass transition nor when the sample is
warmed up again to the room temperature. Around the glass transition temper-
ature (Tglass ≈ 240 K) of the polymer, the Li+ and TFSI− mobile ions freeze
in their set configuration thereby fixing the accumulated charge in the two EDL
plates.
Figure 4.4. Raw data of sheet resistance vs. temperature at different induced
charge densities for respective FLG.[23]
This was revealed by the sudden reduction to zero of the gate current due to
ion diffusion upon crossing the glass transition temperature itself (Figure 3.26),
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and by the impossibility to further induce any current change by applying different
voltages. Thus, the desired gate voltage VG must be applied at T > Tglass and
kept constant throughout the cooling process.
Measurements were repeated as the samples were allowed to spontaneously heat
up upon switching off the compressor of cryocooler: this allowed us to avoid the
thermal fluctuations associated with the cryocooler’s cool down cycles. We report
the results of these measurements in Figure 4.4. Using the raw data presented in
the Figure 4.4 we analyzed the behavior of the resistance at different temperature
regimes.
Figure 4.5. The temperature dependent part of the resistance scales as T2 in the
intermediate temperature range and smoothly crosses over into a linear T depen-
dence at higher temperatures almost in each case. The dashed lines represent fits
to T4 dependency (shown here only for comparison with linear T and T2 fits) for
our experimentally obtained data of four layer graphene samples (left corresponds
to positive charge induction while right to the negative charge induction)[23]
The low temperature range always showed a logarithmic upturn in the resis-
tance (the metallic regime) and we interpret this as the characteristic weak local-
ization behavior which will be addressed in the next section. Here we focus on the
intermediate range of temperature, i.e. 20 K < T < 280 K. When the resistances
are in the complete metallic regime (any VG for three and four layer graphene,
VG ≥ 2 V, i.e. n2D ≥ 1.85× 1014 cm−2 for five layer graphene) they show a linear
behavior as a function of temperature in the range between about 100 K and 270
K. The slope of this high-temperature linear-T dependence practically does not
change at the increase of the charge density n2D (both positive and negative) as it
can be seen from the curves of Figure 4.4 and has been already observed in SLG
[13]. Below ∼ 100 K the curves change behavior assuming a steeper T dependence
that is appreciable in the curves of Figure 4.4 (a), (b) and (c), but is also present
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(even if not visible due to the different scale) in the curves of Figure 4.4 (d). The
standard way to get more information on the temperature dependence of the re-
sistance curves is to plot them in a double logarithmic scale. Figure 4.5 shows an
example of these log(R − Rmin) vs. log T curves (Rmin being the extrapolated
sheet resistance without the contribution of the logarithmic upturn observed at
T <20 K at T tend to zero) in the case of the four layer graphene device and in
the temperature range 20-280 K for both positive (panel a) and negative (panel b)
charge induction. In both cases a linear T dependence is observed at T & 100 K.
Below ∼ 80 K the temperature dependence becomes steeper, showing a dominant
T 2 component (see Figure 4.5 (b)).
As a matter of fact the best fit of the sheet resistance in the temperature range
30-80 K is always obtained by a function AT + BT 2 where the quadratic term
is more or less dominant. In the intermediate temperature range (70 K ≤ T ≤
100 K) we see a rather sharp (at least for positive gating, i.e. electron doping)
crossover between the two regimes. These results have been reproducibly observed
also in the three and five layer graphene devices (Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.6. The temperature dependent part of the resistance in the intermediate
temperature range for our experimentally obtained data of three (left) and five
(right) layer graphene samples.[23]
They are somehow unexpected since a ”classic” small-angle electron-phonon
scattering should dominate the sheet resistance below the Bloch-Gru¨neisen tem-
perature ΘBG in a low-density electron system. This should lead to the well-known
T 5 dependence in the 3D case and to a T 4 dependence in the 2D one, as theo-
retically predicted [12] and experimentally observed in SLG [13]. However, in our
case, it is clearly impossible to fit the experimental data with a T 4 dependence
(shown, as reference, in both the panels of Figure 4.5 and 4.6). The most straight-
forward explanation is that in our conditions (FLG samples immersed in the PES)
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the intermediate- and low-temperature sheet resistance is dominated by electron-
electron collisions with both small momentum transfer (Nyquist term, R ∝ T )
and with large momentum transfer (direct ballistic term, R ∝ T 2). The weight of
the quadratic component varies with the number of graphene layers and the sign
of doping, but, in any case, it becomes smaller at T < 20-35 K (see Figure 4.5 (a))
and the Nyquist term finally becomes dominant at temperatures below 15 K.
As far as the crossover to the high-temperature linear T dependence is con-
cerned we can simply note that, independently from the value and the sign of the
induced charge density, it always occurs at a temperature very close to the one
where a similar crossover (but from a T 4 to a T behavior) has been observed in
SLG at n2D > 4.65× 1013 cm−2 (see Figure 2 of Ref. [13]). This temperature
cannot be associated to the Debye temperature ΘD of the material since it should
be higher than 2000 K (ΘD ≈ 2300 K in SLG [13] and ΘD ≈ 2500 K for in-plane
phonon modes of graphite) thus potentially leading to a crossover at T > 400 K
(∼ 0.2 ΘD). Following Ref. [13] it is thus tempting to interpret also in our case
this crossover temperature as related to the Bloch-Gru¨neisen temperature ΘBG of
the FLGs at our high doping levels. In a simple, single-band and free-electron-like
picture ΘBG is the temperature at which the maximum momentum of acoustic
phonons equals twice the Fermi momentum and is therefore able to completely
span the Fermi surface. In this ideal case ΘBG is given by:
ΘBG =
2~kFvS
kB
(4.1)
where kF is the Fermi wave vector of the spherical (or cylindrical) Fermi surface
and vS is the sound velocity. We fitted our sheet resistance curves by using a
generalized Bloch-Gru¨neisen model similar to the one introduced in Ref. [12], but
with the low-T exponent left as a parameter, i.e. by the function:
∆R(T ) = R(T )−Rmin = A
∫ 1
0
(
ΘBG
T
xm
√
1− x2eΘBGT x)/(eΘBGT x − 1)2dx (4.2)
where A, m and ΘBG are free parameters. Two examples of these fits, corre-
sponding to the electron densities n2D = 1.73× 1014 cm−2 and n2D = −1.75× 1014
cm−2 are shown as dash-dot curves in Figure 4.5 (a) and (b), respectively. In the
fits of all the curves of Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) (not shown here for clarity) the m
parameter is 1.85 for electron doping (Figure 4.5 (a)) and ranges between 2.1 and
2.5 for hole doping (Figure 4.5 (b)).
The crossover temperature practically does not change at the increase of doping
(for example from 0.39 × 1014 cm−2 to 6.19 1014 cm−2 as shown in Figure 4.5 (a))
and thus, if our interpretation is true, also ΘBG obtained from the fit should
remain almost constant at the different charge densities. Actually the ΘBG values
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obtained from the fits of curves of Figure 4.5 range between 350 and 400 K for
electron doping and between 350 and 430 K for hole doping without showing any
trend as a function of n2D. We obtained quite similar results in three and five
layer graphene devices. At a first and superficial analysis in the framework of
equation 4.2, since any kF in FLGs increases at the increase of doping (even if not
proportionally to
√
n2D as in SLG), the absence of ΘBG tuning with the Fermi
energy could be related to a reduction of the sound velocity produced by the
strong charge doping. As a matter of fact a similar effect of tuning of the phonon
dispersion relations with a decrease of the sound velocity of some acoustic modes
(and consequent softening of the corresponding part of the phonon spectrum) has
been already predicted in SLG at a very high level of charge doping [21]. Even
though this effect could be present in FLGs, the situation here is quite more
complex. First of all the FLG flakes with Bernal stacking are always a multiband
electron system. For example, even at low electron doping (when EF is tens of
meV above the neutrality point) the four layer graphene is a two-band material
with a Fermi surface made of two sheets and with two Fermi wave vectors that
strongly depend on the direction in the k space. The situation becomes even more
complex at the increase of the electron charge density. When EF ∼ 230 meV
(with respect to the neutrality point) a third band crosses the Fermi level and a
fourth does the same at EF ∼ 600 meV. These Fermi energy shifts are certainly
compatible with the large electron densities obtained with our PES gating. In
addition, in the presence of several bands, not only intraband scattering processes
but also interband ones are possible, thus considerably complicating the picture.
As a consequence, in contrast with the case of SLG, in FLGs equation 4.2 cannot
be used anymore as a definition of ΘBG. In this case, the constancy of the crossover
temperature might arise from the interplay between the increase of the number and
of the overall size of the FLG Fermi surfaces (at the increase of electron doping)
and the presence of interband scattering processes. A quite similar situation can
occur in the presence of a large hole doping. Only first-principles DFT calculations
of the electron-phonon interaction accompanied by a semi-analytical solution of
the Boltzmann equation in FLGs (as the one recently appeared in literature for
MLG [22]) will clarify the causes of this crossover invariance.
4.4 Sheet R vs. T measurements: low T range
and weak localization regime
After the above analysis, we plotted the normalized resistance as a function of
temperature with the view point to observe increasing trend of metallicity in our
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FLG samples. Hence, in the following we report the temperature dependent elec-
tron transport in FLG systems at different induced carrier densities, n2D as tuned
by VG highlighting that it is possible to adjust its value up to 6 × 1014 cm−2
at VG = 3V. Different FLG systems evidently exhibit different properties. As
we have already discussed in the previous section, three- and four-layer graphene
devices always exhibited an increasing resistance vs. temperature behavior, thus
showing metallic characteristics even at the lowest charge carrier densities. The
effect of any variation on the latter was limited to a modulation of the resistance
value, strengthening the metallic behavior of the material for both positive and
negative gate voltages (Figure 4.7 and 4.8 respectively).
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Figure 4.8. Normalized resistance vs temperature variation for a four layer device
as a function of a) positive and b) negative applied VG
At positive VG = 2V, 3V and 4V, in the four layer graphene device the effect
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became less pronounced. For negative VG, we observed a very well defined pro-
gression with a continuous increase of the metallic trend. In all the cases the most
interesting observation regards the presence of a logarithmic increase of R(T) at
T < 20− 30 K, that we will soon demonstrate to be due to a carrier localization
effect.
Figure 4.9 shows the temperature dependence of the normalized resistance
as a function of temperature, at different gate voltages for a five-layered de-
vice; R(T) decreases as the temperature increases at VG = 0V, exhibiting typical
semiconducting-like localization behavior. Under the influence of applied VG even
at VG = 0.5V the material shows a marked reduction in R(T) and exhibits less pro-
nounced semiconducting like trend. Further decrease of semiconducting behavior
leading to a gradual increase of resistance with temperature and thus correspond-
ing to a crossover to a metallic-like behavior was observed by increasing VG from
2V to 4V. This has also been observed with application of VG = -3V and -4V.
Figure 4.9. Semiconducting- to metallic-like resistance (normalized) behavior in
temperature at different applied gate voltages for a five-layered graphene device
As we make a closer look at lower temperatures by using a semi-logarithmic plot
as shown in Figure 4.10, a logarithmic upturn in FLG resistance was consistently
observed. Both the upturn intensity and the temperature at which this upturn
starts depended on charge density as well as on the number of graphene layers.
Similar logarithmic upturns in the resistance of metallic materials are well
known to be caused by either Kondo effect, weak localization (WL), electron-
electron interactions (EEI) or a combination of these effects. We must therefore
discriminate between these possibilities.
Kondo effect is caused by carrier scattering by diluted magnetic impurities.
Unlike other authors [4] we do not intentionally introduce any defects in our sam-
ples; furthermore, Raman spectra acquired on our devices both before and after
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Figure 4.10. Linear resistance behavior plotted in logarithm of temperature for
different FLG devices at different applied gate voltages/induced charge densities
the PES deposition showed no appreciable D peak (Figure 3.2), thus strongly sup-
porting the absence of any relevant defects in our samples. We thus discard the
possibility of a contribution from Kondo effect to the resistance upturn.
Figure 4.11. The trajectories of an electron scattered by impurities that give rise
to the quantum correction to the conductance called Weak Localization (WL)
WL is caused by quantum mechanical interference between carrier wave func-
tions upon elastic scattering: two electrons that elastically scatter clockwise and
counterclockwise in the same closed loop interfere constructively, leading to an in-
crease in the back scattering probability and thus the material resistance (Figure
4.11). Since phase coherence must be maintained throughout the entire closed loop
in order for WL to occur, obviously WL is suppressed by the increased inelastic
scattering probability associated with the temperature increase.
WL is suppressed as well by the application of a magnetic field, due to the
time-reversal symmetry breaking between the clockwise and counterclockwise loops
generated by the magnetic field. EEI, on the other hand, does not suffer from such
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a magnetic field suppression.
Figure 4.12. (Left) Resistance (R) as a function of magnetic field (B) for a
three layer ABC stacked graphene measured in order to distinguish between WL
and EEI effects; upturn in resistance gets suppressed at a critical magnetic field,
Bcritical=0.021 T; (Right) R vs T experiments were done again to observe the
effect on R at fixed Bcritical: no upturn in R; at B = 0: the upturn reappears.
A widely exploited solution to discriminate between the two effects is thus
to measure the sample’s magnetoresistance: a positive magnetoresistance is asso-
ciated with weak antilocalization (WAL); a null magnetoresistance with EEI; a
negative magnetoresistance with WL.
Thus, we performed magnetoresistance measurements in a helium cryostat. An
ABC-stacked three-layer graphene device was probed experimentally at constant
temperature of 2 K and found to have negative magnetoresistance; symmetrically,
the logarithmic upturn of the resistance with decreasing temperature was found to
be suppressed upon the application of a critical magnetic field=Bcritical=0.021 T
as seen in Figure 4.12 (right). These results strongly support the conclusion that,
in FLG samples, only WL is the source of the measured resistance behavior at low
temperatures. In order to completely rule out the contribution from EEI, we also
measured the device resistance while heating up the sample under B = Bcritical:
the logarithmic upturn was found to be completely suppressed within the noise
level, and this suppression was entirely reversible upon removal of the magnetic
field.
4.4.1 Theoretical analysis of weak localization within the
framework of models specific to graphene
With these results in the hands we tried to fit our experimentally obtained data
within the framework of graphene specific models as reported in the literature. In
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the following we present a complete description of the theoretical interpretation
corresponding to our experimental results. Since the band structure for single-
and bi-layer graphenes is completely different from standard 2D materials, to the
charge carriers have been attributed Berry phases of pi and 2pi, respectively. In
realistic devices, due to the Berry phase analysis, disordered SLG is expected
to display WAL and bilayer graphene to exhibit standard WL behavior. In the
high charge carrier density region, the trigonal warping, i.e. imperfect shape of
the Dirac cones in the band structure, tends to suppress the respective WAL in
SLG and WL in bilayer graphene systems. However in the low density regime the
same effect of suppression is caused by weak disorder like ripples and dislocations
although at the same time enhances the intervalley scattering of the electrons. As
a consequence, WL effect is restored by intervalley scattering so that the electrons
in a graphene sheet tend to localize. The cumulative effect of all these factors
is described by relaxation rate, τ−1∗ introduced in the following. Thus for finite
intervalley scattering rate, τ−1i << τ
−1
∗ and long phase coherence time τφ > τi,
it is natural for graphene to display WL and negative magnetoresistance. Here
these τ ’s represent different characteristic scattering times, such as τφ is the phase
coherence lifetime associated to the inelastic scattering processes like electron-
phonon interaction (at high and moderate T) and electron-electron interactions
(at low T) which destroy the phase coherence, τi is the intervalley scattering time
related to electrons scattering from one Dirac cone valley to another. τtr is the
transport scattering time, equals to the twice of τe, the elastic scattering time
obtained by ρ0 and τe−e is the electron-electron scattering time also called the
inelastic scattering time (due to Nyquist contribution and normal T 2 contribution)
and τ∗ is the effective scattering time mainly related to trigonal warping effects.
Typical magnetoresistance behavior of single- and bi-layer graphene is shown
in Figure 4.13 with the two extreme situations: τ−1∗ << τ
−1
i and τ
−1
∗ >> τ
−1
i .
For our realistic case τ∗ << τi << τφ the magnetoresistance in both single- and
bi-layer material is typically of a WL type.
Warping determines the relaxation rate τ∗ which suppresses intravalley (anti)loca-
lization. Here Cooperon is a particle-particle correlation function usually described
in WL regime. However the two intervalley Cooperons are not affected by trigonal
warping due to time-reversal symmetry of the system. Thus, the temperature de-
pendance of τφ(T )/τi is obtained from resistance measurements from the formulas
mentioned in Ref. [5]:
δσ(T ) = − e
2
pih
ln(1 + 2
τφ(T )
τi
) + δ0(τ∗) (4.3)
Here, the small correction δ0(τ∗) originates from two intravalley Cooperons
strongly suppressed by the trigonal warping effects and intervalley scattering.
Given that trigonal warping is extremely pronounced anywhere except for the
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Figure 4.13. (a) Typical magnetoresistance behavior expected in a phase coher-
ent (τφ >> τi) SLG for a weak intervalley scattering, τ∗ << τi (solid line) and
for the case when the symmetry-breaking intravalley scattering is slower than the
intervalley one τ∗ >> τi (dashed). (b) Magnetoresistance of bilayer graphene,
τ∗ << τi (solid line) and τ∗ >> τi (dashed).[5]
extreme vicinity of the Dirac point, we neglect this term. Therefore equation 4.3
reduces to,
δσ(T ) = − e
2
pih
ln(1 + 2
τφ(T )
τi
) (4.4)
ln(1 + 2
τφ(T )
τi
) = −pih
e2
δσ(T )⇒ 1 + 2τφ(T )
τi
= exp(−pih
e2
δσ(T )) (4.5)
τφ(T )
τi
= [exp(−pih
e2
(σtotal(T )− σBoltzmann))− 1]/2 (4.6)
Since these characteristic scattering times are related to the value of the con-
ductance and not only to its variations, we performed four-wire measurements
in order to exclude the effects of contact resistance/conductance. Due to exper-
imental limitations like frequent breaking of contacts, this was not possible for
the three layer graphene samples measured under electrochemical gating. For this
reason the following analysis is presented mainly for four- and five-layer graphene
samples.
In our case, it is also necessary to correctly normalize the ratio τφ(T )/τi with
respect to Ref. [6]. As we know, at the increase of temperature, WL is destroyed
at a temperature corresponding to the condition τi = τφ. Thus, the 2τφ(T )/τi
curve must have a minimum in correspondance to the mentioned temperature.
However this is possible only if resistance is normalized i.e., the exact width-to-
length (W/L) ratio of the gated channel is used in order to convert the measured
four wire resistance into the sheet resistance, R. Since W/L is unknown or ill-
defined due to experimental limitations, then its exact value is determined by
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enforcing the condition that 2τφ(T )/τi = 1 at the minimum of the resistance curve
as measured experimentally. As an example of the result of this procedure, we show
in Figure 4.14, the ratio of τφ(T )/τi for four- and five- layer graphene devices.
Figure 4.14. Ratio τφ(T )/τi plotted as function of logarithmic temperature scale
at different induced carrier densities in a four- and five- layer graphene samples
Our measurements of the sample’s sheet resistance allows us to directly obtain
the temperature dependence of the ratio τφ(T )/τi. Also τi can be safely assumed
to be temperature independent, thus the temperature dependence of τφ(T )/τi is
the same as that of τφ(T ) which in turn allows us to determine the dominat-
ing scattering process in the considered range of temperatures. By expressing
τφ ∝ T−p, the index p gives the information on relevant scattering processes. At
low temperatures, electron-phonon scattering determines p = 3, 4, or 5 depending
on phonon dimensionality and degree of disorder; electron-electron scattering de-
termines p = 1 for Nyquist (small momentum exchange) scattering and p = 2 for
direct (large momentum exchange) scattering. As shown in Figure 4.14 for a four-
and a five-layered graphene devices the τφ(T )/τi curves show almost no sign of
super-linear behavior in the WL region, therefore we can conclude that electron-
electron Nyquist scattering is the dominant inelastic scattering mechanism in this
regime. The predicted behavior for Nyquist scattering is, ([7]):
τ−1φ = A
kBT
2x
ln(
x
~
) (4.7)
where x = F τtr and A is a coefficient of the order of unity.
Typical parameters for 2D systems lead to a value of x >> 1, and thus an in-
creasing τφ behavior with charge density n2D. Upon strong localization conditions,
x < 1 and the Boltzmann model no longer holds. Intermediate values of x instead
marks a crossover from strong to weak localization and show a region where τφ
can present an increasing behavior with n2D. The exact form of the curves is
determined by the dependence with n2D of F (which in the linear regions of the
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bands is a square root) and by τtr. Indeed, we find that our τφ(T )/τi values in
both four- and five-layer graphene are weakly decreasing with the carrier density
n2D as shown at 2 K in Figure 4.19, in contrast with previous measurements on
mono- and bi-layer graphene reported in literature [8]. Actually in these reference
works the explored range of charge densities was limited by the capacitance of the
solid gate dielectric, spanning only up to units in 1013, while here we are able to
reach values tens of times higher. This remark opens up two main possibilities.
The first one is that in extremely high charge density regimes the elastic scattering
rate is strongly reduced with respect to the low density regime; the second one
is the aforementioned hypothesis the usual x >> 1 condition is not met in our
experimental conditions, and that we are exploring the crossover region from weak
to strong localization. To discriminate between the two hypothesis, we cannot
limit ourselves to determine only the ratio of the phase coherence lifetime and
the elastic scattering time. Thus, if we want to determine the values of these two
quantities separately and not only their temperature dependence, we need either
another independent measurement or a theoretical calculation to give us a reliable
estimation of the elastic scattering time τtr.
In order to compute the values of this scattering time we must determine few
other related parameters as described in the following. We first turn to compute
the transport scattering time, τtr by using the standard Boltzmann (or Drude)
equation for conductivity as proposed in Ref. [9]:
σBoltzmann =
NkNS
4
e2τtr
∑
i
Ni(EF )v
2
Fi
(4.8)
Figure 4.12 (left) shows that, in the absence of the WL contribution, the de-
vice’s resistance (or conductance) saturates to a constant value at low temperature.
Thus, the Boltzmann resistance (or the conductance, σBoltzmann) at the minimum
(maximum) of our experimentally measured curves can be estimated from the
minimum (maximum) value that the sheet resistance (conductance) assumes just
before the onset of the logarithmic upturn (downturn). Then in order to extract
τtr from the expression 4.6, we estimated σBoltzmann, e is the standard charge of an
electron while NK and NS are the valley and spin degeneracy pre-factors. Here,
vFi is the Fermi velocity of the i-th band, averaged between the Γ−K and K−M
directions in the first Brillouin zone. The Fermi level EF , Fermi velocity vFi and
Density of States (DOS), Ni(EF ) are calculated via Density Functional Theory
(DFT) supercell approach by adding a uniform doping level equivalent to n2D to
the material in a Jellium model by our group’s theoretician and other collabo-
rators at Istituto dei Sistemi Complessi (ISC), Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche
(CNR), Rome, Italy. They independently computed the elastic scattering times for
the four- and five-layer gated graphene devices through ab-initio DFT calculations.
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Figure 4.15. Supercell structure to model the band structure of a four layer
graphene in ab-initio DFT calculations
Calculations were performed using the all-electron, full-potential, linear aug-
mented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method as implemented in the ELK code [15]
and the local density approximation [16] was adopted for the exchange correlation
potential. For example, to model the four-layer graphene, a three-dimensional
supercell with c = 40 a.u. was set, so that the periodic images are at least 10 A˚
apart, in order to avoid interactions and the distance between the layers is taken
to be 3.35 in all the cases (Figure 4.15). Doping was simulated by adding elec-
trons to the systems, together with a compensating positive background [17]. The
Brillouin zone was sampled with a 28 × 28 × 1 mesh of k-points and the radius
of the muffin-tin spheres for the carbon atoms were taken as 1.342a0, where a0
is the Bohr radius. We set the parameter RMTKmax = 7, where RMT is the
smallest muffin-tin radius and Kmax is a cutoff wave vector and the charge density
is Fourier expanded up to a maximum wave vector Gmax = 12a0.
Figure 4.16. Electronic band structures obtained by ab-initio DFT calculations
for four layer graphene at 1V (left) and at 4V (right)
The convergence of self-consistent field calculations is attained with a total
energy convergence tolerance of 10−8 Hartree. Our collaborators performed the
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calculations of the band-structure for four- (Figure 4.16) and five-layer graphene
that allowed us to obtain the values for both the DOS and the electron velocity for
the populated bands at the Fermi level for the different values of the induced charge
density. These quantities are related to the Boltzmann conductance value and the
elastic scattering rate τ−1e by the equation 4.8 or τtr = 2 × τe [6]. The procedure
to estimate the value of n2D from the three layer graphene induction level by
rescaling the quantum capacitances [10] and considering the series of the quantum
capacitance of the material (estimated) and the capacitance of the electric double
layer (measured by experiments on metals) is already mentioned in section 3.2. In
addition, for four layer graphene we also compared these values with Hall effect
measurements in order to confirm the values obtained from chronocoulometry.
The exact values of τtr are thus determined and are reported in Figure 4.19 as
function of n2D. In the literature τtr is found to follow a dependence on charge
density of the type nγ, where 1 < γ < 2 and is thus expected to show an increasing
behavior as n increases. However, we observe a decreasing trend of τtr for four layer
graphene and more or less a constant behavior for five layer graphene in Figure
4.19, which is quite unexpected. This situation can be imagined as produced by
some increase of induced-charge scattering centers at the surface of a graphene that
already had some defects to which these new scattering centers are now added.
The physical situation can be imagined as the occurrence of following phe-
nomenon: a) the increase of charge should increase the screening effect amongst
the carriers and thus decrease the scattering potential of defects leading to de-
creased scattering rate. This could increase τe and in turn τtr also, b) in our case
τtr decreases as a function of n2D so there should be another source of defects
present in the system that is able to give elastic scattering, hence we guess these
are the new charged scattering centers introduced by the PES c) both the pre-
vious mechanisms are simultaneously present: in four layer graphene the winner
is mechanism b) while in five layer graphene after the initial dominance of b), at
higher doping a) becomes more important and τtr starts again to increase.
This means that the elastic scattering rate decreases at the increase of the
carrier density due to the improved screening of elastic scatterers by the increased
density of charge carriers. Thus, we suspect that the observed decrease of τtr in
our four layer graphene data is due to the defects that were already there and for
five layer graphene the two effects seem to cancel each other leading to its constant
behavior. A schematic is shown in Figure 4.17 for the perturbed potential due the
induced charge carriers introduced by the PES.
Now our main aim remains to determine the values of τφ(T ) and τi as a func-
tion of induced n2D corresponding to different applied gate voltages. As reported
in the literature and from the inverse linearity of τφ(T )/τi with temperature, we
expect that both τφ(T ) and R are dominated by electron-electron scattering at
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Figure 4.17. Schematic depicting the perturbed potential due to induced charge
carriers at the surface of FLG samples
very low temperatures. In fact Ref. [11] suggests that electron-electron scattering
is the main source of de-phasing (i.e. inelastic scattering) up to very high tem-
peratures due to weak electron-phonon scattering. Ref. [12] discusses in details
the temperature dependence of electron-phonon scattering. In particular, they
point out that at intermediate temperature range ∼ 30 − 100 K, scattering by
in-plane acoustic phonons does not account for all experimentally measured re-
sistance behavior. According to them other scattering mechanisms might explain
the observed experimental features. They also remark on how the crossover from
linear to super-linear temperature dependence in the resistance in experimental
data happens at higher temperatures than expected. This sometimes turns out
to be experimentally observed as a second order degree i.e., quadratic (R ∼ T 2)
variation instead of the expected fourth order degree i.e., quartic (R ∼ T 4) varia-
tion. Authors of Ref. [13] report their experimental findings for SLG gated with an
electrolyte. Note that the Bloch-Gru¨neisen temperature, ΘBG which sets the typi-
cal range for the crossover increases with doping level, further suppressing phonon
scattering for higher gate voltages. In the low temperature limit, T << ΘBG,
they observed a R ∼ T 4 dependance, reflecting the 2D nature of the electrons
and the acoustic phonons in graphene. While at higher temperatures, the typical
semiclassical behavior of the resistivity R ∼ T was reported.
We feel safe to claim that below a few tens of Kelvin in our devices, τφ(T ) has
a form
τφ(T ) = AT
−1 +BT−2 (4.9)
due to electron-electron scatterings only; here in equation 4.9 the coefficient of
A, T−1 is a contribution from Nyquist scattering (small momentum exchange) and
the coefficient of B, T−2 comes from Coulomb scattering.
From equation 4.8, in general, we can write the sheet resistance as follows
R = (
NkNS
4
e2τ
∑
i
Ni(EF )v
2
Fi
)−1 (4.10)
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here,
τ−1 = τ−1tr + τ
−1
φ = τ
−1
tr +
T
A
+
T 2
B
(4.11)
Therefore, R can be suitably represented as
R = (τ−1tr +
T
A
+
T 2
B
)/(e2P ) (4.12)
here P is a constant as
P =
NKNS
4
∑
i
Ni(EF )v
2
Fi
(4.13)
Figure 4.18. Characteristic scattering times τφ(T ) and τi plotted as a
variation of temperature in a reciprocal scale at zero gate voltage for a
four layer graphene device
P and τ−1tr have been already determined from ab-initio DFT calculations. Thus
we are able to fit the pre-localization region (∼ 20-50 K) of the resistance curves
with a second-order polynomial fit in T , in order to determine the coefficients A
and B. This calculation always resulted in a condition where B << A, strongly
implying that Nyquist scattering term dominates at very low temperature, as
expected. This enables us to determine the value of τφ as a function of temperature
as shown in Figure 4.18.
As soon as τφ(T ) is known, τi can be obtained by inverting the already shown
equation 4.6 for the τφ(T )/τi ratio. In the temperature range described purely by
WL, τi convincingly turns out to be nearly constant as shown in Figure 4.18. This
nearly constant behavior of τi is an important check of our original hyphothesis.
A linear fit has been made to extrapolate the value of τφ(4K) for all the curves
to allow us for an easier comparison. Theoretically computed electron-electron
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scattering rate at 4 K is shown as red dashed line and orange hatched region in
Figure 4.19 for reference. In Figure 4.19 the order of magnitude of τφ is correct
but its n2D dependence turns out to be decreasing at higher doping. A possible
explanation for this unexpected behavior could be: as we know x is n2D dependent
and from equation 4.7 as x increases we expect the scattering rate τ−1φ to decrease.
But this is opposite to the observed trend of the scattering rate τ−1φ and hence
the discrepancy arises. However, if we limit the range of x corresponding to the
induced values of n2D here at 1 < x < 2.71 then we can convincingly explain the
increasing behavior of the scattering rate τ−1φ with respect to x.
Figure 4.19. All related characteristic scattering times τφ(T ), τi, τtr
and τe−e plotted as function of induced charge density at 4 K in four
and five layer graphene devices; the orange highlighted region shows the
theoretically expected values for τe−e
After estimating all these scattering times we made a consistency check of the
values obtained so far. As mentioned earlier magnetic field has been applied to
discriminate whether the logarithmic increase of the resistance at low temperature
is due to WL or EEI. Since the upturn of resistance gets suppressed only when
it is due to WL, under magnetic field application, we conclude that WL is the
dominant cause of this upturn.
Equation 4.3 yields the zero field WL correction to the resistivity while the WL
magnetoresistance is described by equation 4.14 that gives a complete description
of the crossover between two characteristic regimes mentioned at the beginning
(Figure 4.13).
∆ρ(B) = −e
2ρ2
pih
[F (
B
Bφ
)− F ( B
Bφ + 2Bi
)] + δ(B) (4.14)
The equations 4.3 and 4.14 also include small contributions from the strongly
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suppressed intravalley Cooperons for SLG,
δ0(τ∗) = [2e2/(pih)]ln(τφτ∗/[τtr(τ∗ + τφ)]) (4.15)
and
δ(B) = −[2e2ρ2/(pih)]F [B/(Bφ +B∗)] (4.16)
where, B∗ = ~c/(4Deτ∗) and funtion F is defined in the following.
However, in odd-number layered graphenes, WL is suppressed and eventually
replaced by WAL upon the application of a magnetic field according to the formulas
in equations 4.14 and 4.16. After combining these two equations we can write:
δσ(B) =
e2
pih
[F (
B
Bφ
)− F ( B
Bφ + 2Bi
)− 2F ( B
Bφ +B∗
)]. (4.17)
Here
F (z) = ln(z) + ψ(
1
2
+
1
z
) (4.18)
Bφ,i,∗ =
~
4De
τ−1φ,i,∗ (4.19)
and
D =
1
2
v2F τtr (4.20)
The measured curve for ABC-stacked three layer graphene is consistent with
the typical situation τtr < τ∗ << τφ ≈ τi as reported in Ref. [14] where initial
WL is replaced by WAL only at high fields. In this case the magnetoresistance
fit of the curves at different temperatures is the typical approach followed in the
literature but unfortunately we cannot benefit very much from it since we have
the data only for one ungated sample at a single temperature.
Figure 4.20 shows δσ as measured (black dots) and a fit (red line) as a function
of magnetic field.
The parameters obtained from the usual temperature dependent analysis, where
the curves are extrapolated at 4 K are τφ = 3.97× 10−11 s, τi = 4.97× 10−11 s and
τtr = 5.79× 10−14 s while parameters used in the reported fit to the magnetocon-
ductance data at 4 K are τφ = 3.2×10−11 s, τi = 3.32×10−11 s and τ∗ = 2.9×10−13
s.
The difference in τφ is small (∼ 20%) and possibly due to the significant noise
in the low-temperature transport measurement, which in turn renders a reliable
extrapolation of the τφ(T )/τi ratio to 4 K difficult. As we have only one measured
curve for the set of data under magnetic field hence only a single consistency
check can be performed. However, with the data in hand WL suppression can be
demonstrated anyway.
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Figure 4.20. δσ as measured (black dots) and as fitted (red line) as a
function of magnetic field
4.4.2 Theoretical analysis of weak localization within the
framework of 2DEG systems
In the analysis presented in previous section, we described our experimentally
obtained results within the framework of specific models developed for graphene
(as reported in the literature). However, we also tried to fit these results within
the standard quantum diffusive transport regime in a 2D system with two valleys.
Within the framework of WL, the sample’s sheet conductance is determined by
the temperature dependent behavior of the phase coherence characteristic time
through the following formula:
∆σ(T ) = −∆R
R2
= −( e
2
pi2~
)log(1 +
τφ(T )
τe
) (4.21)
where the two characteristic scattering times are the elastic scattering lifetime,
τe and the phase coherence lifetime, τφ. This relationship has the following sig-
nificance: in order that the WL appears, electrons must be able to make a full
loop thanks to elastic scatterings before incurring in an inelastic scattering event
which destroys their phase coherence. Thus, WL gets suppressed as soon as the
elastic scattering and phase coherence characteristic times become comparable.
The inversion of the aforementioned formula in equation 4.21 allows us to obtain
the temperature behavior of the ratio between the two characteristic times. Their
ratio is computed in exactly the same way as described in the previous section
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4.4.1 for τφ(T )/τi. Although, here we have multiplied the ratio τφ(T )/τe by a fac-
tor of 2 due to the difference in relationships of equation 4.6 and 4.21 as is shown
in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.21. The ratio τφ/τe for four (left) and five (right) layered
graphene devices, respectively
As explained in the previous section our experimental data are compatible
with either the standard (x >> 1) or the crossover condition. Here we find (af-
ter correctly normalizing) that the ratio τφ(T )/τe is sharply decreasing with the
induced carrier density n2D at 2 K as shown in Figure 4.22, similar to our model
in the previous calculations of section 4.4.1 in Figure 4.14 for four- and five-layer
graphene.
Similar to the previous case, the aim to determine the individual values of
both the scattering times requires another independent measurement to place a
constraint on the equation 4.21. The most straightforward approach to this prob-
lem involves the estimation of the elastic scattering time through the following
simplified model [8] (corresponding to equation 4.8) and/or by DFT calculations:
τ−1e =
NkNS
4σBoltzmann
e2
∑
i
Ni(EF )v
2
Fi
(4.22)
where in this scenario, τe can be approximated to τtr as described in the previous
section and it is determined by ab-initio DFT calculations in exactly the same
way described previously. All the parameters involved in equation 4.22 have been
already discussed in the previous section that allowed us to determine the elastic
scattering times τe as a function of the charge density in both four- and five-layer
devices (Figure 4.23 (left)).
In the results of Figure 4.23, however, the elastic scattering rate follows a
behavior similar to τtr of the previous section, i.e. decreasing at the increase
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Figure 4.22. Ratio τφ/τe as function of induced charge density at 2 K for four
(black squares) and five (red dots) layered graphene devices, respectively
of n2D and thus, suggesting, as in the previous section, a significant increase of
elastic scatterers with the increase of the applied gate voltage. To interpret its
physical significance as we already said in the previous section, we imagine a system
where the progressive introduction of charged scattering centers at the increase of
gate voltage (due to accumulation of ions) at the surface of graphene tends to
a decreasing behavior of τe. Since we earlier made independent calculations in
the framework of ab-initio DFT calculations, our results captured the features of
the problem at least in a semi-quantitative way. This was demonstrated when
few of the calculations for computing τe were later performed in the tight-binding
approach for validation. The latter approach yield very similar results for the
elastic scattering lifetime, but is not able to account for one important effect: the
doping induced filling of a massive parabolic interlayer band at the Γ point.
Further, we follow the standard approach on fitting the magnetoresistance mea-
surements to obtain τφ. In absence of significant (pseudo)spin-orbit coupling,
the theoretical predictions stated in equations 4.17 to 4.20 holds. Here we can
safely neglect (pseudo)spin-orbit coupling because we have already ruled out low-
temperature positive magnetoresistance contributions (Figure 4.12 (left)). Thus,
the only two relevant fields are the applied magnetic field and the effective phase
coherence field. By introducing the constraint on the value of τφ/τe(2 K) in the
fitting function, we are able to determine the value of both the elastic (left) and
phase coherence (right) scattering times for three-(only one data point due to lim-
ited data availability), four- and five- layer graphene, whose curves are shown in
Figure 4.23.
Thus, after performing calculations the order of magnitude for τφ here turns
out to be 10−13 s instead of what we obtained in the previous section as 10−11
s. Also it can be seen from Figure 4.23 (right) that τφ initially decreases and
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Figure 4.23. Determined values of τφ and τe at 2 K for FLG samples as
a variation of n2D
is probably wrong (due to the ”classic” model description). This behavior of τφ
is unacceptable since its order of magnitude is incorrect and it shows a contrary
trend to the expected. Hence, the obtained behavior of characteristic scattering
lifetimes within the standard 2DEG model is rather inadequate with respect to the
expected results (as reported in the literature). Also we support the last statement
having performed calculations in the framework of models specifically dedicated
to graphene discussed in details in section 4.4.1. Therefore, we conclude that the
”classic” 2DEG model fails to appropriately describe the scattering mechanisms
in our FLG system.
Note that all these procedures described in previous two sections allowed us to
determine the relevant scattering rates. However, due to experimental limitations
(i.e., the device fault rate) we were able to perform magnetoresistive measurements
only on the aforementioned three-layer device; the scattering parameters for the
four- and five-layer gated devices on which we focused on in the earlier section
remain unaccessible through the experimentally measured technique.
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Chapter 5
Electrochemical gating of
CVD-grown single layer
graphene, graphite and CaC6
In the previous chapters we described the electrochemical gating technique [1]
and its application mainly on metals and FLG. However, we studied the field
effect due to electrochemical gating technique on SLG, highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG) and CaC6 as well. In this chapter we present our results on
these materials in order to confirm the results reported in literature and describe
our progress in relation to them.
5.1 Field effect in CVD-grown SLG
The powerful technique of electrochemical gating is very well know to even drive
the phase transition of different materials [2]. In the literature there are several
claims that it may be possible to induce superconductivity in SLG. The authors
of Ref. [3] have predicted the possibility to induce superconductivity in SLG
sheet by doping its surface with alkaline metal adatoms. Mainly Lithium, in a
manner analogous to which superconductivity is induced in graphite intercalated
compounds (GICs). They report that in order to induce superconductivity in
graphene, it is beneficial to bring the interlayer state to the Fermi energy and
to localize it as close as possible to the graphene plane. In this way, they claim
that it is possible to access the superconducting state with Tc = 8.1 K or 17-18
K by decorating with Li+ ions on top or on both sides of the surface of SLG,
respectively, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Another classic way to induce superconductivity in graphene appears to be a
large increase of the carrier density, to be able to shift the Fermi level far from the
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Dirac point and close to a Van Hove singularity (VHS).
Figure 5.1. SLG decorated by Li+ ions (a) only on top and (b) on both sides [4]
In addition, as we have described in section 2.4 of Chapter 2, SLG has always
been an interesting topic of research due to several motivations. There are exten-
sive reports in the literature that focus on SLG gated with different configurations
of PES, ionic liquids and solid dielectrics. Hence, the target of our work is to
check the possibility to induce superconductivity in SLG through electrochemical
gating experiments and repeat the earlier experiments with our innovative PES,
since this technique allows the observation of a large effect thanks to a higher
charge induction. In this section we describe the results of different experiments
we have been able to perform mainly at room temperature and few others with
temperature variation. Besides the obvious measurement of induced charge these
experiments include results of Dirac curves, Raman measurements and behavior
of resistance versus temperature for CVD-grown SLG.
5.1.1 Measurement of induced charge: Hall effect
Motivated by the prediction of accessing superconductivity and the record of in-
duced charge in FLG, we performed the electrochemical gating in SLG devices
made from CVD-grown graphene. We measured approximately twelve CVD-grown
SLG devices. Their fabrication and patterning is already described in Chapter 3
and Figure 5.2 shows a schematic of the device geometry and its electrical config-
uration.
The first step has always been to measure the intrinsic charge carrier density
by standard Hall effect measurement even before drop casting and UV curing the
PES. This measured value is found to be in the range 1012−1013 cm−2 and slightly
p-doped due to adsorbed water molecules from the atmosphere. Later, after drop
casting the PES, this value changed slightly and we performed the Hall effect
again to measure the value of intrinsic charge without any applied gate voltage.
The Hall effect was performed in the same way as described in details in Chapter
3 in section 3.2.2. A variable gap magnet with magnetic fields of magnitude 0.4
T, 0.5 T and 0.6 T was used and source drain current was less than 1 µA. In
the same way, Hall effect was performed for all the applied gate voltages in steps
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Figure 5.2. Schematic of the FED used to perform transport measurements [5]
of |VG| = ± 0.5 V within the electrochemical stability window. The results of
the Hall effect measurements are shown in Figure 5.3 for three different devices
labelled as UG2C-11 etc. Figure 5.3 shows that the data points are gathered
around a common trend. For |VG| < ± 1.5 V, n2D depends almost linearly on VG
and then it grows more than linear for higher VG. The induced charge densities
for positive and negative gate voltages are rather symmetric for |VG| < 2.5 V while
for |VG| > 2.5 V the positive values increase much more steeply.
Figure 5.3. Induced charge as a function of both positive and negative applied
gate voltage for three different CVD-grown SLG devices
In this case our specialized PES gating technique has been used for the simul-
taneous chemical doping with Li+ ions and field effect gating of SLG devices. By
applying a sufficiently high gate voltage we are able to accumulate the ions on
the surface of SLG for a relatively short time. This was done in order to imme-
diately cool down the system in the configuration of SLG decorated by Li+ ions.
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In this way an additional very high surface charge and the expected modifica-
tion of the electronic bands and of the phonon density of states produced by the
overlaid Li+ atoms are, in principle, achieved that should be sufficient to induce
superconductivity in SLG. Following this procedure it becomes possible to induce
a permanent modification of the electronic structure of SLG. By permanent mod-
ification we mean that we intend to accumulate the Li+ ions on the surface of
SLG in a way that it becomes impossible to change this configuration, at least
during the time of low-temperature transport measurements. In other words the
properties of Li-doped SLG are modified simultaneously by the electric field effect
and by the electrochemical doping due to the PES. Then, may be, it could be
possible to reach the predicted superconducting state with Tc = 8.1 K or 17-18 K
simply by controlling the properties of SLG by applied gate voltage. Figure 5.1 (a)
shows the configuration in which Li+ ions have to be accumulated on top of SLG
in order to achieve 8.1 K of possible superconducting critical temperature while
Figure 5.1 (b) shows the requested configuration if Li+ is decorated on both sides
of SLG leading to a predicted Tc of 17-18 K.
A slight hint of this possibility of accumulation of Li+ ions can be seen in Figure
5.4 where the resistance of the SLG device slowly saturates in a long time after the
application of gate voltage. This happens if we exceed the limits of electrochemical
window (2.5-3 V) and perform the so called over-gating experiments. This is
described in details in Chapter 3 in section 3.2.5. As it can be seen in the Figure
5.4 the application of the gate voltage modifies the electronic properties of SLG in
a quasi-permanent way and, thus, we can guess that temporary Li+ ion deposition
may be its cause.
Figure 5.4. (a) Resistance saturates to its original value in a very long time
after the removal of gate voltage VG = 3 V and (b) permanent modification of
the resistance value at VG = 4 V
However up to now we have been able to induce a maximum of 6× 1013 cm−2
measurable surface charge carrier density in SLG. Then after inducing this charge
with the same configuration of PES, we immediately went down in temperature to
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the cryo-cooler’s base temperature in order to observe superconducting transition.
Unfortunately the devices broke peeling off the PES along with the device due
to mechanical stress and hence we were not able to observe any superconducting
transition up to now.
5.1.2 Dirac curves
We have already shown the sheet resistance (or conductance) behavior with respect
to a continuously applied bias for a three- and four-layer graphene in the previous
chapter in section 4.2.
Figure 5.5. Hysteretic Dirac curves for CVD-grown SLG
Here we show the Dirac curves for a CVD-grown SLG device in Figure 5.5. We
continuously applied the gate voltage to track the behavior of resistance and made
six sweeps ranging from VG = +3V to -3V. Up to VG ∼ ± 1 V (with respect to
the charge neutrality point (CNP)) the curve is symmetric. This linear increase of
the sheet resistance is due to accumulation of either electrons or holes, within the
voltage range VG = ± 1 V. Then we see a peak corresponding to the resistance
maximum which, in principle, should coincide with the CNP as we further span
the gate voltage. However this peak does not correspond to the standard CNP
and is shifted towards the right because of spontaneous doping due to presence of
adsorbates (e.g., moisture). As we make different sweeps this peak shifts backwards
with respect to the original resistance maximum and its behavior is hysteretic i.e.,
the peak position in the next sweep does not correspond to the previous original
peak. This hysteretic behavior of Dirac curves in Figure 5.5 means that there is a
pronounced effect on the properties of SLG due to the electrochemical gating with
PES. Also we suspect that during this process Li+ ions are accumulated or trapped
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over the SLG surface, hence producing the observed hysteresis. These strongly
hysteretic Dirac curves are thus another hint for the presence of Li decoration
over the SLG in our overgating experiments.
5.1.3 Raman measurements
Raman spectroscopy is one of the most used characterization techniques in carbon
science and technology. It provides a huge wealth of knowledge about the number
and orientation of layers, electric or magnetic fields influence, strain, doping, dis-
order, quality and types of edges, and functional groups. The measurement of the
Raman spectrum of graphene [6] triggered a huge effort to understand phonons,
electron-phonon (e-ph), magnetophonon and EEIs in this material.
Figure 5.6. (a) Schematic of the PES gated SLG device and electrical configu-
ration used for the measurements (b) Optical micrograph of the device used in
the experiments, the scale bar is 300 µm and inset shows the graphene channel
with a scale bar of 30 µm. [7]
The details of the Raman spectra are described in section 3.1 of Chapter 3.
Here we present Raman spectra similar to the one of Figure 3.3 for a three layered
graphene device after drop casting the PES. In addition to the conventional spec-
tra, we were able to measure the Raman spectrum simultaneous to the application
of gate voltage for CVD-grown SLG. Also authors of Ref. [7] studied the depen-
dence of the Raman spectrum of defected SLG on the level of electrostatic doping,
in samples with a fixed amount of defects. They combined the PES gating with
in situ Hall effect measurements and Raman spectroscopy at different excitation
wavelengths. Their set up and optical micrograph of the device is shown in Figure
5.6. As [7] reports, doping has major effects on the Raman spectra. It evolves as
follows: (a) the D peak changes intensity, (b) the G peak position increases while
the G peak itself stiffens due to the non-adiabatic removal of the Kohn anomaly
at the Brillouin Zone (BZ) center, Γ.
Now, we focus on the gate voltage dependence of the Raman signatures as we
measured for our CVD-grown SLG sample. Figure 5.7 shows the Raman spectra
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of sample UG2C 42 as a function of applied gate voltage.
Figure 5.7. Raman spectrum of CVD-grown SLG, measured at 532 nm, for
different applied gate bias through PES electrochemical gating
Raman measurements were performed at INRIM, Torino and we used a 20X
objective with a laser of 532 nm wavelength. The slit aperture was 25 µm and the
laser power was 5 mW. The main features we observed in our measurements are
as described in the following:
1. At the beginning, we did not observe any D peak but later a strong D peak
appeared at VG = 4 V that is visible also after the removal of gate voltage as seen
in the two top most spectra of Figure 5.7. This appearance of the D peak suggests
that as we exceed the electrochemical stability window for graphene and apply
the gate voltage beyond its limits, some sort of permanent defects develop at the
surface of SLG that give rise to this D peak. However, at the present moment, we
cannot be sure that this D peak is due to the deposition of the Li+ ions or there
are some vacancies permanently formed at the surface of SLG.
2. The G peak instead stiffens as the effect of gate voltage is increased. At
lower voltages it is somewhat suppressed but as we increase the gate voltage it
sharpens and steepens. Again at VG = 4 V there is an abnormality seen for the
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G peak. Also there is a slight change in the G peak position compatible with the
results of [7] and [16].
3. For the 2D peak it is seen that it is pronounced only when there is no or low
applied gate voltage while it suppresses progressively as we increase the effect of
applied gate voltage. At VG = 3 V there is essentially no 2D peak (magenta curve)
but then at VG = 0 V (yellow curve) the 2D peak reappears strongly. Here again
at VG = 4 V partial suppression of the 2D peak can be seen. This is in accordance
with the hysteretic behavior of the resistance as seen in the Dirac curves of Figure
5.5 where the resistance peak shifts backwards probably due to the heavy doping
of the accumulating Li+ ions.
5.1.4 Resistance behavior as a variation of temperature
Few of the CVD-grown SLG devices were measured in temperature in order to
observe the behavior of resistance, study the effect of electrochemical gating and
see the possibility of induced superconductivity. The observed behavior of the
resistance vs. temperature (from 340 K down to 100 K) in one of these devices is
shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8. Resistance vs. temperature for a CVD-grown SLG
The devices were heated up above the room temperature in order to remove
adsorbed moisture and then cooled down. The resistance shows semiconducting
like features as we could measure up to 100 K and is in accordance with the
results reported in the literature. The high rate of breakage of devices due to
mechanical stress produced by the PES posed a serious limitation to this kind of
measurement at cryogenic temperatures. This issue has been addressed in section
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3.2.5 of Chapter 3 and it must be emphasized that more than 80 % of the devices
do not survive the first cooling. As a consequence, even if we had some evidence
(Dirac curves, room temperature resistivity under gating, Raman spectra) of the
(partial) accumulation of Li+ ions on the SLG surface, we were not able up to now
to measure the transport properties down to 2.7 K.
5.2 Field effect in highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
Graphite is the parent compound for single- and few-layer graphene, fullerenes,
carbon nanotubes and other carbon based materials and for this reason it has
been at the center of vast research activity. Several efforts have been reported in
the literature about the possibility to gate and observe the field effect on graphite.
Figure 5.9. Real pictures of FEDs prepared by HOPG; (a) The config-
uration when the current and voltage contacts are over the surface; (b)
configuration when the current is injected through the bulk HOPG and
voltage is measured on the surface
However, in our particular interest we have performed experiments on highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) by electrochemical gating with our new and
improved formulation of PES. There are no reports in the literature on this topic,
i.e. on gating graphite by electrolyte solutions. We could still relate our results to
those described by standard gating.
Figure 5.9 shows real pictures of our FEDs in both the configurations where
the current contacts are on the top and along the sides of the HOPG flake respec-
tively. The devices were prepared in the following way: HOPG was mechanically
exfoliated and all the contacts were painted by hand on its surface by connecting
it with very thin gold wires. A gold flake was used as a gate pad which connected
the PES with the exposed graphite surface. A small gate window was formed by
using liquid Kapton (polyimide) that was UV cured. Then PES was drop casted
in order to perform gating experiments. In Figure 5.10 we show the schematic for
both the configurations we have used to perform the measurements.
After the device preparation we measured the induced charge by double step
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Figure 5.10. Schematic showing both the device configurations and the
respective electrical connections for (a) current and voltage contacts over
the surface and (b) current contacts along the bulk HOPG crystal and
voltage measured on the top of it
chronocoulometry and the results are shown in Figure 5.11. The order of magni-
tude of the induced charge we obtained was approximately equal to 3× 1014 cm−2
at +3 V. The trend of the induced charge variation as a function of gate voltage
is more or less similar to that we have obtained for SLG and FLG samples as
described already. However the extremely high-induced charge values similar to
the ones obtained in metals, sometimes observed in these experiments, cannot be
assumed to be correct here. Due to the partial contact of the PES with the gold
wires used for the contacts here we probably have a partial gating of the wires too,
which leads to an overestimation of the charge on HOPG.
Figure 5.11. Induced charge carrier density as a function of gate voltage
In addition to temperature and magnetic field dependence of the electrical
resistance, the authors of Ref. [8] have studied the behavior of tens of nanometers
thick multigraphene samples as a function of bias voltage applied perpendicular to
the graphene planes. They found that the resistance of different samples changes
asymmetrically with the bias voltage sign.
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Figure 5.12. Resistance behavior as a function of temperature (a) nor-
malized R vs. T showing pronounced metallic-like features and eventually
saturating for positive VG (b) the same as in (a) but for negative VG (c)
semiconducting-like behavior due to all-contacts-on-top configuration (d) an
intermediate behavior of resistance when the current contacts are able to
access first few layers of HOPG’s surface
The authors experimented and reported that out of all the measured samples
the thickest multigraphene flakes behaved in a metallic-like way initially and then
their resistivity eventually saturates, while the thinner ones behaved in a way that
appear totally semiconducting (Figure 2.28 (a)). The flakes with intermediate
thickness initially show a less pronounced but well visible metallic-like behavior in
the temperature range ∼ 10-50 K, then showing semiconducting features at higher
temperature. In analogy with their results we studied different configurations for
our FEDs. We found that when we injected the source-drain current (ISD) through
the bulk HOPG by fabricating current contacts along the total thickness or vertical
sides of the sample, our results correspond to the sample that Ref. [8] referred
to as thickest. This means that when the current flow is across all the graphene
planes, the material behaves in a metallic way and the resistance saturates later
at low temperature. If the current contacts stay over the top, at the surface of
HOPG, then we obtain a semiconducting-like behavior of the material. For other
intermediate thicknesses the observed behavior of the resistance is a mixture of the
above two: semiconducting-like and then metallic-like. One important difference
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is that the authors of Ref. [8] gated their devices with the standard dielectric while
we always gated by PES reaching very high values of the induced charge.
Figure 5.12 shows the different behaviors of resistances for our different config-
urations of FEDs. We have characterized approximately twenty samples and have
consistently observed such behavior of the resistance. At a first sight, the results
shown in Figure 5.12 allow us to already draw some preliminary conclusions: i)
depending on where the current contacts are placed, in our electrochemical gating
experiments we can be more sensitive to the bulk of the sample or to the topmost
layers of HOPG. This conclusion has also consequences in the experiments on
CaC6 described in the next section; ii) the strong charge induction (both positive
and negative) obtained by our electrochemical gating produces some effects on the
resistance particularly in the samples that show a metallic-like behavior.
Using the model presented in Ref. [16] we have fitted our experimentally ob-
tained results just described above. They suggest that the measured resistance
can be explained by the parallel contribution of the resistance of semiconducting
graphene layers with low carrier density < 109 cm−2 and the one from metallic-like
internal interfaces. The results indicate that ideal graphite with Bernal stacking
structure is a semiconductor with a narrow band gap Eg ∼ 40 meV. They propose
a simple model to explain the experimental longitudinal resistance data obtained
in different oriented graphite samples of different thickness and area. The rather
complicated behavior of the longitudinal resistivity can be explained assuming the
parallel contribution of regions with semiconducting graphene layers and ones from
the interfaces between them, as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies
revealed. The internal structure of the used samples is shown in the TEM picture
in Figure 5.13. As shown in [17], this picture reveals single crystalline regions of
graphene layers, of thickness between 30 nm and 100 nm.
Figure 5.13. TEM picture of the internal microstructure of a highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite sample. The dashed red lines indicate some of the interface
regions between the single crystalline graphite parts. Regions with different gray
colors indicate a slightly different orientation of the graphite structure.[16]
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They describe the measured behavior of the resistance of graphite samples as
due to the existence of well-defined interfaces between the single-crystalline re-
gions. The interfaces between crystalline regions in semiconductors with different
orientations, lead to confined quasi-2D carrier systems with a much larger car-
rier density than the bulk matrix. They assume therefore that these interfaces
running parallel to the graphene layers of the graphite structure are the origin of
metallic-like resistivity as well as of the apparent large carrier density measured
in bulk samples, i.e. n0 & 1010 cm−2, an assumption that is supported by the
change in absolute resistivity with thickness [17]. Taking into account the internal
microstructure of the graphite samples, it becomes clear that it is necessary to
measure the resistance of samples of small enough thickness in order to get the
intrinsic transport of the graphite structure with its weak-coupled graphene layers.
Figure 5.14. Topmost and bottom right curve shows the experimental data ob-
tained for sheet resistance vs. temperature corresponding to the configuration in
which the current is injected through the bulk and voltage contacts are on top
and this data is fitted with the model presented in Ref. [16]. The lower left curve
is the experimental data fitted with the same model corresponding to the config-
uration when the all the contacts are on top but voltage contacts are sensitive to
first few layers of HOPG’s surface
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Following the results from Ref. [17] as well as the semiconducting behavior of
resistance described in Ref. [16], obtained for a thin graphite sample, it has been
assumed that the graphene layers inside each graphite sample are semiconducting
and their signal between the voltage electrodes is given by an effective resistance
of the type:
Rs(T ) = a(T ) exp(+Eg/2kBT ) (5.1)
The prefactor a(T ) depends basically on the mobility, i.e. the mean free path,
and on details of the carriers band structure (e.g. effective mass).
For samples with thickness larger than 50 nm and of several micrometers length,
there is a larger probability of having interfaces, whose signals will be picked up
by the voltage contact electrodes (usually several micrometers apart). Therefore,
in parallel with Rs(T ) they simulate the contribution from the interfaces through
the resistance:
Ri(T ) = R0 +R1T +R2 exp(−Ea/kBT ) (5.2)
where the coefficients R1, R2 as well as the activation energy Ea are free pa-
rameters. The temperature-independent term in the above equation represents the
residual resistance measurable at low enough temperatures. The second tempera-
ture dependent term is a weak contribution from the metallic regions within the
interfaces and the third term is speculated to be related to superconducting like
behavior of graphite.
The total resistance RT (T ) is given by the parallel contributions of Rs and Ri
as
RT (T ) = [Rs(T )
−1 +Ri(T )−1]−1 (5.3)
Clearly, by changing the parameters one can obtain all types of behavior for
R(T). We have obtained a consistent description of the data and the main free
parameter Eg is similar for all samples approximately to be equivalent to 40± 15
meV. These fits are shown for some of the experimental curves at different gating
in Figure 5.14. It is worthwhile to notice that the interfaces as well as the single-
crystalline regions are restricted to regions in the ab plane parallel to the graphene
layers. This fact supports the use of the simple parallel resistance model.
5.3 Field effect in CaC6
Similar to the great deal of fundamental and practical interest in the possibility of
inducing superconductivity in a SLG, the superconducting mechanism for CaC6
has also attracted much attention for the respective roles of the pi∗ and interlayer
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(IL) bands. Ref. [10] marked the discovery of CaC6, then Ref. [11] described the
novel method of its synthesis, and [12] suggested the exact preparation of samples.
Figure 5.15. Device pictures for CaC6 (a) before putting the PES (b) after drop
casting the PES; the gold flake can be seen placed besides the CaC6 crystal with
contacts painted for a four wire measurement
Our groups’s expertise in point-contact spectroscopy reported in [13] describes
in details the gap determination in CaC6, where a complex glove bag technique
for the preparation of the samples (that are extremely air-sensitive) was used.
Some theoretical studies [9, 14] proposed that strong phonon-mediated interactions
between the two aforementioned bands are required to explain superconductivity
and would lead to both bands being superconducting and have superconducting
gaps slightly different in magnitude as observed in [13]. The analysis of Ref.
[9] reports that the superconducting gaps and electron-phonon coupling on both
bands yield a compelling evidence for the picture in which the pi∗-IL interband
interaction contributes less than 50% to the total electron-phonon strength to
enable superconductivity.
We made an attempt to modulate the superconducting critical temperature
of exfoliated CaC6 crystals by electric field effect. These crystals are extremely
sensitive to air and require a special procedure and environment for the device
preparation. This technique consists in mounting the sample and fabricating the
contacts in a completely inert atmosphere and hence we carried out the cleavage
of the crystal and the patterning of contacts, as well as the drop casting and UV
curing of the PES in a dry glove box.
An inert atmosphere of argon was created inside the glove box by repeated
pumping and filling. Since the size of CaC6 crystals is very small, approximately
1 mm × 0.5 mm and we are forced to stay in an inert atmosphere, we had abso-
lutely no possibility to fabricate the contacts by standard lithographic techniques.
For this reason it has been a challenging task to paint the current and voltage
contacts with diluted silver glue by hand with high precision to make four wire
measurements. After this operation the contacts and the edges of the crystal were
sealed by liquid Kapton in order to give stability to the structure in the low tem-
perature measurements. Most importantly, this is done to open the gating window
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Figure 5.16. Normalized resistance vs. temperature for CaC6 as measured
under electrochemical gating
in the region between voltage contacts and prevent the contact of the PES with
other regions of the sample and with the wires while measuring. Then PES was
drop casted and UV cured under a lamp inside the glove box. The device was
mounted on the sample holder of a cryogenic probe necessary, in order to perform
transport measurements in a liquid helium dewar (Figure 5.15). The results of
the measurements are shown in Figure 5.16 for normalized resistance as a function
of temperature at several applied gate voltages. As it can be seen in the Figure
5.16 the superconducting transition was biphasic with the highest Tc (about 11.5
K) in agreement with the critical temperature of the bulk CaC6. At the first
application of a gate voltage of +3 V there was a clear shift of the lower Tc of
about 0.5 K (red dots) that suggested a huge effect of the electrochemical gating.
But, unfortunately the successive 0 V curve has shown the same features of the
previous one (blue dots) suggesting that an effect of the gating is present but it is
irreversible. After one day, with the sample always covered by the PES and the
device kept in helium gas and so with no contact with air, the transition became
broad and shifted to lower temperatures (green, magenta and dark blue dots). In
this conditions the application of the gate doesn’t change Tc anymore. Clearly
the sample is progressively degraded and this is suspected to be partly due to the
electric field effect through a permanent modification of the sample and partly to
some degradation of the sample not related to applied voltage. It is remarkable
that the degradation occurred while the sample was inside the helium dewar and,
therefore, not in contact with atmospheric oxygen. A degradation produced by
the small amount of oxygen accumulated into the PES during the short time it
remained exposed to air seems rather unlikely. Thus the only reasonable explana-
tion can be a degradation effect directly produced by the components of the PES
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and, in particular, lithium. Maybe a reaction of exchange between Li and Ca can
remove Ca from the intercalation sites with a progressive degradation of the Tc of
the sample.
The experiments are presently continuing and thus we have looked for a solution
of these problems in the following two ways: first, in future, the device preparation
will be carried out inside a glove bag of lower volume with continuous flush of argon
or helium gas and second the composition of the PES with a Li salt will be changed
to one with a Ca salt. The latter modification will allow us to verify if the use
of an electrolyte that does not contain Li can overcome, at least partially, the big
problem of the fast degradation of CaC6 when covered by the PES.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future
Perspectives
Growing interest in solid-liquid interfaces is justified due to their fascinating ap-
plications. For example, recently, the approach is to enhance charge transport in
materials by applying very large electric fields using polymer electrolyte solutions
(PES) or ionic liquids (ILs) as the gate dielectric. PES or ILs, an exciting new
class of materials, occupy the frontier of several fields such as high electric field
gated electronics, energy storage, and electrochemistry. In some device applica-
tions, PES and ILs supply extraordinarily high electric fields, which can engender
entirely new materials transformations. We explored the basic interactions that
occurred at PES-solid interfaces and determine the static and dynamic response
of solids and polymers under an applied voltage. We developed an understanding
to design PES-solid material combinations, applied these to generate high E-fields
that enable the discovery of novel phenomena, and explored new device concepts
for a range of applications. In the recent years this versatile technique has been
applied to many materials to deepen understanding of fundamental properties.
Exemplary materials where superconducting phase transition has been success-
fully accessed by this technique are molybdenum-di-sulfide (MoS2) and strontium
titanate (SrTiO3). With this thesis we conclude our studies of electrochemical
gating technique and its consequences on a variety of low dimensional materi-
als like few and single layers of graphene, highly oriented pyrolytic graphite and
CaC6. Strong modification of transport properties of these low dimensional mate-
rials was carried out by tuning their surface charge carrier densities (up to values
of induced charge exceeding 6 × 1014 carriers cm−2). The induced surface charge
was measured by a suitable modification of a classic method of electrochemistry
called the double-step chronocoulometry. Since the application of this technique
is quite new for this purpose, we made a validation check by comparing it with
the standard Hall effect measurements. Along with the successful comparison we
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were able to deeply study the complexity involved in the procedure of this tech-
nique. We analyzed the advantages and drawbacks of this technique in details by
application on various mentioned materials. We performed the cyclic voltammetry
tests and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy analysis in order to understand
and distinguish between the effects of electric field influence and chemical dop-
ing. This led us to broaden our knowledge on the amount of electrochemical
stability window and limits of operation. The main results of the mentioned work
led to the conclusion that electrochemical gating is a much more efficient way
as compared to the standard dielectric gating. In all the field effect devices we
were able to perform standard four-wire transport measurements down to 3.5 K.
However, even at the highest induced charge density no trace of superconducting
transition have been observed, but the temperature dependence of the resistance
showed a crossover from a low-T regime dominated by electron-electron scattering
and a regime at higher T (≥ 100 K) where only the standard high temperature
electron-phonon scattering exists. The crossover temperature can be associated
to the Bloch-Gru¨neisen temperature of the material, but it does not show any
dependence on the Fermi energy, pointing to important differences in the elec-
tric transport properties of FLGs and SLG at the large charge densities induced
by PES gating. Further, a continuous enhancement (or progressive induction) of
the metallic behavior and a low-temperature logarithmic upturn of the resistance,
strongly dependent on the induced charge has been observed. Since Kondo-effect
and electron-electron interaction contributions have been ruled out on the basis
of Raman measurements and of the magnetic-field dependence of the resistance,
this peculiar low-temperature behavior has been analyzed and explained in terms
of weak localization (WL) due to localized defects at the sample surface. In this
respect ab-initio theoretical calculations of the electron and phonon properties of
these materials in presence of a huge induced charge density have been performed
that provide direct information on these properties. Along with these we tried
to accumulate Li+ over the surface of SLG with an attempt to freeze the system
and observe superconductivity by application of the electric field effect and doping
method simultaneously. On the other hand, HOPG was monitored under electro-
chemical gating for the first time and checked for its diverse properties on high
charge induction. And also an attempt was made to modulate the superconducting
critical temperature of CaC6 by the electrochemical gating technique.
Future perspectives comprises of mainly to carry out previously aimed exper-
iments with CVD-grown SLG in temperature to observe the possibility to induce
superconductivity in the presence of accumulated Li+ at the highest amount of
charge density. As we have reported these experiments have not been successful
up to now due to the bulkiness of the device system. An intelligent improvement
designed for the future is to use a different composition of the polymer electrolyte
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solution and/or instead use ionic liquids. Also, we could study the electric field
effect on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite by a better control of number of lay-
ers. As we have seen, HOPG with different thickness leads to different behavior
in resistance, hence, it is very important to carefully check the exact thickness to
characterize its properties. Also finish ongoing experiments on CaC6 to study the
effect of electrochemical gating in order to modulate its superconducting critical
temperature and apply polymer gating technique on novel materials like black
phosphorous and transition metal dichalcogenides like MoSe2, MoS2 and NbSe2.
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